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FOREWORD

On the basis of the recommendations of the Advisory Group Meeting
on Main Principles of Safe Management of Severely Damaged Nuclear Fuel
and other Accident Generated Waste, held from 13 to 16 November 1989, the
IAEA initiated a programme in 1990 to collect technical information on
special tools and methods to deal with circumstances beyond the normal
design basis of fuel damage.

A Questionnaire was sent out to solicit information from the Member
States and organizations which might have experience in this field. The
responses to the Questionnaire were discussed at a Consultants Meeting
and at an Advisory Group Meeting during 1990.

The aim of this document is to disseminate the experience gained in
Member States serving Article 5 of the Convention on Assistance in the
Case of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency and also filling a
potential void in response to fuel damage events of less severe magnitude.

The US Department of Energy made available to the IAEA the services
of an expert, Mr. W.C. Holton, to compile and evaluate part of the data
for this document. We would like to express our gratitude and
appreciation.



EDITORIAL NOTE

In preparing this material for the press, staff of the International Atomic Energy Agency have
mounted and paginated the original manuscripts and given some attention to presentation.

The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the governments of the Member States or
organizations under whose auspices the manuscripts were produced.

The use in this book of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any
judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their
authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of specific companies or of their products or brand names does not imply any
endorsement or recommendation on the pan of the IAEA.
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L INTRODUCTION

Member States have requested that the IAEA develop recommendations for
on-site management of post-accident conditions of damaged nuclear fuel and
related waste from an accident at a nuclear power plant. This request is in
accordance with Article 5 of the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency which establishes that the IAEA
will collect and disseminate information among its members related to accident
recovery.

During 1989, experts with appropriate experience produced a
comprehensive report entitled "Management of Severely Damaged Nuclear Fuel and
Related Waste", Technical Report Series No. 321, published by the IAEA in
1991. Among the recommendations resulting from that effort, one was to
establish a catalogue of tools, methods, and analytical techniques that would
be of particular value for related events, even of much lesser magnitude than
TMI-2 and Chernobyl. This recommendation has been implemented during 1990.
Categories were created and a questionnaire was used to solicit suggestions
from a broad range of countries and companies.

1.1 Purpose of the catalogue

The objective is to provide Member States with information about
possible methods and equipment to manage a nuclear fuel damage accident. The
report is to serve as a reference catalogue of existing techniques, drawn
primarily on work done at Chernobyl and Three Mile Island; but also including
experience from minor fuel accidents and commercially available equipment that
might be applicable.

1.2 Structure of the catalogue

The catalogue is a compilation of responses to the questionnaire that
was sent to Member States in summer 1990. The document is meant to be open
and periodically updated to reflect the news in the field of nuclear fuel
damage management.



1.3 Group classification

The contributions are commented as belonging to one of four groups
as follows:
1. Unique or special techniques that were designed to solve a.

specific problem (e.g. drilling machine; physically conformed
to the situation in TMI), however for which the principle is
important;

2. Techniques which are of general use, but that have been used
in damaged fuel circumstances (e.g. mobile chemistry
laboratory for handling samples with high level of
radioactivity);

3. General techniques that can be used, but for which there is
not necessarily direct experience in recovering from fuel
damage.

4. Responses which were included in this first compilation, but
which are too general or not used in recovery operations.

Contributions of this class are included only in the first
publication.

The classification can be seen only in the Summary of Responses.

1.4 Listing of categories and disciplines

To facilitate access to the document, the contributions are
filed into the following six categories:

1. Contributions dealing with all the steps from removal of
damaged fuel to its packaging procedures prior to
transportation.

2. Data acquisition and analysis including different
investigation and monitoring and communication techniques.

3. Personnel protection.
4. Techniques and procedures ensuring nuclear and conventional

safety.
5. The management of fuel related waste.
6. Decontamination techniques.



These categories are based on the application experience at
Chernobyl and TMI-2.
In each category the techniques are further sorted according to the
following disciplines:

- Methods (A)
- Robotics (B)
- Chemistry (C)
- Analysis (D)
- Services (E).

1.5 Future plans

In the case that this TECDOC were found valuable for the users, the
Agency plans to update the catalogue revising the existing material and
to include new contributions.

To facilitate better response a Questionnaire form is attached at
the end of the document.

Should you need more forms or if you have any other queries please
contact:

Mr. F. Takâts
Nuclear Materials and Fuel Cycle Technology Section
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Waste Management
International Atomic Energy Agency
P.O. Box 100
Wagramerstrasse 5
A-1400 Vienna, Austria
Phone: 43 1 2360 Ext. 2768 or 2756
Fax: 43 1 234564

Next page(s) left blank



Country
Argentina
Belgium

Brazil
Bulgaria

China

CSFR

Canada

Finland

France

Germany

Hungary

India
Korea(Rep.)
Japan

2. LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS (PERSONS)
TO WHOM THE QUESTIONNAIRE WAS SENT

Organization
CNEA
Ministère des Affaires économiques
Programmation de la politique scientifique
Belgonucléaire
National Nuclear Energy Commission
Committee on the Use of Atomic

Energy for Peaceful Purposes
Ministry of Energy Resources
SNERDI

Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission
Vuje Nuclear Power Plant Research Inst.
Ministry of Fuel & Energetics
AECL, Candu Operations
Ontario Hydro
Ministry of Trade & Industry
Imatran Voima Oy
Teollisuuden Voima Oy
CEA-CEN
Société Générale pour

les Techniques Nouvelles (SGN)
Electricité de France
FRAMATOME
ANDRA
Federal Ministry for Research & Technology
Kerntechnischer Hilfsdienst GmbH
Siemens KWU Group
Kraftanlagen AG Heidelberg
NUKEM GmbH
DWK
WAK

National Atomic Energy Commission
Paks Power Plant
EROTERV Power Station & Network

Engineering Company
Atomic Energy Commission
Atomic Energy Bureau
Atomic Energy Bureau
Toshiba Corporation
JGC Corporation
JAERI
Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development Co. Ltd.

Name
(where applicable)

Mr. Zhou Guiying

Mr. E. Hladky

Mr. R.D. Gadsby

Mr. J. Merlet
Mr. F. Johnston

Mr. Brudermüller
Mr. M. Wilke

Mr. H. Sakashita
Mr. T. Ishida
Mr. K. Watanabe
Mr. K. Soda
Mr. Y. Hayashi
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Country
Mexico

Netherlands
Romania
Spain

Switzerland

Sweden

UK

USA

USSR

Yugoslavia

Organization
Secretaria de Relaciones

Exteriores de Mexico
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Institute of Power Engineering

& Studies
CIEMAT

Office federal de l'énergie
Paul Scherrer Institute
Gebrüder Sulzer AS
Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd.

Swedish Nuclear Fuel & Waste
Management Company

Swedish State Power Board
ABB-ATOM AB
Studsvik Energiteknik AB
AEA Technology
British Nuclear Fuels pic
BNFL Chapel Cross Works
USDOE
GPU Nuclear Corporation
Bechtel National Inc.
EPRI
Babcock-Wilcox
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Grove Engineering
Burns & Roe
General Atomics
MPR Associates
General Electric
Ministry of Atomic Power &

Industry of the USSR
Complex Expedition of I.V. Kurchatov

Institute of Atomic Power
VNIPIEhT

Federal Secretariat for
Energy and Industry

Name
(where applicable)

Mr. N. Andreescu

Mr. G. Hultquist
Mr. A. Namberg
Mr. C. Graslund
Mr. J. Jones
Mr. D.S.B. Marr
Mr. P. Jenkinson
Mr. N. Klug
Mr. M. Roche
Mr. G.R. Eidam
Mr. J. Taylor
Mr. F.N. Anderson
Mr. C.A. Negin
Mr. R. Chuebon
Mr. R. Grenier
Mr. N. Cole
Mr. J. Boyden

Mr. A.A. Borovoi

Mr. I. Rybalchenko

12



3. SUMMARY OF RESPONSES
TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE
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No. Name/Title Primary Second. Agency/Organization
Category Category

Country Ref. Photo Summary description Summary Experience Group

1 Equipment to Treat Damaged 1A
Fuel

2 Device for Damaged Nuclear 1A
Fuel Packaging and
Transport (TVP)

3 Removal of control rod 1A
accidenta ly stuck.....

4 Replacement of failed fuel 1A
rods in a PWR.....

5 Replacement of PWR fuel 1A
assembly..

6 PWR fuel assembly skeleton 1A
cleaning equipment

7 Internal lining of a 1A
damaged instrumentation
tube...

8 Replacement of failed 1A
holddown spring screw.....

9 Tools for PUR handling 1A
under incident conditions

NPf> A-1, Jaslovske CSFR
Bohunice

NPP A-1, Jaslovske CSFR
Bohunice

5A,1E,5E FRAGEMA, Lyon France

N N

1E FRAGEMA, Lyon France

1E FRAGEMA, Lyon France

1E,5A,5E FRAGEMA, Lyon France

N N

N Y

N Y

N Y

N N

1E FRAGEMA, Lyon France N N

1E FRAGEMA, Lyon France N N

1E FRAGEMA, Lyon France N Y

Equipment can handle severly damaged fuel
complexes for safe packaging and shipment,
it consists of a container, drainage and
separation compartment, sealing
compartment, and accessory equipment.
Each damaged fuel element is put in a
hermetic casing that is welded shut by an
automatic welding machine.
This tool consists of a gripper with
support tube, a locking sleeve, and a
probe with positioning index.
The plant fuel elevator system is used as
a movable fuel assembly basket associated
with a set of specific manual tools.
Two methods of fuel assembly reassembling
are used by FRAGEMA, the damaged skeleton
of a PWR fuel assembly is replaced by
transfering all the sound rods to a new
skeleton.
After a reassembling operation, these
tools are designed to clean an irradiated
fuel assembly skeleton that contains some
damaged fuel rods.
The damaged instrumentation tube is lined
by an inner tube introduced from a hole
drilled in the top nozzle, the lining tube
is then secured by expansion.
The damaged screws are removed by
unscrewing after milling the locking pins,
the new screws are mounted and locked by
expanding a special head jacket into slots
previously machined on the top nozzle.
Set of tools used to handled PWR fuel
assemblies for which utilization of the
plant fuel handling system is impossible
due to mispositioning or damage.

Separate parts were functionally tested by
manufacturer, at present equipment is
being mounted at NPP A-1.

The TVP has been used to prepare 440
damaged fuel elements for railroad
shipment to the USSR between 1983-1990.
One broken control rod was removed from a
PWR assembly in 1989.

Since 1986, 16 PWR fuel assemblies have
been repaired.

The techniques have been used several
times since 1984.

The equipment has been used in two
campaigns (5 assemblies) since 1989.

Since 1986, 70 PWR fuel assemblies have
been repaired.

Since 1985, 65 PWR fuel assemblies have
been repaired.

Set of tools supplied to EOF.



No. Name/Title Primary Second. Agency/Organization
Category Category

Country Ref. Photo Summary description Summary Experience Group

10 Retrieval and safe storage 1A
of a pair of damaged fuel
bundles...

11 Hot Cell Facility Fuel 1A
Assembly Repair and
Inspection station

12 Underwater Fuel Inspection 1A
Rack

13 CCTV Colour Stereo Viewing 1A
System

14 Drilling Equipment 1A

15 In-reactor Television and 1A
Photographic Equipment

16 TMI-2 Pressurizer Defueling 1A
System

17 Once-Through Steam 1A
Generator <OSTG) Defueling
System

18 TMI-2 Vacuuming/Airlift 1A
Defueling Systems

19 TMI-2 Core Debris Defueling U
Canisters

18

2A

BARC, Bombay

INPR Pitesti

INRP Pitesti

India H Y

Romania N H

Romania N N

UKAEA, Windscale U K N Y

BNFL, Chapelcross UK N N
Works

BNFL, Chapelcross UK N N
Works

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y N
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA N Y
Middletown, PA

Using a proven fueling machine and special
can tube, a scheme was devised to retrieve
and safely store a damaged pair of fuel
bundles in which fuel pencils had
telescoped into each other.
The working station is equipped with
telemanipulators, window, periscope access
to heavy manipulator, crane, video
cameras, and tools for dismantling and
repair.
The Triga 14 MW reactor is equipped with
two underwater fuel inspection racks
situated in the pool of the reactor.
The system provides high quality 3D views
of the surrounding area, will be able to
operate in dose rates of 100 rad/h.
A 4- hp hydraulic drilling and trepanning
tool with tungsten carbide and diamond
chip cutting material was developed.
TV cameras were developed to operate at up
to 150 C in a gas- cooled Kagnox reactor,
also conventional photographic camera are
suitable for operation in temperatures up
to 80 C.
A defueling system consisting of a pump,
knockout canister, and agitation nozzle
was developed to defuel the pressurizer.

The upper tube sheets of the TMI-2 OTSGs
were defueled using a combination of pick
and place tools and a dry vacuiming
technique.
A vacuuming system and airlift equipment
were developed to defuel the TMI-2 reactor
vessel.

The operation was successfully performed
at Madras II NPP.

The hot cell facility is frequently used
to inspect and disassemble irridated
experimental fuel in irridation loops and
capsules, and Triga 14 MW fuel assemblies.

The inspection racks allow visual and
dimensional control of fuel rods.

Tests at Harwell and Windscale show the
device is highly beneficial vis a vis 20
viewing.
It was used to clear a channel blocked by
melted fuel in a gas- cooled roagnox
reactor.
In 1967, the equipment was used to help
clear a channel in which fuel melted, it
is also for routine reactor inspections.

Fine debris was removed from the
pressurizer but larger pieces required
removal by an underwater robot, see
MiniRover.
All loose fuel core debris was removed,
some adherent debris remained.

Three variations of the same canister
shell were developed: fuel, filter,
knockout. 35.56-cm outer dia., 3.8 m
length., 304L stainless steel.

The initial vacuuming system was unable to
lift the size and mix of fuel debris
particles, frequently clogging, airlift
equipment and a modified vacuuming system
were vital in completing defueling.
Over 340 were loaded with TMI-2 core
debris and shipped to Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory for long-term
storage in a fuel pool.



No. Käme/Title Primary Second. Agency/Organization
Category Category

Country Ref. Photo Summary description Summary Experience Group

20 THI-2 Long-Handled
De-fueling Tools

1A

21 TMI-2 Core Bore System 1A

22 THI-2 Passive Neutron 1A
Detection

23 Underwater Vacuum System 1A

24 High-Resolution Underwater 1A
Color Closed Circuit TV
(CCTV)

25 Fuel Assembly/ Repair/ 1A
Inspect Station (FAR1S)

26 Remotely Operated Submarine 1A
System

27 Hydraulic Bandsau, Bolt, & 1A
Tube Cutter

28 Specialy designed 1A
Electro-disintegrating
Equipment

29 Underwater Periscopes with 1A
Cameras

GPU Nuclear, THI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

2A.2D USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

2A GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA
San Jose, CA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA
San Jose, CA

2A EPRI, Palo Alto, CA USA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA
San Jose, CA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA
San Jose, CA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA
San Jose, CA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA
San Jose, CA

Y Y Hundreds of heavy-duty tools were attached
to the ends of long poles and operated
under 10- 20 m of water to break up, lift,
and load into canister the damaged core
components and debris.

Y Y A modified oil-drilling-type rig capable
of extracting sample core stratification
samples, breaking up resolidified
material, and drilling out stainless steel
components.

Y N Several types of passive neutron detection
methods were of note: solid state track
recorders (SSTRs), copper activation
coupons, 8F(3) neutron detection system.

Y Y High-capacity underwater vacuum system
capable of filter or cyclone separator
removal of particulate

Y Y Flexible underwater color CCTV camera
capable of operating in depths to 18 m
radiation-hardened

N N FARIS is a three-position manipulator
mounted on a base plate and operated from
a remote console, it has the capability to
accept various tools.

N N Remotely operated submarine system capable
of remote inspection of reactor internals.

Y Y Underwater handsaw capable of cross
cutting objects up to 0.3 m, bolt & tube
cutters capable of cutting objects up to 2
cm

Y N Various specially designed
electro-disintegration machining (EOH)
equipment for remote reactor machining and
modification

Y Y Fixed-depth periscope, mounted on
refueling curb, capable of viewing at a
depth of 7 m

The successful use of long-handled tools
was the result of great persistence,
effort, and trial and error work under
constantly changing conditions.

Used at TMI-2 to take samples of unknown
regions of the reactor core, to breakup
previously molten core debris, and to
disassemble the lower core support
assembly.
Methods were used to locate and quantify
larger quantitites of fuel throughout
TMI-2 plant.

GE has 25 years of BWR experience with
irradiated fuel bundle disassembly,
repair, and rebuilding
GE has 25 years of BWR experience with
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuiIding
Used in 1989-1990 at Conneticut Yankee to
inspect and clean/ repair 109 reinsert
fuel assemblies that had become
contaminated with debris from a machining
operation.
GE has 25 years of BWR experience with
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuilding
GE has 25 years of BUR experience with
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuilding

GE has 25 years of BUR experience with
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuilding

GE has 25 years of BUR experience with
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuilding



00 No. Name/Title Primary Second. Agency/Organization
Category Category

Country Ref. Photo Summary description Sumnary Experience Group

30 Underwater Lighting 1A

31 Pneumatic Manipulator 1A

32 GE BUR Fuel Bundle 1A
Disassembly Tool

33 GE BWR Vibration Instrument 1A
Removal

34 Remote Operating System 18

35 Uindscale Decommissioning 1B
Manipulator (WAGR)

36 MEL Manipulator 1B

37 Remotely Operated IB
Underwater Recovery Vehicle

38 ROV2 remote crawler 1B
excavator

39 TMI-2 Mini-Rover Submarine IB 2B

GE Nuclear Energy, USA Y Y
San Jose, ÇA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA Y Y
San Jose, ÇA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA Y Y
San Jose, ÇA

GE Nuclear Energy, USA N N
San Jose, ÇA

WAK, Eggenstein - Germany Y Y
Leopoldshafen

UKAEA, Windscale U K N Y

UKAEA. Uindscale U K N Y

UKAEA, Windscale U K N Y

A E A Technology, U K N Y
Windscale

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

Various underwater lights for periscope or
TV viewing or working underwater 500-1,000
W bulbs with reostats to vary intensity
Pneumatic-driven, two-fingered manipulator
mounted on end of pole sections, depths up
to 20 m, can grasp objects up to 5 cm in
die. and 14 kg
BWR fuel bundle disassembly tooling
capable of completely dismantling
GE-designed fuel bundles and handling
components
Remote BUR vibration instrumentation
removal tooling capable of removing strain
gauges/ instrumentation leads
For maintenance and deconmissioning, a
remote operating system with cutting tools
and transportation devices was built.
The WAGR decommissioning manipulator is a
7- degree of freedom, radiation- tolerant,
robotic arm that has a reach of 2.5m and
can be deployed down a hole 934um (w) by
16î8dm (1) when folded, and a hole half
this size if fully extended.
The MEL manipulator is an 8- degree of
freedom hydraulic manipulator that can be
deployed down a 250mm dia. hole, has a
payload of SOkg, and a reach of 2.75m.
The vehicle is an underwater skid steer
vehicle with 4 degrees of freedom
manipulator mounted on it.
The ROV2 is a standard JCB crawler
excavator Type 812S with radio controlled
operation of all functions from a remote
operating station only, it has onboard
CCTV and ambient sound systems.
Mini-Rover was a commercial swimming
robot, with color TV camera and pincer
arm.

GE has 25 years of BUR experience with 3
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebutIding
GE has 25 years of BWR experience with 3
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuilding

GE has 25 years of BWR experience with 3
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuilding

GE has 25 years of BWR experience with 3
irridated fuel bundle disassembly, repair,
and rebuiIding
Cold tests in a mockup have been 3
successfully completed.

Successful nonactive trials have been 2
completed to prove the manipulator control
software and its ability to deploy remote
tooling, it will be used to dismantle the
Windscale Advanced Gas Reactor in 1992.

The manipulator is based upon proven 2
technology and has undergone nonactive
handling trials at Windscale.

Testing began n early 1991 on a fully 2
operational vehicle.

ROV2 has been operated inside B16 Pile 3
Chimney at BNF pic, on decommissioning and
dismantling tasks.

It was used to inspect and defuel the
TMI-2 pressurizer vessel.



No. Name/Title Primary Second.. Agency/Organization
Category Category

Country Ref. Photo Summary description Summary Experience Group

40 Manipulators for Reactor 18
Defueling (MANFRED)

41 Automated Cutting Equipment IB
System (ACES)

42 Space Modeling and 10
Interference Detection
System (SHIDS)

43 TM1-2 Gamma Spectrometers 1D

44 THI-2 Alpha Detectors 1D

45 Repair of « PWR fuel 1E
assembly skeleton...

46 Extraction of loose parts 1E
stuck in PWR assemblies..

47 Skeleton top nozzle 1E
connection
reinforcement.....

1A

2D

5E

5E

48 Servicing of damaged fuel 1E 5E
assemblies

49 Reactor Fuel Examination 1E 2E
Facility (RFEF)

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, THI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
«iddletown, PA

FRAGEMA, Lyon France

FRAGEMA, Lyon

FRAGEMA, Lyon

France

France

FRAGEMA, Lyon France

JAERI, Tokai-mura Japan

Y Y A custom-designed, 2-armed robotic
manipulator system for underwater
disassembly of reactor components.

Y Y ACES is an automated plasma arc system
used to cut stainless steel underwater.

Y Y SMIDS is a computer system designed to
provide 3-dimensional modeling of complex
equipment and facilities.

Y Y Several gamma spectrometers were
developed: an Nal spectrometer, and high-
purity Ge detector, and a Si(Li) Compton
recoil spectrometer.

Y N A thin-walled alpha detector was
developed.

N N A special mini- grid is positioned between
the bottom nozzle and the damaged bottom
grid of the assembly.

N N The multi- function handling tool is
composed of one pool side- mounted section
and one underwater section, a video camera
give high accuracy to the gripper.

N Y A reinforcement rod is introduced inside
the central instrumentation tube of a
damaged fuel assembly in order to restore
its handling capability, no reirradiation
occurs.

H N Set of tooling for dismantling damaged
fuel assemblies in order to bring them in
a condition consistent with safe handling
and storage.

N Y The RFEF is a hot laboratory facility for
comprehensive and detailed post-
irridation examinations of reactor fuels.

Fully tested but not used at TMI-2 because
other disassembly techniques proved
satisfactory and HANFRED could have been
difficult to decon and maintain.
ACES was used to cut into small sections
the lower core support assembly of the
TMI-2 reactor under 15 m of highly berated
and contaminated water
It was used at TMt-2 to support
radiological analysis, to integrate plant
configuration information into one source,
and to support reactor disassembly.
The spectrometers were used at TMI-2 to
survey areas and systems for fuel debris
that had escaped from the reactor vessel
during the accident.
The alpha detector was used at TMI-2 to
quantify the isotopic makeup of thin films
of fuel in the reactor coolant system.
In 1990, the equipment was qualified and
the first campaign begun.

The equipment has been used in three
campaigns since 1986 and is widely proven
in the elimination of debris.

Approximately 200 fuel assemblies have
been reinforced in NPPs and a fuel
reprocessing plant.

Design of a set of tooling and procedures
to be used for processing two dropped PWR
fuel assemblies in a spent fuel storage
pool.
Ten fuel assemblies and many fuel rods
have been tested at RFEF



No. Name/TUle Primary Second. Agency/Organization
Category Category

Country Ref. Photo Sumary description Summary Experience Group

50 Post-Irradiâtion 2A
Examination Techniques and
Evaluation

51 Remote Gamma Spectroscopy 2A
of Primary Coolant

52 Multi-site examination 2A
stand

53 On-line sipping test
system........

2A

54 PWR fuel assembly sipping 2A
test system

55 EdoV currrent testing of 2A
irradiated fuel rod.

56 Wireless and Remote 2A
Controlled Radiation Survey
System (URSS)

57 Fuel rod oxide thickness 2A
measurement device

58 Underwater color TV system 2A

59 Mobile Analyzer for 2A
Detection of Activity in
Crud (MADAC)

KAERl, Daejun Korea

NPP-Dukovany CSFR

2E FRAGEMA, Lyon France

FRAGEMA, Lyon France

2E FRAGEMA, Lyon France

Nippon Nuclear Fuel Japan
Development Co.,Ltd.

28,3A JGC Co. Japan

Toshiba Co.

Toshiba Co.

Japan

Japan

ABB Atom, Vasteras Sweden

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
(KAERI) is capable of providing post -
irradiation examination services (PIE) of
nuclear fuels, especially PWR NNP fuels.
Automatic spectrum data acquisition and
évaluation from remote Ge detectors,
system based on Nuclear Data
instrumentation.
The multi- site examination stand is a
removable device used for visual
examinations, dimensional measurements,
and measurements of cladding oxide layer
thickness, it features a carriage to which
other accessories can be fitted.
The system is installed on the refueling
machine and is designed to identify
irradiated leaking fuel assemblies during
the routine performance of core unloading
operations.
System installed in the reactor pool or
spent fuel pool and used to give an
accurate diagnosis on fuel assembly
leakage, even after a long storage time.
The system determines the location and
size of fuel cladding defects
WRSS is a wirless and remote controlled
radiation survey meter for measuring the
dose- equivalent rate and accumulated-
dose in a highly radioactive working area.
Device for the measurement of oxide
thickness in fuel rod surface based on
eddy-current lift-off principle.
High resolution underwater color TV system
for visual inspection of irradiated fuel
assembly.
Device used for gamma spectrcmetric
measurements to characterize contamination
on inside of piping and to estimate
radionuclide inventory in reactor
components.

Since 1987, KAERI has provided PIE 4
services for nuclear fuels, reactor vessel
surveillance monitors, steam generator
tubes, and control rods from PWR NPPs.
Continuous monitoring of four reactors at 3
the Dukovany site since 1989.

The stand heas been operational since 1987
for the inspection of PWR assemblies.

All French PWRs and some in Belgium and
Sweden use the on-line sipping test
system.

All French PWRs are equipped with sipping ï
test systems, more than 160 reactor cycles
have been controlled.

The system was succesfully used since
1979.
The system has been successfully used at
several nuclear power facilities.

The device has been in use Japan since
1983.

The system has been used in Japan since
1986.

Used in both Swedish and Finnish BWRs
since 1977.
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60 Method for Evaluating 2A 2C
Chemistry after a Fuel
Damage Event

61 Electrical Circuit 2A
Characterization and
Diagnostic (ECCAO) System

62 TH1-2 Containment Water and 2A
Sludge Sampling Device

63 Metal Disintegration 2A 1A
Hachining (MDH)

64 THI-2 Pseudo Cores 2A

65 TMI-2 Wall and Floor 2A
Sanpler

66 Airborne Cloud Tracking, 2A
Aerial Monitoring, and
Measurements (AMS)

67 Technique for Measuring 2A 2D
TMI-2 Beta Fields

63 Bore Tech BT2020 Color 2A
Camera

69 Fast Sorting 2A 2D
Characterization Techique

Forsmark

Pentek, Inc.,
Coraopolis, PA

Sweden

USA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

EG&G Energy USA Y N
Measurements, Las
Vegas, NV

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

A method has been developed to measure
fraction and type of fuel damage based on
activity release of Xe-133 and 1-131 or
Cs-137.
ECCAO is a computer controlled measurement
system designed to characterize electrical
circuits in nuclear plants.

A water and sludge sampling device (WSSO)
was fabricated to take samples from the
flooded basement of the contairetient.
MOM uses electrical discharge machining to
remove conductive material by melting away
small bits of material using a series of
electric arcs between an electrode and the
work piece.
A TLD was placed on a plastic ring to
produce measurements mimicking those taken
from concrete floor samples,

A device was developed to take drill out
surface samples from the walls and floors
of the TMI-H containment.
Helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft
transport aerial systems to measure
isotopes, plume direction, radiation
levels, and thermal characteristics.
A modified version of a digital ion
chamber was developed.

ECCAO was developed for the USDOE to
assist in the selection of degraded
electrical equipment to be removed fron
the TMI-2 containment for laboratory
examination, it is now commercially
marketed for plant maintenance.
Eight samples from four different levels
were simultaneously gathered.

MOM was used at TMI-2 to remove specimens
from the inner wall of the reactor vessel
to help determine metallurgical conditions
during the accident, it was also
considered for use in reactor disassembly.
Many TLD pseudo cores were used to analyze
floor and equipment conditions to permit
dose reduction work to be efficiently
prioritize.
The device was used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the TMI-2 Gross
Decontamination Experiment.
The AMS was used at TMI-2 and currently
for other activities in the USA.

The BT2020 is a color video camera with
direct focus control, it is radiation
hardened and can operate under 10 m water

A modified version of a tungsten-
shielded. Geiger- Mueller detector was
developed.

The fast sorting technique was used to
provide rapid and accurate directional
measurements of beta fields in areas with
high beta and gamna sources.
The BT2020 was used at TMI-2 to determine
quantity and quality of fuel debris
remaining in the reactor vessel after
cleanup
The fast sorting technique provided rapid
and accurate directional measurements in
highly contaminated at TMI-2.
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70 Rees Model R-93 B&U Camera 2A GPU Nuclear, TMI-2,
Middletown, PA

USA

71 TMI-2 Active Neutron
Detection Technique

76 Gamma Scan

77 ULTRATEST System

2A

72 TMI-2 Core Topography Data 2A
Acquisition System

73 Fuel Element Corrosion HA
Product (CRUD) Sampling
System

74 BUR Out-of-Core Sipping 2A
System

75 PWR Anti-Fretting Clips 2A

2A

2A

78 Eddy Current Failed Rod 2A
Detection Method

79 Technique to Inspect/ 2A
Measure Irradiated Fuel

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID
Advanced Nuclear USA
Fuels Corp.,
Bellevue, UA

Advanced Nuclear
Fuels Corp.,
Bellevue, WA

Advanced Nuclear
Fuels Corp.,
Bellevue, WA
Advanced Nuclear
Fuels Corp.,
Bellevue, WA

Advanced Nuclear
Fuels Corp.,
Bellevue, WA
Advanced Nuclear
Fuels Corp.,
Bellevue, WA

Advanced Nuclear
Fuels Corp.,
Bellevue, WA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

USA

Y N The R-93 camera is a high-quality video
camera suitable for finely detailed
examination of reactor components
underwater.

If N An Sb-Be active neutron detection
technique was developed at TMI-2.

Y N Device for through-the-reactor-head
precise ultrasonic, sonar-like
topographical surveys.

N Y A device for obtaining samples of
corrosion products deposited on BWR fuel
rods,composed of a controller/ filter
panel assembly, a scraper head/ telescopic
rod assembly, and mounting hardware.

N Y The vacuum sipper is designed to detect
failed fuel assemblies once they have been
downloaded to spent fuel pool, two
independent units can sample up to 10
assemblies/h.

N Y Anti-fretting clips installed on fuel
assemblies to prevent baffle jetting
damage to PWR assemblies.

K Y Nondestructive measurement of fission gas
release by gamma scanning the plenum
region of a rod to determine quantity of
Kr-85.

N Y An ultrasonic inspection system for
identifying failed fuel rods.

It was frequently used at TMI-2 to examine
reactor core conditions and for the final
inspection of the vessel at the completion
of defueling.
It was used to locate and quantify smaller
quantities of residual fuel and to measure
U-235 content.
Used at TMI-2 to acoustically map the size
and shape of the void and damage region at
the top of the reactor core.
Quantitative evaluations of collection
efficiency indicate >95X of material is
collected on the filter membrane, >100
samples taken, sample weight: 5-7 mg, dose
rates were 50-200 mrem.
Qualification test successfully completed
in June 1990.

First used in Europe, now successfully
used on three reactors in the USA.

System has been used successfully on PUR
and BUR units.

Over 500,000 rods tested from 1983-1990
>99X reliablity rate.

Over 2000 fuel rods have been tested for
defects.

System consists of an encircling eddy
current coil, an eddy current tester w/
oscilloscope, a strip chart recorder, and
a data tape recorder.
Methods for visual inspections, oxide
thickness, profilometry, rod length, rod
withdrawal force, assembly length,
holddown spring force, rod-to-rod spacing, campaigns underway per year.
and spacer envelope.

A broad range of equipment and techniques
have been developed, currently
approximately 20 examination and 10 repair
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80 Toot for Hot Particle 2A
Identification/ Selection

81 Study of Large-Scale Gamma 2A
Fields w/Continual
Oosimetric Cords (COC)

82 Method of Temperature and 2A
Heat Flux Measurement

83 Plutonium-Strontium 2A
detector with pulse shape
discrimination

84 Heat Measurement Device 2A

toto

85 NeM Method of Neutron Flux 2A
Measurement

86 Method of Determining Small 2A
Neutron Flux in Large Gamma
Fields

87 Method of Determining Soit 2A
Contamination

88 Complex Method of Damaged 2A
Fuel Neutron-Physical
Characterization

89 Method of Field
Semiconductor Gamma
Spectrometry

2E

I.V. Kurchatov
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov
Institute, Moscow

USSR

USSR

USSR

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

Y Y Device allows sampling to investigate fuel
particles >5 micrometers, activity >5 Bq,
includes electronic- optical transformer/
optical microscope, with particle recovery
tool.

N Y The study of large-scale distribution of
gamma fields, location of radiation
sources, and gamma field spectral
characteristics.

N N A complex of caloriemetric tools and
methods for diagnostics and control of
nuclear facilities.

Successfully used at Chernobyl (1987-89)
to gather more than 2000 fuel fragments
from soil samples.

Y Y Low background, liquid scintillation
spectrometer for separate beta and gamma
registration with the pulse shape
discrimination.

N Y Device capable of determining the thermal
location of heat-generating sources
surrounded by hard heat-conducting
materials.

N Y Radiation defects produced in solids under
the influence of alpha particles and
fission fragments are calculated with help
of magnetic resonance method.

N Y Small neutron fluxes in large gamma fields
are determined with solid track detectors.

N N Method based on semiconductor gamma
spectrometer, special cutters provide
undisturbed soil samples.

Y Y Detector allows determination of the
density and neutron flux spectrum
distribution, fuel concentration, and
upper limit of the neutron multiplication
coefficient within damaged fuel.

U N A method o f quantitatively determining
natural and artificial gamma-emitting
nuclides in the soil and their dose rate.

Used from helicopters to create gamma-
isodose pictures of the central halt at
Chernobyl.

Used to measure absolute values of
heat-evolution power and heat fluxes in
critical assemblies, research and power
reactors, cobalt irradiation sources,
spent fuel repositories, and Chernobyl.
Used in scientific and ecological studies
at Chernobyl.

Tested at Chernobyl 1988-1990.

The patented method gives precise
measurement possibility.

Using this method, fuel containing sources 2
were located »t Chernobyl.

Used at Chernobyl to get more analysis 3
output compared with standard homogenizing
method.
Used successfully at Chernobyl, then 3
modified for use in spent fuel
repositories and decommissioned reactors.

Used in the 30-km radius of Chernobyl and
at thermal and nuclear power plants for
radioecological studies.
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90 Uranium Photometric
Determination

2A I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

91 Harwell stereoscopic CCTV 2B
system

92 Radio-Controlled 2B
Manipulator Vehicle MF-4

93 Cable-Controlled 2B
Manipulator Vehicle MF-3

94 System for High Dose Rate 2B
Surveillance

95 Remote Working Vehicle 2B
(RWV)

96 Remote Reconnaissance 26
Vehicle <RRV)

97 Remote Controlled Device 2B
TR-2

98 TMI-2 Mobile Emergency 2C
Radiochemistry Laboratory
(MERL)

99 Rapid Method of Sr-90 2C
Determination

AECL CRNl Canada

KHG, Eggenstein-
Leopoldshafen

Ringhals

6B GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

6B GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletonn, PA

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

Y Y

N Y

KHG, Eggenstein- Germany N Y
Leopoldshafen

Germany N Y

Sweden N N

Preliminary separation from addition
admixtures is made by the method of
extractive distributuion chromatography
carried out in a silica gel column.
The stereoscopic camera and display
provide the operator with added depth
information when performing remote tasks.
MF-4 is very flexible for operating in
unknown territory with high radiation
fields, it can be used for surveys and
working with tools.
MF-3 designed for use in radioactively
contaminated rooms/ areas for surveys,
picking up objects, and working with
tools.
A small vehicle is equipped with one each
high-level gamma and beta instrument.

RUV is a 4-wheeled, heavy duty,
teleoperated vehicle with a manipulator
capable of extending to a height of 7 m
for inspection, decontamination, and
demolition.
RRV is a versatile, tether-controlled,
six-wheeled work platform on which data
acquisition and decontamination equipment
is mounted.

A minature drilling rig and TV camera are
installed on a remotely controlled
undercarriage.
A mobile laboratory consisting of two
trailers, capable of analyzing
high-activity samples in a rapid fashion.

Method based on the selective extraction
of Sr-90 by DCG18K6 crown ether in
chloroform or benzol. Sr-90 then measured
by beta radiometer or liquid scintillator
gamma spectrometer.

Used within the 30-km radius of Chernobyl. 3

Test programs have been carried out at
Chalk River, Harwell, and Oak Ridge
National Laboratories.
No accident-related experience.

MF-3 has been used in hospitals, research
centers, chemical industry, and inside and
outside at Chernobyl.

Originally available commercially as
"Hunter", used by police against bout
threats, now modified for radiation
surveys.
U was tested at Carnegie-MeUon
University and TMI-2 but never used in the
cleanup work because of « change in
program direction.

It was used in highly contaminated and
difficult-to-access TMI-2 containment
basement for surveys, sampling, sediment
and concrete removal, and light
demolition.
Used since 1990, in strong gamma fields,
to take material samples of the Chernobyl
plant.
The MERL performed timely TRU and
radionucltde analyses on liquid and solid
samples at TMI-2 to support waste
management and general cleanup.
Used in 30-km radius of Chernobyl and
especially to measure Sr-90 air
contamination inside the plant.
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100 ORIGEN Code adapted version 2D

101 Radiation Happing and ALARA 20
Planning System (RADMAPS)

102 Single leaking fuel rod 2E
detection system.....

INRP Pitesti Romania N N

103 Respiratory Equipment 3A

104 THI-2 Oosiraetry Personnel 3A
Protection

105 TM1-2 Respiratory
Protection

106 THI-2 Heat Stress
Hanagement

107 Air Cleaner FORA-1

3A

3A

3A

108 Combined Method of 3A
Determining Composition of
Aerosols

109 HUVGAH Shielding Code 30

3D GPU Nuclear, THI-2, USA
Hiddletown, PA

FRAGEHA, Lyon France

INPR Pitesti Romania N N

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Hiddletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

I.V. Kurchatov USSR
Institute, Moscow

ABB Atom, Vasteras Sweden N N

The ORIGEN computer code was adapted to
calculate the concentration of fission
products in fuel assemblies of the Trigs
14 MW reactor.
RADMAPS is a computer program developed to
map and track radiation exposures within
the plant.
This system is a fully automated
ultrasonic fuel inspection system, a
multi- probe system allows the location of
the defective rods in an assembly by
detection of the water inside the
cladding.
Two types of equipment: AUER suits for
protection in beta- gamma contaminated
areas, and SCALEHNE suits for more hostile
areas where alpha is also high.
Several personal dosimeters were developed
or adapted: Harshaw 2-chip TLO, Panasonic
4-element dosimeter, and an 8-element
dosimeter.
Several respirators were developed or
adapted: a powered air-purifying
respirator (PAPR) and a powered
air-purifying hood (Breezer).
Several types of body suits were
investigated to reduce the heat stress
experienced by workers who labored in
anti-contamination clothes in the warm
TMI-2 atmosphere.
An air cleaner capable of removing dust
and aerosols that contain long-lived
radioactivity.
Permits determination of diameter,
density, and activity of aerosols aspired
through air filters made of petrianov's
material.
HUVGAM is the main program of a system of
three for calculating gamma dose around
cylindrical sources, including the
attenuation in existing shields.

The code is used to solve many types of
problems concerning irridated fuel in
NPP's fuel cycle and to investigate safety
related problems.
It was used to train, plan, and track the
results of missions in contaminated areas
of TMI-2.
Ultrasonic fuel inspection was developed
during the late 1970s and was used in many
countries.

Equipment has been thoroughly tested but
not actually required in field use.

The Panasonic 4-element dosimeter proved
most effective and was in use since 1983.

Both were very effective in providing
respiratory protection. Operation of an
onsite respirator cleaning facility was
vital to support operations.
The Vortex air cooling suit was first
used, a frozen water garment was
eventually developed and found to be most
effective.

Extensively tested at Chernobyl to clean
air and surfaces inside the plant.

Used at Chernobyl in 1988-1990.

Used since 1975 for shielding design and
calculations of dose value after
hypothetical accident.
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110 HicroShield 3D

111 Hockups for Training 3E

112 Criticality Control of 4A
Relocated Core Materials at
THI-2

113 Catalytic Recombiners for 4A
H-2 Control

114 Wall Climbing Inspection 48
Robot (WCIR)

115 Control of Microbial Growth 4C
in Water of Damaged NPPs

116 FC-400 6(U) Radwaste SA
Transportation Container

117 Spent Fuel Shipping Cask 5A

118 TMI-2 Core Debris Shipping SA
Cask (NuPac 125-B)

5D Grove Engineering, USA Y N
Rockville, HD

4E GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y N
Middletown, PA

4C.1C GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

5A,4E USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

JGC Co. Japan

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA Y
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

Power Station and Hungary N Y
Network Eng. Co.,
Budapest

KAERl, Daejun Korea N Y

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

Y Y

HicroShield is an HS-DOS system code
program for shielding assessment and dose
analysis
Full-scale models of components or areas
where work was to be performed in
high-radiation fields.

Boron in solution was used as a neutron
absorber in the THI-2 reactor coolant
system to prevent the recriticality of
relocated material.
Method for removing or controlling the
buildup of flammable gases from radiolysis
of water and organic materials in closed
vessels or systems.
UCIR is an inspection robot system
consisting of a vacuum disk to cling to
wall surfaces, wheels to move on the wall
surface, and an inspection system.
Microbial growth in the TMI-2 reactor
coolant system was a severe problem during
initial defueling operations, high
turbidity reduced visibility to a few
centimeters.
Equipment is suitable for transporting
solid, liquid, or solidified radioactive
wastes (excluding high-level), carbon
steel, total volume: 2.1 eu m, inner tank
(working volume): 400 cu dm.
The wet-type cask KSC-4 is capable of
carrying four PWR spent fuel assemblies
with a burnup of approx. 38 GWO/MTU and a
cooling time of 3 years.
An all-new rail shipping cask procured by
the USDOE to transport the core
debris-containing canisters from TMI to
INEL for research and interim storage.

HicroShield was used at THI-2 and by over
200 individuals/ organizations worldwide

Hockups were used before every major
cleanup operation at TMI-2, tools and
equipment were tested, work effiency was
improved and exposure minimized.
This method was introduced shortly after
the accident, over 5 000 ppm boron were
used to ensure safety during defueling
operations in the reactor vessel.
Used at TMI-2 to remove hydrogen for the
containment building, water processing
vessels, and core debris canisters.

It is designed for use in hostile
conditions and has been used twice in
Japan to inspect the wall thickness of
tanks at nuclear facilities.
A major project effort was required to
evaluate and test many alternative
solutions. The use of hydrogen peroxide
combined with other measures was
eventually successful.
Containers have operated according to
design concept.

The cask has been successfully used to
ship PUR spent fuel assemblies at the
Kori-1 NPP since mid-1990.

Between 1985-90, three such casks were
fabricated, licensed, and deployed in the
largest to-date commercial fuel shipping
campaign: approx. 133 000 kg of core
debris in 22 rail shipments.
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119 EPICOR II Vent Tool 5A

120 TMI-2 SOS Zeolite
Vitrification

5A

121 TMI-2 Submerged 5A
Démineraiizer System (SOS)

122 TMI-2 Water Evaporation 5A
Process

123 TMI-2 EPICOR II Water 5A
Processing System

124 TMI-2 Shipping Cask CNSI SA
1-13C

125 TMI-2 Shipping Casks: 5A
CSN1-8-120 and CNS1-H-190

126 Reinforced Concrete High 5A
Integrity Container (HIC)

127 TMI-2 Defueling Water 5A
Cleanup System (OWCS)

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA Y Y
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA Y Y
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

5E GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

5E GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y N
Middletown, PA

5E GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA Y Y
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA Y Y
Inc., Idaho Fat Is,
ID

USDOE/EG&G Idaho, USA Y Y
Inc., Idaho Falls,
ID

SE GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

A tool was developed to vent EPICOR II
water processing vessels (load with
organic resins) of flammable gas that
resulted from hydrolysis. The tool also
inerted the vessels.
A zeolite vitrificaiton demonstration
project was conducted by USDOE to evaluate
one method of disposing of heavily loaded
inorganic ion exchange media.
A high-capacity, low-flow zeolite
déminerai izer system was developed to
process highly contaminated water.

A forced, open-cycle evaporator was
designed to dispose of over 7.5 million
liters of mildly contaminated water
existing on site after the cleanup.
A three-vessel water processing system
using a mixture of organic and inorganic
layered resins was developed to process
water containing less than 100
microcuries/ml concentrations.
A Type B shipping cask procured by the
USDOE to transport various samples from
TMI-2 to laboratories. A versatile cask
of the type need following a fuel damage
event.
These two casks are examples of large Type
B shipping casks used at TMI-2 to
transport special radioactive waste.

A package designed to provide long-term
stability as an alternative to
solidification of resins heavily loaded
with radionuclides from water processing.
To process the reactor coolant and spent
fuel pool water during defueling, a
two-part, high-flow zeolite déminera Hzer
and sintered metal filtration system was
developed.

The tool was used extensively at TMI-2 to
prepare EPICOR II vessels for transport,
storage, or research.

The two highest curie content submerged
démineraiizer system vessels (containing
113 000 curies each) were shipped to PNL
for successful testing.
The SDS successfully processed 2.5 million
liters of highly contaminated containment
basement water and many million liters
from the reactor coolant system.
Approval to operate was obtained after
extensive review and public comment.
Startup and test operations are underway.

EPICOR II cleaned over 2 million liters of
auxiliary building water and supported the
processing of many million liters more.

It was the workhorse cask of the cleanup,
used extensively by the utility »nd USOOE.

They were used extensively early in the
cleanup to transport filters generated in
water cleanup operations (e.g., EPICOR II
filters and high integrity containers).
The HIC was developed and licensed for use
in a commercial disposal facility in the
USA. 50 HICs were used.

The system was effective after
considerable modification and after
special solutions to microbial growth and
clogged filters. It helped maintain
exposure rates in the defueling area to
<10 mrera/jobhour.
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128 Radwaste Evaporator 5B 5E
Operating Below Boiling
Point

129 Hazardous Duty Robot 58 6B
(ANDROS HARK V)

130 Vitrification of the 5C
Accident Wastes Containing
Chromate Ions

131 Processing System for 5C 5E
Activity Sorption from
Liquid Radioactive Wastes

132 Mobil Cement Solidification 5E
System (MOSS)

133 Pentek 600 Self Stripping 6A
Polymer Coating

134 4MI-2 Containment Gross 6A 2A
Decontamination Experiment

135 Dustless Decontamination 6A
System

136 Kelly Vacu-Hac Steam Decon 6A
System

137 Dry Decontamination 6A 6E
Technology

Power Station and Hungary N Y
Network Eng. Co.,
Budapest
Ni hon REMOTEC Inc., Japan H Y
Tokyo

Nuclear Research CSFR N N
Institute, Rez

University of Prague CSFR

Pentek, Inc., USA
Coraopolis, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Hiddletown, PA

Pentek, Inc., USA
Coraopolis, PA

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA
Middletown, PA

Y N

ABB Atom, Vasteras Sweden N Y

NI Kl HT, Moscow USSR

N Y

Y Y

N N

A closed-cycle evaporator for liquid
radioactive wastes.

ANOROS MARK V is a multi- purpose robot
characterized by superior mobility and
ease of operation, it is primarily used
against terrorism.

Soluble chromate is transformed into

The evaporator has operated according to 4
expectations.

Numerous robots have been sold to US and 4
European government agencies, a field test
for use by Japanese municipal police is
planned, for work in radiation areas
adequate shielding for the control device
would be necessary.
The process was verified on the 1

water- insoluble glass- ceramic material, discontinuous pilot plant level.

The system uses several remotely operated
ion exchange columns to reduce activity by
sorption of radionuclides on composite
inorganic and organic ion exchangers.
A compact, flexible system to immobilize
radioactive waste, system installed in a
10-m standard container and uses cement as
the solidification matrix, cubical
concrete moulds or steel drums are used
for solidification.
Pentek 600 is a copolymer decontamination
agent that coats a surface, trapping
loosed contamination within its matrix,
the coating is then easily removed.

A extended series of experiments were
conducted in the TMI-2 containment to
determine the effectiveness of various
decontamination techniques.
A high- performance vacuum system supports
the use of several concrete surface
removal tools.
The Vacu-Mac system decontaminates by
combining a steam cleaning nozzle with a
high-efficiency vacuum in a single head.
The coating material is pulverized on the
surface and removed. Decontamination
factor is up to 1000.

Successful field test experiments were
conducted with a decontamination factor of
10E+03.

System installed at several plants in
Sweden, homogeneous product, no
disintegration after 3 years underwater.

The coating was tested at TMI-2 and has
been used commercially in the nuclear
industry, decontamination factors of up to
100 have been obtained with one
application.
Water flushing was shown to be most
effective and practical large- scale
technique, recontamination was a
significant problem.
The system has been used at nuclear and
nonnuclear facilities in the USA and
Canada.
It was used extensively at TMI-2 for
decontamination and maintenance.

The technology was developed for the
Chernobyl recovery work and was used there
since 1986.
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T3Û)(QCD

CT
05

138 Dust Suppression Technology 6A

139 Steam-Ejection Diffuser 6A
RP-1M

140 Foam Generator GP-3M 6A

141 Electrochemical 6A
Decontamination Unit

142 Radio-controlled Bucket 68
Loader

143 LOUIE II Remote Scabbier 6B

144 NOOSE Remote Scabbier 68

145 Self-Propel led Remote 68
Facility TR-1

146 Waterless and Combustible 6C
Decontamination Agents
(WCDA)

147 Decontamination of RBMK 6C
forced Recirculation
Circuit

148 Electrochemical 6E
Decontamination Process
(ELDECON)

6A

NIK1MT, MOSCOW USSR N N

VNIPIET, Leningrad USSR N N

VNIPIET, Leningrad USSR N N

VNIPIET, Leningrad USSR N N

KHG, Eggenstein- Germany N Y
Leopoldshafen

GPU Nuclear, TMI-2, USA Y Y
Middletown, PA

PENTEK, Inc., USA Y Y
Corapolis, PA

I.V. Kurchatov USSR Y Y
Institute, Moscow

Tokyo Eng Co. Japan Y Y

VNIPIET, Leningrad USSR N N

ABB Atom, Vasteras Sweden N Y

K)

Contaminated surfaces are coated with
special binding and film-producing
substances
RP-1M is designed for steam-liquid
decontamination of outer surfaces of
rooms, equipment, parts, and general
technical objects.
GP-3H produced air-mechanical foam from a
foam generator solution.

Electrochemical decontamination unit
removes nuclear fuel contamination from
stainless and black steel parts.
The bucket-loader is available for
operation in the field in contaminated and
irradiated environments to remove soil,
collect radioactive material, erect
shielding, or excavate pits.
LOUIE II is a tethered six-wheel drive
vehicle mounted with a three-piston
pneumatic scabbier for concrete removal
MOOSE is a tethered six-wheeled vehicle
mounted with a seven-piston scabbier for
concrete surface removal
A remotely controlled nozzle feeding a
special dust-suppressing composition was
installed on a self-propelled
undercarriage.
UCDA was developed primarily for skin
decontamination but can be used to
decontaminate various surfaces, its main
ingredient is orange peel oil from orange
skins, it is safe and can be burned with
wipetowels.
Decontamination is accomplished by a
single filling of the circuit with oxalic
acid solution followed by the introduction
of hydrogen peroxide.
Decontamination takes place in a closed,
ventilated vessel, using neutral,
water-based electrolytes, it is portable
in five modules: decontamination, process
control, rinsing, sludge settling,
electricity.

The technology was widely used at
Chernobyl to treat sides of roads, dusty
surfaces, and forest grounds
Used at Chernobyl on surfaces containing
oil and fuel particles, used on machinery,
equipment, and shop surfaces in gamma
fields up to 1 R/h, decon factor 2-25
Used at Chernobyl on an air duct and other
difficult-to-access areas, the decon
factor was 2-10.
Used at Chernobyl, most successful on
parts with simple configuration that
provides access to the tool head.
No accident-related experience.

LOUIE II was used at TMI-2 to reduce the 2
dose in a highly contaminated cubicle via
concrete surface removal
MOOSE was tested for use at TMI-2 and the 3
West Valley Demonstration Project

Used at the Ukrytiye for dust suppression 1
since 1989.

UCDA has been used in field
decontamination hot tests.

Used sucessfully at the Leningrad MPP.

Used in both Sweden and Finland with very
satisfactory results.
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Category l
DEFUELLING

CATEGORY 1 — No. 1

NAME/TITLE

Equipment for treatment of
damaged fuel

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1 A fuel package

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The equipment enables han-
dling of severely damaged
fuel complexes for their
safe packaging for transpor-
tation

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Separate parts were functio-
nally tested by manufactu-
rer. At present, mounting
of the equipment is to be
finished at NIPP A-1

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
CSFR, Nuclear Power Plant A-1

Daslovske Bohunice
tel. (805) 213 01-O9

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Equipment for handling of severely damaged spent fuel (ZVP) was
manufactured by Skoda, Plzen, ÔSFR.
ZVP consists of following main parts:
1) Container
2) Drainage and separation compartment
3) Sealing compartment
4) Accessory equipment
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CATEGORY 1 — No. l
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

ZVP facilitates transportation of spent fuel elements
together with casing in which were shoved in long term storage
facility of NPP A-l, handling of this casing, sealing into the
new transport end storage stainless steel casing and transport
of fuel elements (assemblies) treated in this way into the
transportation container located on a railway car.
1. Container

It is determined for withdrawing, shipment and storage of
casing from long-term store with fuel elements including parts
of casing after separation and sealing casings,

Container is shaped into graded cylinders. There is a ball
closure in the bottom on which shielding cylinder is connected
by screw joint. These is an engine in the upper part of the
cylinder, it is fixed on the frame.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

See summary experience/test ing

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. l

Detailed description (continued.).
There are two supports on the frame enabling to hang double-

hook of a crane. Active burdens are drawn into the cylinder by
means of automatic scissors which hang on a rope which rolls on
a drum by means of lifting device installed in engine compartment.

Lifting of scissors, ball closure and container functions is
controlled from control console connected by multiwire cable.
2. Drainage and separation compartment

It is designed for drainage of casing wall of fuel element
in long-term store, it is a pipe TR J3 159 x 6 mm, then for cutting
of a part of a pipe TR J3 22 x 3 mm including its rod and finally
for separatios of a pipe TR ß 159 x 6 by cutting device followed
by rolling of inner part in its lower part.

The compartment for drainage and separation is shaped into
a cylinder, max. Outer diameter 950 mm, height 1475 mm and axial
drill diameter 23O/250 mm. Above-described container is fixed to
the drainage and separation compartment.

There is fixing and revolving device in the compartment,
together with cutting instrument. Revolving is provided by rota-
tion hydromotor, number of revolutions can be controlled in the
minimum range 1:300. Fixing is provided by two direct hydromo-
tors. In the opening of both right and left jaws there are two
compartments for an instrument used for pulse holes of the tube
wall TR KR 150 x G mm, pulse motion of an instrument is provided
by a hydromotor. Cutting of a pipe TR !<R 22 x 3 mm is provided
by knives simultaneously moving with instrument.

Visual control of casing complete setting on height coordi-
nates including check of cutting is provided by cable television.

Exhausting of inner cave is provided by exhausting systems
through a filter.

Source of pressure oil, control of direction and flow rate
is provided by an independent hydraulic aggregate, type SA 3-63,
connected by seamless stain pipes and pressure hoses.
3. Sealing compartment

It is used for realization of sealing weld between sheet of
hermetic casing and lid and for sealing helium test of weld by
"Quick-test".

Arc welding by means of wolfram electrode is carried out
in protective argone atmosphere. Course of welding is controlled
by means of cable TV.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. l
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 2
NAME/TITLE
Device for damaged nuclear
fuel packaging and transport(TVP)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1 A fuel packaging
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Device serves to preparadnes 3
of damaged fuel elements to
their transport by railway.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Having used descripted devic
440 damaged fuel elementswere withdrawn to USSR
during 1383 - 1990

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Nuclear Power Plant A 1
Jaslovské Bohunice, CSPR

tel. 805/213 01

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Each damaged fuel element is put in hermetic casing that is
sealed "being welded by means of welding automatic machine remotely
controled by TV. Hermetic casing is a stainless steel tube 122 and
129 nun respectively in diameter and thiekness ofri2 reap. 3 mm.
The tightness of hermetic closure 1.10~y to 10 Pa m a was
achieved being checked using helium test. Closed casing are put in
the cassete of railway-wagon-container with 1oppositions. The tighlness of wagon-container was achieved 10 Pa m s All handlingis done by means of special transport containers hung up the bridge
crain. Two containers are used, one for bare fuel elements onlyand the other one for hermetic casings handling only.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 2
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The device was tested in a detialed way befor its operation.
Using it no failure has been registred till now. Its reliability
is very high.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 3
KÄME/TITLE
Removal of control rod acci-dental y detached from a RCCAan stuck in a fuel assembly.
Guide tube

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A - 5A - IE - 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

This tool consists of :
- a gripper with its supporttube,
- a locking sleeve,
- a probe with his positioningindex.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

One broken control rod removedfrom a PWR fuel assembly on a
PWR french plant in 1989.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT {Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON (FRANCE)

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The tool consists of :
- A gripping part (1) comprising a tube with a slightly tapered bore. Thetube is slotted to the periphery, providing overall elasticity. Its outer

diameter is such that it can fit into a fuel assembly guide tube. Two typesof gripper are needed, one to grasp the rod cladding, the other to graspthe rod absorber (if emerging).
- A probe (5) for sliding up and down the bore of the gripper described

hereabove. Its task is to inform the operator of the tool location relativeto the rod.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 3

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

A locking sleeve (3), whose geometry is such that it cannot fit into theguide thimble. It is held in raised position by two pins and is loweredon to the gripper to reinforce its efficiency when the rod has beenraised high enough to ensure that the gripper bottom end is above theadapter plate of the assembly top nozzle.
A set of extension poles (2) for ensuring adequate biological shieldingduring work on the assembly.
A handle and grips for suspending the tool from a crane hook and movingthe locking sleeve.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 4
NAME/TITLE
Replacement of failed fuel rods
in a PWR removable top nozzle
fuel assembly

MATRIX CATEGORY (*•« attachment)

1A - IE

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The plant fuel elevator system
is used as a movable fuel
assembly basket associated with
a set of specific manual tools

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Since 1986, 16 PWR fuel
assemblies repaired

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
t«l*phon*/fax)
FRAGIMA - LYON (FRANCE)
Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)
Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (•.<}., »port. p*p»r)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION («.9., capabiliti*>. application, «pacification*}

- The operations take place in the spent fuel storage pool ;
The fuel elevator basket is used as a movable support for the fuel assembly
to be repaired ;
All the operations are performed using individual manual tools handled by
the plant auxiliary crane.

Replacement procedure

The fuel assembly is placed in the lifting basket positioned under a 3 meters
water layer ;

- The top nozzle is removed using a guiding device ;
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 4
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

- The rod to be removed is gripped by an extraction tool handled by the
auxiliary crane ;

- The rod is extracted by lowering the lifting basket ;

- The new rod is inserted in the fuel assembly by a guiding tube and
pushing bar ;

- The top nozzle is replaced and secured.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM («.9., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

- 16 PWR fuel assemblies repaired since 1986 on different French and
Belgian sites.

- About 4 days for repairing one fuel assembly (installation and
dismantling time included).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 5
NAME/TITLE

Replacement of PWR fuel
assembly damaged skeleton bytransfer of all the sound rodsinto a new skeleton.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

1 Û - KF

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The restoration station fea-
tures a stand in 3 sections.
It accomodates the fuel
assembly support baskets which
can be placed under about 4 m
of water (for nozzle
operations) or under 8 m of
water (for rod withdrawal).
Tools storage stands are
located under water. Rod
transfer tools are hooked to
thc tnp nf thp ctatinn_______

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

- 1984 - Equipements
fication.

quali-

Since 1985 - 40 fuel assem-
blies repaired by reas-
sembling operations.

PHOTOGRAPH/ ILLOSTRATI ON

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/ fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON ( F R A N C E )

Mr. D. M A G N I N (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

FRAGEMA has adapted two methods
site conditions) : for fuel assemby reassembling (depending on

1 - First method (Pulling through) :
The damaged assembly is inverted, then its bottom nozzle is removed. A
new nozzleless skeleton is located above the damaged skeleton, precisely
aligned with it. A gripper is inserted successively into each grid cell
of the new skeleton to transfer the sound rods from the old damaged
skeleton ; the rod end plugs are grooved to accomodate a gripper whose
diameter is less than rod diameter. The bottom nozzle is mounted on the
new skeleton, followed by the top nozzle after inversion.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 5
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

2 - Second method (Pull and push) :
The damaged assembly being reassembled and the new skeleton are placed in
an upright side-by-side position. The new nozzleless skeleton is filled with
dummy rods whose top ends fit the bottom end plugs of the rods beingtransferred and whose bottom ends are bullet-shaped for easy passage through
the grids ; after the standard top nozzle has been removed {by machining theguide thimbles), the rods are automatically transferred one by one into the
new skeleton. The dummy rods used to guide the rods during their transferare recovered inside a box underneath the skeleton. The top nozzle is then
mounted on the new skeleton followed by the bottom nozzle after reassembled
assembly inversion.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 6
NAME/TITLE

PWR fuel assembly skeletoncleaning equipment.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A - IE - 5A - 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

These tools are designed toclean,after a reassemblingoperation, an irradiated fuelassembly skeleton which
contains some damaged fuelrods

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

1989 - Qualification of equi-
pment.
Since 1989 - 2 campaigns
(5 fuel assemblies).

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLDSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON (FRANCE)

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

List of skeleton cleaning tools :
- A succion device to catch small debris like uranium pellets.
- A special canister, for the storage of small debris.
- A skeleton handling tool.
- A fuel rod cutting device (grinding tool).
- A special gripper to remove broken fuel rods by the side of the skeleton(without removal nozzles).
- A multifunction tool for retrieving looses debris in the irradiatedskeleton.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 6
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 7
NAME/TITLE
Internal lining of a damagedinstrumentation tube of a PWRfuel assembly

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

1A- IE___________________

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The damaged instrumentationtube is lined by an inner tubeintroduced from a hole drilledin the top nozzle. The liningtube is then secured byexpansion.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Since 1986, 70 PWR fuelassemblies have been repaired

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax}

FRAGEMA - LYON (FRANCE)

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g.. report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The operations take place in the spent fuel storage poolThe fuel elevator basket is used as a movable support for the fuelassembly to be repairedAll the operations are performed using individual manual tools and amilling machine handled by the plant auxiliary crane
Replacement procedure

The fuel assembly is placed in the lifting basket positioned under a3 meters water layer
The top nozzle is machined in front of the instrumentation tube withthe milling machine using a guiding device
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 7
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

- Damages of instrumentation tubes are inspected by an Eddy Current deviceand an Air pressure device
- Lining tubes are inserted in the instrumentation tube and expandedagainst it
- Lining tubes are top closed by an expended internal hood

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e .g. , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

- 70 PWR fuel assemblies damaged by in-core thimble tube vibration repaired
since 1986 on one site- About one month for repairing 70 fuel assemblies on one site
(installation and dismantling time included).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 8
NAME/TITLE
Replacement of failed holddownspring screw on the top nozzle
of a PWR fuel assembly

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

1A - IE

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The damaged screws are
removed by unscrewingafter milling thelocking pinsThe new screws are
mounted and locked byexpanding a special head
jacket into slots
previously machined on
the top nozzle

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Since 1985, 65 PWR fuel
assemblies have been repaired

P HOTOGRAPH /1LLDSTRATI ON

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON ( F R A N C E )

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The operations take place in the spent fuel storage pool
The fuel elevator basket is used as a movable support for the fuelassembly to be repaired
All the operations are performed using individual manual tools handled
by the plant auxiliary crane

Replacement procedure
The fuel assembly is placed in the lifting basket positioned under a3 meters water layerThe welded locking pins are milled using a milling machine and a
guiding deviceThe screws are removed using a screw driver and a guiding device
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 8

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Locking slots are machined on the top nozzle using a milling machineand a guiding device
The replacement screws are set in the threaded holes and wrenched atthe designed torqueScrew head jackets are expanded into the locking slots

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

65 PWR fuel assemblies repaired since 1985 on French and BelgiansitesAbout 4 days for repairing one fuel assembly (installation anddismantling time included)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 9
NAME/TITLE

Tools for PWR handling under
incident conditions

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
l.A - l.E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Set of tools used to handle
PWR fuel assemblies for which
utilization of the plant fuel
handling system is impossible
due to mispositioning ordamage

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Supply of a set of tools to
EOF

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON ( F R A N C E )

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)
Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The tooling consists of :
- a set of handling pole sections for working on assemblies at differentlevels (in the vessel, in pool storage racks),
- a set of grippers to be mounted on the end of the poles and used to grasp

the assembly in various abnormal configurations, (assembly with distortednozzle or without nozzle, assembly tilted).
- a system for fastening the assemblies together to ensure their stabilityduring recovery of an incident-affected assembly.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 9

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 10
NAME/TITLE

Retrieval and safe storage of a pair
of damaged fuel bundles with telescoped
fuel pencils from spent fuel in Pual
Handling System of Pressurised Heavy
Water Reactor.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1 (a) Defuell ing method .

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The scheme to retrieve ana safe storage
of a damaged pair of fuel buna les with
fuel penc.ils telescoped into each other.
Bundles got damaged during pushing operat-
ion from fuelling machirto to fuel transfer
port without advancing guide sleeve, which
is s.upposed to bridge a cavity in the path
of fuel movement» Placing guide sleeve ia
essential for smooth passage »f bundles.
In the absence of guide sleeve fuel h#a
to pees from larger diameter bore to small
dia bore through a step. The two bundles
fell into this cavity and got crushed
when a ram tried to push forward .

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Method was developed and tested in Aug./
Sept. 1986 at Reactor Engineering Divis-
ion, BAJRC. It was sucessfully used in
Madras Atomic Power Station II at
Kalpakkam, South India.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Enclosed sketches

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Reactor Engineering Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Bombay- 400065
India.

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

(i) The scheme centres arourri well proven fuelling machine ( guide sleeve operation excised)
with only a few custom built components and with normal remote operation.

(ii) A special can tube, which can aocomodate 275 mm telescoped pair of fuel bundles was
designed. The own was an improvised guide sleeve for smooth passage of fuel. This can
could be pushed and pulled by the use of fuelling machine rams.

(iii) With fuelling machine clamped to the fuel transfer port, the damaged bundles were pwsheS
back into this can located in the magazine of the Fuelling Machine, by the fuel transfer
raia (sketch-1 ) from behirri .

(iv) The fuel can along with damaged bundlea were discharged remotely into a shielded flask
located outside reactor vault in the fuelling machine maintenance and rehoarsal bay<
An existing end-fitting was modified for the purpose and located such that the fuelling
machine could easily align ana fuelling Bttchine anout could clamp on to it as it does
on reactor face ( Sketch 2 ). This assembly having removable shield was dragged out
of the reactor building and discharged to the under water storage bay and the shield
assembly was finally removed.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 10
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

(v) The procedure took care to ensure that actire debris did not Tall into fuelling machine,
the vault or the fuel transfer system,

(vi) The scheme provided adequate cooling for decay heat rénovai from the damaged bundles all
along its passage upto its final storage in under water bay.

(rii) Fuel bundle movements in this fashion could be toonitored remotely by fuelling nachine's
built in monitoring d ev ices .

(rtii) The technique and the operating procedures were designed and mock ups carried out such
that even with a remote chnnee of failure of any steps it would be possible to revert to
a safe situation.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The test facility for debugging and precomiaissioning of fuelling machine head existing at;
BARC was used to test the entire scheme under simulated conditions. This testing was help-
full in preparation of detailed step by step operating procedure. To further gain the
confidence and for training the site crew for the actual operation the scheme was also
tried in a mock up trial at Madras Atomic Power Station, using remote G.G. TV which further
helped in fine tuning of the procedure. The scheme was successfully used at Madras Atomic
Power Station II.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 10
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 11
NAME/TITLE

HOT CELL F A C I L I T Y

- Fuel Assembly Repair and
Inspection Station.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A, IB

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The working station is equip
ed with telemanipulators ,
window, periscope access to
heavy manipulator 2.0t crane
2 video camera and different
mechanical tools for dis-
mantli ng/repair .

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
The work ing p l ace is ut i l ize
f requent ly to inspec t and
d isassemb ly i r rad iated expe -
r imental fuel in i r rad ia t ion
d e v i c e s ( l o o p s , c a p s u l e s )
and a l s o " T R I G A - 1 4 M W t h " fuel
a s s e m b l i e s .

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency/ or organization;
telephone/fax)

Institute for Nuclear Power
Reactors » P i t e s t i , Romania
Tel . 976 - 12399

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 1 — No. U

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The working station is one from the two of the transfer cell
connected through 2 transfer canal to the pool of the "TRIGA-
14 MW + h" testing materials reactor. The cell is namedtransfer cell and has two basic functions :
- disassembly / reassembly
- waste conditionning
Handling capabilities includes the telemanipulators in-cell
crane, heavy manipulator and a in cell station for receiving
the irradiation devices and irradiated "TRIGA" fuel assemblies.
Viewing capability includes the cell windows, 2 high resolution
periscope and 2 portable CCTV camera.
Also, there are special mechanical tools for disassembly /
reassembly, 2 press for compactation wastes, 2 TIG welding
station and 2 small temporary repository.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The working station, as the whole hot cell facility, has a6 year working experience.
During this time, have been disassembled many irradiationexperiences, inspected more as 35 irradiated experimental
fuel rods (also defected) and more as three TRIGA fuel
assemblies (25 fuel rods each) for fuel rod inspection andmeasurement.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 12
NAME/TITLE

Underwater fuel i n s p e c t i o n
rack .

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A, 2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The "TRIGA - 14.0 MW t h"reactor is equiped
with 2 underwater fuel
inspection rack situated
in the pool of the reactor

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The rack is used for the
v i s u a l and dimensional
control of the fuel rod.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Institute for Nuclear Power
Reactors, Pitesti, Romania
Tel . 976 - 12399

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The underwater fuel inspection rack is a device provided for
the visu a l and dimensional control of the irradiated fuel rods,
especially for early stage determination of anomalies on
clading external surface (crud deposition, colour change,
smal 1 crac ks , etc .)
The visual control is done by the use of 2 specially designed
borescope associated with intense l i g h t i n g . The d i m e n s i o n a l
control is done by the use of micrometric dials for the measure
ment of external diameter against 2 calibrated standards.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 12
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Most important, the underwater fuel inspection rack
permits irradiated fuel disassembly/reassembly,
operations done in conjunction with specially designedfuel h a n d l i n g tools.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The control operation is done routinely, after severalreactor cycles, on fuel rods from the most rated fuelassembli es .

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. D
NAME/TITLE
CCTV:
Colour Stereo Viewing System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A Viewing

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Device provides high quality 3-D
views of the area, surrounding
it.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Tests to assess the advantages
of stereo view over 2-D viewing
have been undertaken at UKAEA,
Harwell and Windscale. The
device proved highly beneficial
to operators deploying tele-
manipulators . No operators
reported eye strain.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Telephone 09467 72431/72430
Radwaste Strategy Department
UKAEA Windscale Seascale Cumbria England

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The stereo camera is housed in a dustproof box of dimensions 163(w) x 98(h) x
310(1). The camera conforms to the following specification.

a. Weight = 3.5kg.
b. Illumination = 50 lux.
c. Focal length = 18mm
d. Horizontal angle of view = 30°.
e. Focus = 300mm -> <=
f. Pick-up = 2/3 format, colour CCD.
g. IRIS control = Automatic/manual*
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 13
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

h. Convergence of lenses = Convergence control is linked to the focus control
thus when the lenses coverage/diverge the image
remains in focus.

i. Viewing of image = This is via a 16" special polarised colour display
with the operator wearing lightweight polarised
glasses.

j. Length of cable between camera and monitor = 30m.

k. Horizontal resolution = 625 lines.

1. Output to display = 50Hz, PAL with 2:1 interlace.

Note

A new radiation tolerant black and white stereo camera will be available in
1991. This is designed for dose rates of 100 rad/hr.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

1. Remote handling trials carried out at Windscale using stereo viewing or
orthogonal 2-D viewing and a telemanipulator proved that handling tasks could
be performed faster using the stereo system and less operator training was
required.

2. The prolonged use of the stereo system did not cause operator eye strain.

3. A radiation tolerant stereo system is to be used in the decommissioning of
the Windscale Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 14
NAME/TITLE
British Nuclear Fuels pic
Chapelcross Works
ANNAN
Dumfriesshire
DG12 6Rg_____________
MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Drilling Equipment

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Used to clear a channel
blocked by melted fuel in
a gas cooled magnox reactor,

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency or organisation;
telephone/fax)
P JENKINSON - 0461 208246 OR
W L IVESON - 0461 208309

REFERENCE (eg report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (eg capabilities, application, specifications)

4 hp hydraulic drilling and trepanning tool with gas jacks to hold tool in
position in a graphite channel approximately 5.3 inches diameter.
Tool feed - 12 inches automatic, cutting materials - tungsten carbide and
diamond chips.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 14
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (eg operating experience, radiâtion-related
information, design/testing results)

The drilling/trepanning tool was used to trepan round the side of fuel
which had previously melted in a gas cooled magnox reactor channel. The
tool with a different cutting head was used to increase the diameter of
the graphite channel from 5.3 inches to 5.4 inches.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. IS
NAME/TITLE
British Nuclear Fuels pic
Chapelcross Works
ANNAN
Dumfriesshire
DG12 6RF

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
In reactor television
and photographic equipment.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
30 years in reactor experience.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency or organisation;
telephone/fax)
P JENKINSON - 0461 208246 OR
W L IVESON - 0461 208309

REFERENCE (eg report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (eg capabilities, application, specifications)

Various television cameras which can operate at up to 150°C in a gas
cooled magnox reactor.

Also in reactor conventional photographic cameras suitable for operation
in gas cooled reactors up to 80°C.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. IS
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (eg operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

30 years in reactor experience.
The equipment described was used to assist in clearing a channel in which
fuel melted in 1967. Also for other routine in reactor inspections.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 16

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Pressurizer Defueling
System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A defueling system consisting
of pump, knockout canister, and
agitation nozzle was developed
to remove core debris from the
TNI-2 pressurizer.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Fine debris was removed from
the pressurizer but the large
pieces required removal by an
underwater robot.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Pressunzer —-

Agita y A-
Nozz!e'X'^'U/

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
GPU Nuclear corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel. 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Ex-Vessel Defueling for TMI-2.
Wolfgang. Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The major components of the pressurizer defueling system were a submersible
pump, a knockout canister, a filter canister, and an agitation nozzle. The
fuel fines/debris were suspended in the pressurizer by pumping water through
the agitation nozzle. The pressurizer water was then pumped through a
knockout canister (850-micron filter) and a filter canister (25-micron filter)
to remove much of the suspended fuel fines/debris. The water, when eventually
returned to the reactor vessel, caused loss of visibility because of the fines
still suspended. After the filtration effort was completed, inspection
revealed larger pieces of debris that required the used of a robotic submarine
(see "MiniRover").
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 16
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The system, when used in conjunction with the submarine, proved reasonably
successful. The specific weight of fuel fines/debris removed could not be
estimated; less than 0.1 kg of fuel is estimated to remain in the pressurizer.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 17

NAME/TITLE

Once-Through steam Generator
(OSTG) Defueling System

HATRIX CATEGORY <3ee attachment)

1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The upper tube sheets of the
two TMI-2 OTSGs were defueled
using a combination of pick-
and-place and dry vacuum
defueling techniques.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

All loosed fuel core debris was
removed; some adherent debris
remained.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLOSTRATION

^— Vacuum Canister

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
t elephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel. 717/948-8400________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Ex-Vessel Defueling for TMI-2,
Wolfgang. Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

As a result of the accident, fuel core debris had been transported from the
reactor to the upper tube sheets of the OTSGs. A defueling method was
developed to minimize personnel exposure during defueling operations. First,
a pick-and-place method was used to remove debris too large to be vacuumed.
Long-handled tongs, deployed through a shielded manway cover, were used to
lift and place fuel fines/debris into a shielded canister that had been placed
on the tube sheet.
Second, a dry vacuum system was employed. The major components of the vacuum
system were a vacuum head, a vacuum canister, a high-efficiency particulate
air (HEPA) filter unit, a vacuum breaker, and a vacuum pump. The air stream
was routed through a vacuum canister and the HEPA filter unit designed to
remove the fines/debris from the air stream before discharging the air into
containment.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 17
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The "A" OSTG upper tube sheet was essentially cleaned of all debris. The "B"
tube sheet was cleaned of all loose debris (approx. 36 kg). However, a
certain amount of debris had adhered to the tube sheet and was resistant to
dry vacuuming. Because the debris was immobile, TMI-2 cleanup policy dictated
that it be left in place.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 18

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Vacuuming /Ai r l i f t
Defueling Systems

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A vacuuming system and airlift
equipment were developed to
defuel the TMI-2 reactor.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
The initial vacuum system was
unable to lift larger debris
and frequently clogged; the
airlift equipment and later
vacuuming systems were
instrumental in completing
defueling.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Hiddletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel. 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)TMI-2 Core Region Defueling. Rodabaugh,
Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

A vacuum system was developed before the start of defueling to collect
granular debris and deposit it into knockout and filter canisters. An
operational test shortly after the start of defueling showed that the size and
shaped of the rubble bed material would prevent effective use of the vacuum.
Fuel assembly upper end fittings, partial-length fuel assemblies, and
individual fuel rods created a tangle of debris that was intermixed with
vacuumable debris, making effective operation difficult.
As defueling proceeded, it became obvious that an effective way of loading
fine debris would be necessary, both to remove it from the reactor and to
increase the packaging efficiency in fuel canisters, where many void spaces
existed because of the irregular shapes of rocks, end fittings, and partial
fuel assemblies. To overcome the previous difficulty with size distribution
of fine debris, an airlift vacuum system was fabricated that could pick up
debris as large a 5 cm in diameter.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 18
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The airlift operated by injecting compressed air into the bottom of a vertical
pipe submerged in the bottom of the reactor vessel. The upward movement of
the air in the pipe drew water into the bottom of the pipe and forced it to
the top. This flow entrained solid particles from the debris bed. The
airlift used 12.7-cm dia, pipe coupled with an air supply that could deliver
1800 1/min. The induced flow picked up debris from the rubble bed, carried
it through the pipe, and deposited it into a fuel canister located by the top
of the airlift. Several different size airlift diameters were eventually
used.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The airlift successfully loaded many thousands of kilograms of debris from the
core region rubble bed and from the lower head region of the reactor vessel.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 19
NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Core Debris D e f u e l i n g
Canisters

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

la .

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Three types of canisters inter-
faced w i t h the defuel ing system
at T M I - 2 to con ta in the accident
generated core debr i s , w h i c h
ranged from very smal l f i n e s to
par t ia l l eng th fuel a s sembl ies .

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Used at TMI-2 to package the
damaged core in the years
1985-1990.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLDSTRATION
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CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

USA, GPU Nuclear Corporat ion
P.O. Box 480
Route 441 South
M i d d l e t o w n , PA 17057-0191
(717) 944-7621

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper) _
None p rov ided

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Three types of canisters were designed for use in defueling the TMI-2 core
(see photograph). Although identical in diameter, length, and lower head
design, each canister type contained different internals to be compatible
with the various defueling techniques. The three canisters--fuel, knockout
and filter—all used a 35.56 cm outside diameter (OD), 0.635 cm wall, pipe
made of 304L stainless steel as the outer shell and a reversed dish made
of 0.9525 cm thick 304L as the lower head. The upper head was a flat plate
closure that was welded to the shell on the filter and knockout canisters
and was bolted to the shell via a welded bulkhead on the fuel canister.
The thick plate upper heads were made of 304L and contained penetrationsfor dewatering or hydraulic defueling and a recess for interface with the
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 19
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

handling grapple. The upper head penetrations were mated with
quick-disconnect fittings using National Pipe Thread (NPT) connections
and the nuclear grade thread sealant. Including a protective skirt at
the top of all canisters the overall length is 3.8 m.
All three canister designs use a bottom support plate welded to the inside
of the shell just above the lower head to support their internal structure
and their payload. Recombiner catalysts were provided to keep any hydrogen
and oxygen generated by radiolysis recombining into water. The same basic
dewatering system was used to remove the slosh water in all three types of
canisters prior to shipment. Argon gas introduced into the top of the
canister drove the free water through an internal filter to the bottom sump,
then through an internal drain line and out of the canister. The inlet and
exit dewatering fittings were Hansen self-sealing types.
The internal cavity for the fuel canister was 22.86 cm square by 3.45 m
long. This canister was used for pick and place of debris using any one of
a variety of tools in defueling. The size of the opening was adequate for
intact fuel assembly components. The fuel canister, as with all canisters,
was loaded underwater.
The knockout canisters were used for debris ranging up to about 1.27 cm
diameter including whole fuel pellets.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The canisters described herein were well proven and used to contain all fuel
debris removed from the damaged TMI-2 reactor during 1985-1990. A total of
342 canisters, mostly of fuel debris type were needed to contain the
debris. Spent fuel shipping casks compatible with the canisters were used
to transport the debris from TMI to a U.S. Department of Energy facility for
research, interim storage and ultimate disposal.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 19
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

A slurry was vacuumed into the knockout canister through an inlet pipe. The
inlet pipe was curved to give the slurry a radial velocity as it exited into
the canister cavity. This sudden reduction in velocity and change in flow
direction "knocked out" heavier particles from the slurry stream which
settled to the bottom of the canister. A screen at the flow exit prevented
particles larger than 850 microns from passing through.
The filter canister was used as the name implies, generally in conjunction
with a defueling water cleanup system. The slurry entered the filter
canister into a full diameter mixing chamber. It then flowed down and
around the filter bundle which consists of 17 filter elements, one centrally
positioned poison rod and one drain tube. Each filter element had a 316L
sintered filter media in corrugated pleats around a perforated core tube
which directed the filtered flow down into a sump below the bottom support
plate. The flow then went up the drain tube and out a fitting on the upper
head.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 19
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 20
NAME/TITLE

Long-Handled Defueling Tools at
TMI-2

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Heavy-duty tools were attached
to the ends of long poles and
operated under 10-20 m of water
to break up, lift, and load
into canisters reactor core
debris.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Long-handled tools were used to
successfully defuel the TMI-2
reactor. Success was the
result of trial-and-error work
under constantly changing
conditions.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel; 717/948-8400_________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History; 1979-90. Holton. NP-6531. EPRI.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Hundreds of long-handled tools were used to remove most of the damaged reactor
core at TMI-2. Most tools were specific to one type of operation; e.g.,
chiseling, grabbing, cutting, cleaning. Heavy-duty tools were attached to the
ends of long-handled poles. Hydraulic high-pressure lines, protected within
the poles, were used to actuate the end effectors. Lighter-duty tools (some
hydraulically operated) were mounted on aluminum conduit coupled together in
sections. Support equipment included debris buckets and funnels to help in
loading the debris into long, narrow canister for shipment off site. The
long-handled tools were also supported by an overhead crane on the shielded
work platform above the reactor vessel.
Heavy-duty tools included: three-point gripper, four-point gripper, grapple,
single-rod shears, parting wedge, heavy-duty tong tool, spade bucket tool,
clamshell tool, heavy-duty shears. Lighter-duty tools included: vise grips,
bolt cutter, hook tools, socket wrench debris bucket handling tool, partial
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 20

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

fuel assembly tool, measuring probe, light-duty tong tool, end fitting loading
tool, banding tool.
To remove the stub end remains of the fuel assemblies in the lower core, a
combination of tools were developed. The force required to break a stub free
varied from 1-13 tonnes. One tool was used to lift the stub from the debris
bed; two lugs were engaged under the lower end fitting and a spike was driven
down from the top to securely grasp the assembly. When the stub assembly was
raised free, a hydraulic-powered tool arm grasped it and placed it in a
canister.
Bulk end effectors were also attached to the long-handled poles. These
included: an impact chisel to fracture or bore holes in fused material; an
abrasive saw to cut fused material; and a cutting jet or hydrolaser to cut
material or components with abrasive grit.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The first set of tools (in a "toolbox concept) was manufactured by
Westinghouse Electric Corp. off site. Many modifications to the tools were
needed because core conditions were not as designers had expected. Many of
the tools were not sufficiently strong to withstand the effort required to
manipulate the core debris. After the start of defueling operations in late
1985, most long-handled tools were manufactured on site, where interaction
between operators, engineers, and the machine shop staff was far more
effective. The tools were used to pick up and load most loose debris and the
stub end remains of the 177 fuel assemblies. (A core drilling machine was
required to break up a resolidified mass in the center of the core region; no
long-handled tool could exert sufficient force to break it apart.)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 21
NAME/TITLE

Core Bore System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)la. Sample acquisition, access,
and defueling tool

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A system designed to provide
full length core bores of a
damaged reactor. Capable of
drilling resolidified ceramic-
like materials, steel plates,
and so forth to provide access
for CCTV inspections. Capable
of "breaking up" otherwise
solid conglomerates of materials

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Deployed at TMI-2 in 1986 to
first remove full length core
bore samples and subsequently
to assist in defueling by
"breaking up" solidified mono-
lith and accessing lower head.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION
Drilling
mochine

==4' Operator
,JT^\ platform

339 M elevation

331 It 6 m elevation

327 It 6 in elevation

COKTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

U.S. DOE-Idaho Operations Office
EG&G Idaho (Contractor)
M. R. Martin (208) 526-6466
R. C. Schmitt (208) 526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
See under Detailed Experience.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The core bore system was a computer-controlled, electro-mechanical device
specifically designed to extract samples from the normal core region of the
TMI-2 reactor. The samples were axially continuous, stratigraphically intact
cylinders cut from the damaged fuel and fuel assemblies. In addition to pro-
viding samples, needs were identified to (a) provide data on the type and
elevation of material in the core region and (b) provide access for CCTV
inspection of the normal core space. The system was developed from a commer-cially available unit built for the mining/geology industry. Powered by a
50-hp electric motor, the drill unit (Longyear 38-EHS), equipped with a
Mégalo head built by a Japanese subsidiary, consists of hydraulically driven-
clamps, chuck, and spindle, with adequate capacity to handle up to 4.5-in.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 21
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

rod and axial loads approaching 10 tons. With the Mégalo head, the
machine's operating envelope is limited to a maximum spindle speed of
500 rpm and a maximum torque of 3000 ft-lb. The commercial drill unit
was modified to accept computer-based control and data acquisition systems.
Process control instrumentation provided for operator interface to the drill
unit and for automatic operation under certain conditions.
Although the core barrels (i.e., core bore sample carriers), drill string,
and casing were taken directly from commercial designs with little
modification, the drill bits and casing shoes (the modified bit used with
the casing) were substantially different from standard commercial hardware.
The anticipated drilling environment at TMI-2 included hard ceramics
(alumina burnable poison pellets, urania fuel, and the fuel-bearing material
commonly referred to as "liquidfied fuel"), as well as relatively soft
ductile metals [chiefly stainless steel, zircaloy, and the
silver-indium-cadmium (Ag-In-Cd) poison rod material]. Numerous bit styles
and designs were tested. The only bit design that could successfully cut
through both ceramics and metallics was the "Chrisdril", a development of
Nortron-Christensen of Salt Lake City, UT. The face of the bit carried
tungsten-carbide teeth faced with artificial diamond. The resulting
combination has both extreme hardness and a very high modulus of elasticity.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

As deployed at TMI, the core bore system was highly successful in obtaining
full-length core bore samples, breaking up (multiple drillings) of
resolidified ceramic-like materials, and thick metal platings, etc.

Reference:
E. L. Tolman, et al, EG&G-TMI-7385, Rev. 1, Bore Acquisition Summary
Report, February 1987.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 22

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Passive Neutron Detection
Techniques

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

1A, 2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Several passive neutron
detection techniques were used
at TMI-2.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Passive neutron detection
methods were used to locate and
quantify larger quantities of
fuel throughout the TMI-2
plant.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tpl.; 717/Q48-84QO___________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
TMI-2 Post-Accident Data Acquisition and
Analysis Experience, urland. EPRI_____

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Three types of passive neutron detection methods are noted:
1) Solid-state track recorders (SSTRs) were used to estimate the quantity
of residual fuel in the demineralizer cubicles. The SSTRs used 93% enriched
U-235 foils, which were attached to a me'tal support plate and layered between
two lucite sheets. The enriched U-235 foil emits induced fast fission
neutrons that created visible tracks in the lucite sheets. The fission
neutrons are induced by thermalized neutrons emitted via spontaneous fission
of the fuel being measured. The number of visible tracks is proportional to
the thermal neutron flux, which is proportional to the quantity of fuel
present. SSTRs were also used to profile fuel distribution within the reactor
vessel from the annular gap outside the vessel.
2) Copper activation coupons become irradiated in the presence of a neutron
flux. The Cu-64 then decays by positron emission, resulting in two 0.511 MeV
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 22
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

gamma rays scattered at 180 degrees, with a 0.66% yield. By using a
coincidence counting system consising of two Nal(Tl) detectors, discrimination
of this dual emission from background was possible. copper activation is
insensitive to gamma radiation, making this method particularly useful in
areas of high gamma fields.
3) The BF(3) neutron detection system consisted of BF(3) thermal neutron
detection tube moderated by polyethylene material. The polyethylene
thermalizes fast neutrons from the fuel debris so the BF(3) system can count
them more efficiently. This technique was also useful for areas with
moderately high gamma background radiation levels.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 23

NAME/TITLE

Underwater Vacuum System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Underwater vacuum system using jet
pump to provide approximately 95 gpm
flow with 5 and .5 micron filtration
capability. Vacuum intake may be
connected to a variety of adaptors.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Five years use at GE BURs,
primarily for collection of
crud removed from fuel rods
and bundles during fuel
inspections.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency,
telephone/fax)

or organization;

D. 0. Sheppard, Manager
Fuel Examination Technology
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave. M/C 139
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-6348

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"GE Nuclear Energy BWR Fuel Inspect. & Repair
Techniques," Sheppard, IAEA, Paris, 1987

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The fuel pool vacuum system consists of a pump cart located next to the pool that supplies water
to a jet tube, creating a vacuum. The jet tube is supported on a curb mounted frame
extending approximately 12 feet under the surface of the water. Also mounted on the frame and
connected to the outlet of the jet tube are a pair of filters. These filters can be removed,
replaced, and handled remotely under the water.
The system provides a vacuum flow of approximately 95 gpm through a "Y" valve. The valve can be
set to either of two positions to serve a variety of devices. Currently the system is set up to
collect and filter crud removed from fuel rods or bundles to facilitate visual inspections. Two
filters are available to provide 5 or .5 micron filtration.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 23
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 24

NAME/TITLE

High-resolution underwater
color CCTV systems

MATRIX CATEGORY (sea attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTIOK

Flexible underwater color CCTV
camera systems capable of depths
up to 60 ft. Typically curb-mounted
fixturing with depths varying from
6 to 25 ft. Radiation hardened
saticon tube technology to 4E07R.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Twenty-f ive years of GE BUR
irradiated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding,
including recovery of
dropped fuel bundles and
individual rods; and
sectioning of fuel rods,
channels, control blades,
and fuel assembly components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, ag«ncy, or organization;
telephone/fax)

D.O. Sheppard, Manager
Fuel Examination Technology
GE Muclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave. H/C 139
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-6348

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"GE Nuclear Energy BWR Fuel Inspec. & Repair
Techniques," Sheppard, IAEA, Paris, 1987.

DETAILED DESCRIPTIOH (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The high-resolution underwater color camera system is composed of three subsets of equipment:
1. Curb mounted guide rails and motorized drive head. This allows the camera and lights to be

moved to the requested vertical position. The control head uses a cable hoist mechanism to
raise and lower the camera carriage. In addition, a digital readout informs the operator of th«elevation.

2. High resolution color video camera (650 line, horizontal). This camera has an NTSC video
output. The camera is inside a water tight enclosure that attaches to the camera carriage. The
camera in the enclosure is a modified Soriy M3A attached to a Canon 18-286mm zoom lens providing
an effective aperture of 1:1.8. In water environments exceeding 95 degrees F an air cooling
system can be attached. The underwater subject is illuminated using two, thousand watt GE par64 lamps. These lamps are attached to the enclosure.

3. Camera control console. The console contains the camera CCU, camera carriage motion controls,
NTSC video monitor (700 line resolution), and super U-matic video recorder/player. The CCU
controls the grain (0,9,18dB), black balance, white balance, zoom, and color bars. The camera
carriage control allows the camera to move in two axis: pan (0-360) and tilt (0-180).

The maximum operating depth of 300 meters is determined by the length of CCU cable, control head andair line.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 24

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 25

NAME/TITLE
FARIS
- Fuel Assembly Repair and

Inspection Station - a device
for removing debris and repair
the fuel asserrbly.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment.)
1A/.2A
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

448 rods failed during cycle 15
operation at Connecticut Yankee
due to fretting of snail rnetal
clips left from thermal shield
repair work during the previous
refueling outage. FARIS was used
to repair the assemblies. FARIS
is a multi-position manipulator
with the capability to accept
various tools.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Utilized at Connecticut Yankee
in 1939-1990 to inspect and
clean/repair damaged, assemblies.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Rosa Yang
Electric Power Research Institute
3412 Killview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304

Tel. 415-855-2481 Fax: 415-855-1026
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The FARIS system is a three position manipulator mounted on a base plate
and operated from a remote pcolside console. FARIS also includes a video
system, a suction system and various tool attachments. It is deployed atop
the fuel storage racks in the spent fuel pool with the fuel handling machine
supporting the fuel assembly.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 25
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Video capability includes a high resolution camera, recorder and lighting
systercs.
Ihe platform contains two work stations and can accomodate various test
fixtures.
The entire svstem is nodular in nature.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Utilized at Connecticut Yankee to inspect and clean 109 reinsert fuel
assemblies that had become contaminated with debris (snail metal chips)
fron a rrachining oreration.
Device used to locate and document the cebris anc. in debris removal from
the fuel asseiTioly lattice.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 26
NAME/TITLE

Remotely operated submarine
system

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Remotely operated submarine system
capable of remote inspection of
reactor internals. Operated from
the refueling floor.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Twenty-five years of GE BWR
irridated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding, including
recovery of dropped fuel bundles
and individual rods; and sectioning
of fuel rods, channels, control
blades, and fuel assembly
components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country,
telephone/fax)

agency, or organization;

J.R. Punches, Manager
Servicing Equipment Design
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave.
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-1522

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 26
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 27
NAME/TITLE

Hydraulic band saw, bolt and
tubing cutters

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

underwater hydraulic band saw
capable of cross-cutting objects up
to 12 inches maximum cross-section
dimension. Presently configured to
section control blades but can
handle other geometries with custom
fixturing. Bolt and tube cutters
capable of sectioning long objects
up to 0.15 inches in diameter.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Twenty-five years of GE BWR
irridated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding, including
recovery of dropped fuel bundles
and individual rods; and sectioning
of fuel rods, channels, control
blades, and fuel assembly
components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

D.O. Sheppard, Manager
Fuel Examination Technology
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave. M/G 139
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-6348

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"GE Nuclear Energy BWR Fuel Inspection t Repair
Techniques," Sheppard, IAEA, Paris, 1987

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 27
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 28
NAME/TITLE

Machining, special design EDM
cutting and metal removal
equipment.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Various specially designed electro
disintegration machining (EDM)
cutting and machining tools capable
of remote reactor machining and
internal modification.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Twenty-five years of GE BWR
irridated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding, including
recovery of dropped fuel bundles
and individual rods; and sectioning
of fuel rods, channels, control
blades, and fuel assembly
components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency,
telephone/fax)

or organization;

J.R. Punches, Manager
Servicing Equipment Design
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave.
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-1522

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 28
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 29

NAME/TITLE

Underwater periscopes with
cameras

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Fixed-depth periscope, refueling
curb-mounted, capable of high
resolution viewing at a depth of
20 ft for objects located near
periscope objective lens. Not
easily moved.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Twenty-five years of GE BWR
irradiated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding,
including recovery of
dropped fuel bundles and
individual rods; and
sectioning of fuel rods,
channels, control blades,
and fuel assembly componets.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

HIGH RESOLUTION UtlDERIJATER PERISCOPE

1 IMAGE DE ROTATION CONTROL

2 FILTER BANK
3 EYE PIECE HOUSING
"* CONTROL PANEL

5 JOINT

6 ROTAflY THRUST BEARING WITH
BRAXE

7 CUSTOM FOOL MGtNT

8 RELAY EXTENDERS

9 OBJECTIVE VIEWING HEAD

10 ILUMIMATION

U 35 MM STILL C-MERA

12 TV VIDEO CAMERA

13 EYEPIECE

CONTACT (Country, agency,
telephone/fax)

or organization;

D.O. Sheppard, Manager
Fuel Examination Technology
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave. M/C 139
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-6348

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"GE Nuclear Energy BUR Fuel Inspec. & Repair
Techniques," Sheppard, IAEA, Paris, 1987.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
The underwater periscope and cameras comprise a portable, high resolution, visual inspection
system for use in fuel storage pools at reactor sites. It consists of: An optical system,
lighting for underwater viewing, photographic equipment, certified containers for shipping of
the contaminated equipment, and special tools required for assembly/disassembly.
The periscope is mounted on the fuel pool curb on a mount which allows the scope to be
adjusted up and down over a range of approximately one foot. The unit can swivel 360 degrees
(though auxiliary equipment may restrict this). Optics provide magnifications of 6x and 1-l/2x
with fields of view of 5 and 20 degrees respectively. Focus range is from 0 to infinity.
The periscope and cameras can be used to observe and photograph any object that can be
brought within the field of view and adequately illuminated. Both still (35mm) and video
cameras are included in the system and have been used to inspect fuel elements and
assemblies, fuel channels, control blades, and a varie,ty of other items.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 29
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 30
NAME/TITLE

underwater lighting up to 1000
Watts

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Variety of underwater lights for
periscope or TV viewing and area
illumination for working
underwater. 500 to 1,000 Watt
bulbs in several physical
configurations, with reostats for
varying intensity.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Twenty-five years of GE BWR
irridated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding, including
recovery of dropped fuel bundles
and individual rods; and sectioning
of fuel rods, channels, control
blades, and fuel 'assembly
components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

D.O. Sheppard, Manager
Fuel Examination Technology
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave. M/C 139
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-6348

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"GE Nuclear Energy BWR Fuel Inspection & Repair
Techniques," Sheppard, IAEA, Paris, 1987

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY l — No. 30
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 31
NAME/TITLE

Pneumatic manipulator

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Pneumatic-driven two-fingered
manipulator mounted on the end of
pole sections, depths up to 60 ft,
where it can grasp objects up to 2
inches in diameter, weighing
approximately 30 Ib.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Twenty-five years of GE BWR
irridated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding, including
recovery of dropped fuel bundles
and individual rods; and sectioning
of fuel rods, channels, control
blades, and fuel assembly
components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

D.O. Sheppard, Manager
Fuel Examination Technology
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave. M/C 139
San Jose, CAUSA (408)925-6348

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"GE Nuclear Energy BWR Fuel Inspection 4 Repair
Techniques," Sheppard, IAEA, Paris, 1987

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 31
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM ( e .g . , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 32
NAME/TITLE

GE BUR Fuel Bundle Disassembly
Tools

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

BUR fuel bundle disassembly tooling
capable of completely dismantling
GE-designed fuel bundles and
handling individual components.
Typically performed in refuel pool
fuel preparation machines.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Twenty-five years of GE BUR
irradiated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly, repair
and rebuilding, including
recovery of dropped fuel bundles
and individual rods; and
sectioning of fuel rods, channels,
control blades, and fuel assembly
components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency,
telephone/fax)

or organization;

D.O. Sheppard, Manager
Fuel Examination Technology
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave. M/C 139
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-6348

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"GE Nuclear Energy BWR Fuel Inspect. & Repair
Techniques," Sheppard, IAEA, Paris, 1987.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Bundle disassembly/assembly tooling consists of hardware to remotely manipulate mechanical
components. A few of the tools are:

Fuel rod grapple for handling irradiated fuel rods.
Fuel rod side grapple for grabbing fuel rods from the side or handling tubes
of any kind from 1/4 to .75 inches in diameter.
Plier tools. Essentially a pair of needle nosed pliers, mechanically actuated,
on a pole approximately 12 feet long.
Adaptors for the handling poles including sockets, hooks, cutting tools,
pneumatic grapples, etc.

These tools are typically operated manufally from poolside. Normally the tools are
used on items located from 6 to 12 feet below the surface of the water, although some
may be used at depths of 60 feet or greater.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 32

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 33

NAME/TITLE

GE BWR vibration instrument
removal remote hand tools and
manipulating equipment

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Remote BWR vibration
instrumentation removal tooling
capable of detailed removal of
strain gages/instrumentation leads.
Typically performed from the
reactor flange level to a depth
below the core.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Twenty-five years of GE BWR
irridated fuel bundle
disassembly/reassembly,
repair, and rebuilding, including
recovery of dropped fuel bundles
and individual rods; and sectioning
of fuel rods, channels, control
blades, and fuel assembly
components.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country,
telephone/fax)

agency, or organization;

J.R. Punches, Manager
Servicing Equipment Design
GE Nuclear Energy
175 Curtner Ave.
San Jose, CA USA (408)925-1522

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 33
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 34
NAME/TITLE

Remote operating
System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1 B, sizing equipment

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Contrary to nuclear reactors fuel
damage is not considered as a
safety relevant scenario for repro-
cessing plants, as e.g. the WAR
plant.

For maintenance/decommissioning
purposes a remote oparating sys-
tem with cutting tools and trans-
portation devices was developed
and built.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Cold tests in a mock-up have been
finished sucessfully.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Wiederaufarbeitungsanlage Karlsruhe
Department of maintenance
D Eggenstein-LeoBoldshafen
phone 072H7/88-2Û68 Fax 072^7/^755

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
lecture remote handling conference June 89
Würzburg. D______________________________

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

A free in the market available three wheel-electrohydraulic forklift was equiped
with an electric power manipulator fixed on a hydraulic powered derrick.
The power supply for the whole- system is via cable with a wireless control.
Dates : measurements

weight
reaching width
lifting height
hand force
degress of
freedom

3.2 X 1.1 X 2.2 m (length, width, height)
U 200 kg
up to 5 m
up to U.5 m
up to 1.5 kN
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 34
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Adapted tools for cutting:
hydraulic shear with a cutting: force of up to 150 kN
cutting grinder with a diamond armed disc (300 mm 0)
electric sword saw.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

A special temporary shed was erected for the mock-up of a whole chemical
cell and the control room for the teleoperation system.

All mock-up equipment ist disassembled, the system and the tools are
optimated.

Hot operation in the highly contaminated cell is planned next jear.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 35
NAME/TITLE

Windscale Advanced Gas Cooled
Reactor - Decommissioning
Manipulator.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IB

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The WAGR decommissioning
manipulator is a 7 degree of
freedom, radiation tolerant,
robotic arm. It has a working
reach of 2.5m and can be
deployed down a hole of
dimensions 934(w) s 1638(1) when
folded and a hole half this size
if fully extended.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Successful non-active trials
have been completed to prove the
manipulator control software and
its ability to deploy remote
tooling.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Telephone 09467 72431/72430
Radwaste Strategy Department
UKAEA Windscale Seascale Ciunbria England

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

1. The decommissioning manipulator has been specifically designed for the
decommissioning of the Windscale Advanced Gas Cooled Reactor. It is a robotic
arm with seven degrees of freedom, these are:

a. Shoulder rotate,
b. Shoulder bend.
c. Elbow bend,
d. Wrist bend.
e. Wrist rotate.
f. Tool rotate,
g. Tool extend.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 35
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

2. Deployment is from a platform under which the manipulator folds. The
dimensions of the platform are 934(w) x 1638(1), attachment to the platform is
via a flange on the shoulder rotate motor.
3. The manipulator can be made to pass through a hole approximately half the
size of the platform if it is inserted fully extended.
4. Specification:
a. Reach - 2.5m.
b. Load at full extension = 35kg.
c. Length of control cable = 90m.
d. Dose rate = 100 rad/hr (ß,Y)-
e. Intergrate dose = 10s rad (ßy).
f. Tooling interface = Multipurpose gripper.
g. Mode of control = Joint by joint or resolved tip motion.
h. Method of control = Joysticks.
i. Activation = Via electric DC motors with harmonic drive.
j. Weight = 700kg.
5. Other features.
a. Teach and repeat facility, ie replay oif tough trajectories.
b. Wet decontamination.
c. Air cooling to the five largest motors'.
d. Joints back drive on loss of power.
6. Tooling,
a. Hydraulic croppers,
b. Oxy-propane torch,
c. Angle grinder.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

1. Successful non-active trials have been carried out at UKAEA, Windscale to
prove the manipulator control software and the manipulators ability to deploy
remote tooling.

2. The manipulator is to start dismantling of WAGR in 1992«

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 36
NAME/TITLE

MEL Manipulator

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IB

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The MEL manipulator is an eight
degree of freedom hydraulic
manipulator. It can be deployed
down a 250mm diameter hole, has
a payload of 50kg and a reach of
2.75m.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The manipulator is based on
other proven manipulator designs
and has undergone non-active
handling trials at UKAEA
Windscale.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Ol/TER MAST ASSEMBLY-

THERMAL SHIELD PLATES

.PACKAGE UMBIUCAL

LOWE* TV CAMER. OOL PACKAGES

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Telephone 09467 72411/72410
Decommissioning Operations Department
Windscale Piles Decommissioning Section
UKAEA Windscale Seascale Cumbria England

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

1. The'MEL manipulator is an eight degree of freedom hydraulic manipulator.
The whole manipulator folds into a vertical tube of outer diameter 250mm; this
tube can be extended to a length of 14m.

2. Description of joints.

a. Vertical motion of inner tube.
b. Azimuth movement.
c. Shoulder bend.
d. Elbow bend.
e. Wrist bend.
f. Wrist rotation.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 36
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

g. Tool head rotation,
h. Tool head extension.

3. Specification.

a. Weight =1.6 tonnes.
b. Reach = 2.75m.
c. Load at ma-glitnitu reach - 50kg.
d. Tool interface = multipurpose gripper.
e. Working fluid = ethylene glycol.
f. Mode of control = joint by joint.
g. Method of control = individual joysticks for each joint.

4. Operational Use.

Pick and place operations in the Windscale Piles where it will be deployed
through a hole in the pile cap.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

1. Inactive trials have taken place at UKAEA, Windscale Laboratories to prove
its handling capabilities.

2. The manipulator is based on the CEGB's WARRIOR and Oldbury heavy duty
manipulators.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 37
NAME/TITLE

Remotely Operated Underwater
Recovery Vehicle

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

IB

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The vehicle is an underwater
skid steer vehicle with a
4 degree of freedom manipulator
mounted on it.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Testing to start in early 1991
of fully operational vehicle.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Telephone 09467 72411/72410
Decommissioning Operations Department
Windscale Piles Decommissioning Section
UKAEA Windscale Seascale Cumbria England

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

1. The underwater recovery vehicle is a tracked unit on which a small
manipulator is mounted. The vehicle is hydraulically driven from an on board
hydraulic power pack which is supplied with electricity from an umbilical.
Also mounted on the unit are two cameras to provide viewing for steering and
operation of the manipulator.

2. Specification of vehicle.
a. Weight = 200kg with manipulator.
b-. Working fluid •=• water/glycal, water or hydraulic oil.
c. Power supplies and command via 100m long umbilical,
d. Launch/Recovery via a winch.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 37

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

e. Steering = Skid steer via left and right hand joysticks.
f. Crawl speed =0-1.8 km/hr.
g. Largest negotiable height differential = 150mm.
h. Ma-g-iimnn operating depth = 6m.

3. Specification manipulator.

a. Reach = 1.5m.
b. Degrees of freedom = 6 - these are: i) Shoulder rotate.

ii) Shoulder bend,
iii) Elbow bend,
iv) Tool rotate,
v) Movement of vehicle.

c. Tooling interface = Multipurpose gripper,

d. Maximum payload at full extension = 50kg.

e. Working fluid = Water/glycol, water, hydraulic oil.

4. Other features.

Can also be operated as a land based vehicle.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Testing of fully operational unit to be used in the Windscale Pile water ducts
will start in early 1991.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 38
NAME/TITLE

EOV2

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IB

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Standard JCB crawler excavator
- Type 812S with radio
controlled operation of all
functions from a remote
operating station only.
Onboard CCTV and ambient sound
systems.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Operated inside B16 Pile
Chimney at BNF pic, Sellafield
on decommissioning and
dismantling tasks.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency or organisation;
telephone/fax)
Mr T Boorman, Decommissioning & Radwaste,
AEA Technology, Windscale, Seascale,
Cumbria, CA20 IFF.
Tel: 09467 72410 Fax: 09467 28023
REFERENCE (eg report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (eg capabilities, application, specifications)

12 tonne tracked excavator - J C Bamford Type 812S - capable of being remotely
operated at a distance of 1000 m in open areas (250 m built-up area). A
command radio transmitter is installed in the control cabin, a command receiver
is housed in the excavator and transmit/receive aerials are provided. The
control system utilises digital radio commands that enable switching of
proportional control of all tracking functions. The functions (joystick
operated) replicate those invoked by the controls in the drivers cab. A
"Quickhitch" attachment, also remotely operable, enables bucket removal and
replacement of hydraulically powered tooling/attachments. Two auxiliary
hydraulic supplies are available at the boom end, which are suitable for ram or
hydraulic motor applications.
Machine has three "on-board" CCTV cameras - forward viewing stereo and zoom
cameras with motorised pan and tilt facility, and a fixed position rearward
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 38
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)
facing camera.
A directional microphone provides ambient sound information, and engine
parameters are continuously monitored and displayed on one of the CCTV monitors.
ROV2, fitted with either bucket, ripper tooth, scabbling head, or disc cutting
attachment has been used in a contaminated radioactive area for concrete
scabbling and cutting of composite steel/aluminium components.
Machine specification - refer to attached sheets.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (eg operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Operated successfully in ionising radiation situation 0.2 m Sv/h (gamma) max.

NOTE: No radiation hardened components utilised.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Actual m/c not available.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 39
NAME/TITLE

Mini-Rover Submarine

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IB, 2B

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Mini-Rover was an off-the-shelf
swimming robot, with color
camera and pincer arm.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Mini-Rover was used to inspect
and defuel the TMI-2
pressurizer.

PHOTOGRAP H/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel: 717/948-8400_________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History; 1979-1990. EPRI NP-6531_____

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

GPU Nuclear procured Mini-Rover from Benthos, Inc. and modified it for use at
TMI-2. It was a tethered, remotely operated vehicle able to handle fuel
debris under 7 m of water. It was a cigar-shaped vehicle with overall
dimensions (including tools) of approximately l m by 400 cm, weighing
approximately 30 kg. Mini-Rover carried a high-resolution color camera
mounted forward in the nose to provide a constant view of operations.
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CATEGORY I - No. 39
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

To remove fuel debris in the TMI-2 pressurizer, Mini-Rover was equipped with
two interchangeable tools: a 20-cm pincer arm capable of applying 45 kg of
force and a scoop assembly with a 20-cu-cm volume. To improve the robot's
angle of attack on debris and to improve its lifting abilities, it was
modified with a special ballast tank at its bow. Operators remotely guided
the robot as it "swam" to the fuel debris, picked it up and loaded it into a
canister lowered into the pressurizer.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 40

NAME/TITLE

Manipulators for
Defueling (MANFRED)

Reactor

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IB

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

MANFRED vas a custom-designed
robot manipulator system
developed to assist in the
underwater disassembly of the
TMI-2 reactor vessel.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

MANFRED was fully tested but
never used at TMI-2 because
other disassembly methods
proved satisfactory.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel; 717/948-8400___________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History: 1979-1990. EPRI NP-6531

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

In 1986, GPU Nuclear commissioned Ocean Systems Engineering, Inc to develop
MANFRED to assist in the planned disassembly and defueling of the TMI-2
reactor internal components. It evolved from manipulators used with
submarines and off-shore oil work, and was well-suited to nuclear-related
underwater operations. Its primary components were a work manipulator and a
grabber manipulator, which both possessed dexterity and the ability to employ
specialized tools. The manipulators were suspended from a mounting pedestal
or manipulator support structure, which contained important servo, feedback,
gas, and electric circuitry. The support structure could in turn be hung from
a manual tool positioner via the manipulator mounting post (a 20-cm dia.
stainless steel post). Additional components included the telemetry/control
system and gas compensation, hydraulic, electric, and video subsystems.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 40
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

MANFRED was not used at TMI-2. The original strategy had been to use ACES (a
plasma arc cutting system) to cut the lower core support assembly into
manageable pieces. MANFRED would have been used to strip these pieces of
adherent material, prepare surfaces for plasma arc cutting, make cuts using
its own cutting tools, and remove loose debris using a variety of custom
tools. However, because long-handled tools were successfully used to perform
these tasks and because some concern existed about the time and difficulty for
maintenance and decontamination of MANFRED, it was not used. MANFRED was
retained as a backup tool.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 41
NAME/TITLE

Automated Cutting
System (ACES)

Equipment

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

ACES is an automated plasma arc
system used to cut stainless
steel components underwater.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

ACES was used to cut apart the
lower core support assembly of
the TMI-2 reactor vessel, under
over 15 m of highly borated and
contaminated water.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

X-Y bridge
and trolley

3-axis ACES
manipulator arm

LCSA plates

ACES torch head

Incore guide tubes

Reactor vessel

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)Performance of ACES during Cutting.
McGough. Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

ACES was designed and operated by Power Cutting, Inc. of Chicago. The overall
system was essentially an industrial manipulator that positioned a plasma arc
torch in 5 degrees of freedom (x,y,z directions and cutting head rotation in
x-y plane andO-90 degrees on the axis). The torch was postponed using a
computer-aided design and drafting (CADD) program interfaced with the
manipulator controller.
ACES consisted of three types of equipment:
1) In-vessel equipment: the torch assembly; two separate electro-mechanical
positioning assemblies (an X-Y bridge and trolley, and a manipulator arm); and
a spray wash system.
2) In-containment support equipment: cabinets for control and
instrumentation, and the electrical power and nitrogen supply. Umbilical
cords connected the equipment to that in the vessel.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 41

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

3) Control equipment out of containment: a plasma-control console; a
computer for the CADD software; and a manipulator controller that controlled
all movement and positioning of the system by actuating five position-encoding
servo-motors (two on the X-Y trolley and three on the manipulator arm).
Control was maintained via computer or camera-aided operator direction.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ACES was used for decommissioning work and modifications at operating nuclear
power plants {e.g., St Lucie in Florida, USA).
In 1988-89, ACES was used to successfully cut the lower core support assembly
(LCSA) of the TMI-2 reactor vessel into smaller pieces for removal and
storage. The LCSA consisted of five stainless steel plates ranging from 2 to
6.3 cm. The work was substantially more demanding than anticipated because
of the depth of water, torch failures, boron concentration, and operating
constraints imposed by fused fuel debris and concern about re-criticality.
Plasma cutting was necessary at TMI-2 because the stainless steel used in the
TMI-2 LCSA had to be melted rather than burned, as with carbon-based steel.
In total, 442 cuts were made (over 100 m).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 42

NAME/TITLE

Space Modeling and Interference
Detection System (SMIDS)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

ID, 2D

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

SMIDS is a computer system
designed to provide three-
dimensional solids modeling of
complex equ ipment and
facilities.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

SMIDS was used at TMI-2 to
support radiological analysis
and to integrate plant
configuration data into a
single source to support
cleanup and defueling
activities.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.; 717/948-8400_______ ___

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Application of 3-D Model to TMI-2.
Schauss. Nuc. Tech. Vol 87. ANS.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

SMIDS was developed by Construction Systems Associates, Inc. (Marietta, GA)
to create 3-D computerized solids models of the TMI-2 containment, auxiliary,
and fuel handling buildings, and the reactor coolant system. it was first
used to support the acquisition of data for radiological characterization, and
then used to support cleanup operations. (It was originally developed to
support normal plant life cycle maintenance.) Approximately 900 design
drawing were incorporated into the containment building model in approximately
2800 h of work. It contains external details of the NSSS equipment, all
large-bore pipes, HVAC, structural steel, ladders and stairwells, all
concrete, electrical cable trays, and the locations of piping less than 6 cm.
The reactor vessel model was built from 50 detailed design drawings in
approximately 1500 h. It is a detailed mechanical model with significant
detail for precise in-vessel defueling planning.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 42
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

SMIDS first ran on a DEC VAC minicomputer; with the development of a highly
interactive graphics visualization and model manipulation package, a high-
speed, state-of-the-art work station was employed (manufactured by Apollo
Computer, Inc. and Sun Microsystems, Inc.). The speed of response permits one
to almost "walk through" the model, beginning at one selected point and
depicting any object/equipment desired from any position. Virtually any type
of data may be associated with the model.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

SMIDS was used for many purposes at TMI-2, from display for management and
public consumption, to complex, interactive support of ongoing operations.
It was used to visually cut apart the complex lower core support assembly of
the reactor vessel to simulate potential or actual disassembly; it was used
to model 3-D objects in the assembly representing fuel debris in order to
evaluated defueling techniques and estimate quantities of fuel; and it was
used to evaluate proposed large-scale disassembly operations (which by
analysis could be proven unnecessary or ineffective). Potential tool
interferences within the limited volume of the vessel were also evaluated.
A continually updated model of conditions in the reactor vessel during
disassembly operations was maintained via SMIDS.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 43
NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Gamma Spectrometers

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
ID, 2D

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Several gamma spectrometers
were developed for use at TMI-
2.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The spectrometers were
developed to help locate and
quantify fuel debris that was
carried out of the TMI-2
reactor vessel during the
accident.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.; 717/948-8400_________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
TMI-2 Post-Accident Data Acquisition and
Analysis Experience. Urland. EPRI_____

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Three types of gamma spectrometers are noted:
1) An Nal spectrometer was developed for radiation survey data beyond
simple measurements of general area exposure levels; e.g., for information on
specific isotopes present or measurements of the quantity (in curies) of the
isotopes. In particular, at TMI-2, it was important to locate and quantify
fuel that had escaped from the reactor vessel and been transported to other
pipes and components. The gamma spectrometer is used to locate and quantify
fuel by measuring the 2.185 MeV gamma ray of Ce-144 (also Eu-154). One
Nal(Tl) gamma spectrometer weighed under 50 kg, compared to approximately 300-
450 kg previously available. A multi-component collimator and shield assembly
was fabricated for this spectrometer so that the shield thickness could be
varied to suit the general area radiation levels. The spectrometer was
positioned at multiple locations in an area or cubicle within the plant, and
at each location spectral data were acquired, which were then converted to a
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 43
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Ce-144 gamma ray flux at each location. Radiation shielding computer programs
were then used to mathematically model the pipes and other important
components near the Nal detector to develop geometry factors for the analysis.
Then, using an assumed fuel distribution in the computer model, the Ce-144
gamma ray flux at the detector location was evaluated. The ratio of the
measured to the calculated Ce-144 flux provided the quantity of fuel present.
2) An HPGe detector had the advantage of a much better energy resolution
capability, compared to the Nal(Tl), but a lower relative detection
efficiency. In addition, they were much more sensitive to gamma radiation
levels. HPGe detectors required liquid nitrogen cooling to operate and could
identify both Ce-144 and Eu-154.
3) A Si(Li) Compton recoil gamma ray spectometer was used to quantify the
Ce-144 gamma radiation in the makeup and purification demineralizer cublicles.
This detector obtained a continuous spectra which was then used to determine
the intensity of the 2.185 MeV gamma radiation. A shielded directional gamma
probe was used to isolate and quantify fuel deposits in piping or components.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The Nal(Tl) technique was used to survey much of the TMI-2 auxiliary buildings
for ex-vessel fuel. Limitations on the use of the detector were due to the
relatively high ambient dose rates in several of the cubicles during early
fuel characterization measurements and the relatively short half-life of ce-
144 (284 days).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 44

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Alpha Fuel Detectors

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

An alpha particle detector was
used at TMI-2

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The alpha particle detector was
only used to measure fuel
distributed as film.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper) ...TMI-2 Post-Accident Data Acquisition and
Analysis Experience. Urland. EPRI

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Alpha particle detection was used to quantify fuel debris on both steam
generator tube surfaces and on reactor coolant system (RCS) component sample
surfaces. Because of their short range and high potential for absorption,
alpha detection was only used for fuel distributed in thin films. The need
to quantify the isotopic makeup of films limited the effectiveness to very
thin film deposits. To measure fuel in the RCS surface area, a thin-walled
alpha detector was deployed into a number of once-through steam generator
tubes. The tubes were first swabbed to remove dirt, loose film, and water so
that alpha particles contained in the adherent films could reach the detector.
Alpha scanning was also performed on samples of stainless steel RCS
components.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 44
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 45
NAME/TITLE

Repair of a PWR fuel assembly
skeleton with damaged grid by
fitting a mini-grid.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IE

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A special grid (called mini-grid) is positioned betweenthe bottom nozzle and the
damaged bottom grid of theassembly.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

1990 - Qualification of equip-ments and first campaign (one
fuel assembly repaired)

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON ( F R A N C E )

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The operations take place in the spent fuel storage pool.
Repair procedure :
- The top nozzle of the fuel assembly is removed.
- The affected rods are brought in contact with the bottom nozzle.
- Positioning of new top nozzle with special-purpose spacer.
- Inverting of the assembly.
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 45
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

- Positioning of the mini-grid (on affected rods + 2 guide tubes)
- Remounting of initial bottom nozzle.
- Inverting of assembly.
- Removal of top nozzle equipped with special spacer.
- Initial top nozzle positioning.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 46
NAME/TITLE
Extraction of loose partsstuck between the fuel rodsfrom a PWR fuel assembly.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IE - 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The multifunction handlingtool is composed of one poolside-mounted section and one
underwater section. Thisequipment allows high accuracygripper approach with viewingby video-camera. This
equipment is widely proven forelimination of debris.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

1986 - Qualification of theequipment.
Since 1986 - 3 campaigns.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON ( F R A N C E )

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The tool consists of an above-water upper support whose function is to :
- secure it to a stopgate or at the pool side,
- support and hold the operators in a safe position,
- allow driving of all the motions of the mast, vertical-motion carriage andgripper (by 4 drive cables).
The mast is made up of several sections varying in length (4, 8 and 12 m).
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 46
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The carriage sliding vertically along the mast supports :
- a set of criss-cross carriages with fine horizontal motion actuated bydrive cable,
- a rotary system for the criss-cross carriages actuated by drive cable,
- 2 or 3 removable camera stands whose adjustment can be adjusted (dryadjustment),
- 1 rear projector stand (dry adjustment),
- l gripper support and one gripper actuated by drive cable.
This tool also features the following 2 major advantages :
- high-accuracy gripper approach, ruling out any unwanted impact on thefuel assembly which could cause secondary displacement of the loose part,
- the lower criss-cross carriages can support other tooling systems forperforming visual or dimensional examinations.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 47

NAME/TITLE

Skeleton-top nozzle connectionreinforcement of damaged PWRfuel assembly

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IE - 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Introduction of a rein-
forcement rod inside thecentral instrumentation tubeof a damaged fuel assembly in
order to restore its handling
capability (no reirradiation)

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

About 200 fuel assemblies re-inforced on PWR power plants
and fuel reprocessing plant

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON (FRANCE)

M. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

This reinforcement is performed in order to restore the handling
capabilities of a spent fuel assembly {no in-reactor reusing).
The aim of the operation is to procure an extra-mechanical connection
between the top and bottom nozzles of a PWR spent fuel assembly in the caseof any damage of the existing connection (such as top nozzle separation,bottom nozzle separation, weakening of structural connections).
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 47
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

- The principle consists in the introduction of a stainless steel rod
inside the instrumentation tube of the fuel assembly ; this rod is
secured over the top nozzle plate by a flange and expanded under thebottom nozzle plate.

- The operations needs, before introducing the rod, the drilling of the topnozzle plate using a special drilling machine.
- All the operations are performed under water, in the spent fuel storagepool, by adapted tooling.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Method used for the reinforcing of about 200 fuel assemblies affected by a
corrosion problem, in different french nuclear plants and fuel reprocessingplant.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 48
NAME/TITLE

Servicing of damaged fuelassemblies.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IE - 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Set of tooling for dismantling
damaged fuel assemblies in
order to bring them in a
condition consistent with safehandling and storage.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Design of a set of tooling for
processing of damaged fuel
assemblies.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON (FRANCE)

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g. , report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

- The operation consists of dismantling of damaged fuel assemblies (after adrop or nozzle rupture).
- The fuel rods and the skeletons are packaged in canisters.
- The operation is performed in the spent fuel pool using a rocking supportframe and individual tools (gripper, drilling machine, cuttings, ...).
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 48
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The canisters for the rod packaging and for skeletons are equipped with
handling devices and designed to be stored in spent fuel storage racks.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Design of a set of tooling and procedure to be used for processing to two
dropped PWR fuel assemblies in a spent fuel storage pool.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 1 - No. 49
NAME/TITLE

Reactor Fuel
Facility {RFEF) Examination

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IE and 2E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

RFEF is a hot laboratoryfacility which was designedand constructed at Tokai siteof the Japan Atomic EnergyResearch Institute forcomprehensive and detailedpost-irradiation examinations
of reactor fuels.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Since starting the hotoperation, more than ten fuelassemblies and many fuel rods
have been tested at REFE.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

The 1st floor plan of RFEF
CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
H.Itami, Director, Dept. of Reactor Fuel
Exam., JAERI, Tokai-mura, 319-11 Japan.
Tel. 0292-82-5302, Fax. 0292-82-5923.

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

RFEF has a storage pool, six beta-gamma concrete cells, two alpha-gamma concrete cells and five lead cells mainly for post irradiationexaminations(PIE) of reactor fuels. The facility is capable ofinspecting, disassembling and reconstructiug fuel assemblies in thecells, and provides specific apparatus for the xtndestructive and
destructive examinations of reactor fuels, which include visualinspection, weighing and photographic metrology for the fuel assembly,
profilometry, gamma scanning, eddy-current test, mechanical propertytests, optical microscopic inspections and electron microanalysis of
the fuel rod.
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CATEGORY 1 — No. 49

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

More than ten assemblies of BWR, PWR and ATR fuels have beentested at the facility including a few fuel rods with failures. For
the examination, treatment of fuel assemblies and rods,decontamination of apparatus and cells. waste management and safetycontrol of the facility, the schedule is planned thoroughly prior tothe operation.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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Category 2
DATA ACQUISITION

CATEGORY 2 — No. 50
NAME/TITLE

Post irradiation examination

techniques and evaluation

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2.a.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute(KAERI) is capable of
providing PIE services of nuclear
fuels, especially PWR NPP fuels.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Since 1987, KAERI has provided PIE
services for nuclear fuels, reactor
vessel surveillance monitors,
steam generator tubes and control
rods from PWR NPPs.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

III:

1_:

d a n

4!

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Telephone : 042-820-2000
FAX 042-820-2702

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Daejun, Korea
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The post irradiation examination(PIE) facility at KAERI consists of three
pools, four heavy concrete hot cells, two lead hot cells, one lead hot cell
line and service areas. Three pools are for spent fuel unloading, spent fuel
storage, and fuel assembly inspection and dismantling, respectively.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 50
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Four heavy concrete and two lead hot cells are for nondestructive and
destructive examinations of irradiated fuel rods. One lead hot cell line
is used for chemical composition analyses of irradiated fuels.
The PIE facility can provide adequate support services of the PIE for nuclear

power reactor fuels as well as for experiments associated with reactor safety
studies, and fuel design and fabrication improvements.
Capabilities of the PIE facility include in-pool nondestructive examination,

metallographic examination and chemical composition analyses of irradiated
nuclear fuels.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM ( e .g . , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Four PWR spent fuels including one failed-fuel have been subjected to the

hot cell examinations and evaluation. Also the PIE for reactor vessel

surveillance monitors, steam generator tubes and reactor control rods has

been successfully carried out at the KAERI's PIE facility.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 51
NAME/TITLE
Instrumentation for remote
gammaspectroscopy of
primary coolant

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2.a monitoring system

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Automatic spectrum data
acquisition and evalution
from remote GE detectors.
System is based on NUCLEAR
DATA instrumentation.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Continous monitoring of
four reactors
at the Dukovany site from
1989.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
tel. (ÖSFR) 509 9231
Nuclear Power Station Dukovany
Department of Chemistry
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Gammaspectroscopy systems based on remote microMCA and pure
GE detectors are connected to POP 11/73 computer.
Data acquisition/management a archivation is full automatic.
For estimation of the number of leaking fuel elements and
the type of defects is used special applications software.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 51
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 52
NAME/TITLE

Multi-site examination stand

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A- 2E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The multi-site examination stand
is a removable device used for :
- visual examinations,
- dimensional measurements,
- measurements of cladding oxide
layer thickness.

It features a carriage to which
other accessories can be fitted,
such as a fuel assembly grid
width measurement device.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The stand has been operational
since 1987 for the inspection
of 900 MWe and 1300 MWe PWR fuel
assemblies.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
PRAGMA- LYON (FRANCE)
Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)
Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
The stand comprises :
. An underwater vertical beam upon which a carriage travels up and down. The
carriage is equipped with a table for horizontal perpendicular motions.

. Table-mounted equipment specifically used for each measurement.

. A support for suspending the beam at the pool-side or positioning it on the
pool floor.

. A motion control box.
The facility holds the assembly in two different ways :
. The assembly can be secured to the spent fuel pit bridge and is then held in
place so as to rule out any rocking.
. The assembly holding device can be independent from the spent fuel pit bridge.
. The stand is used to exactly position a sensor or any other instrument in
front of an assembly face.

. The sensor position is determined by a three axes position linear measurement
system. __ __ __
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 52
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 53
NAME/TITLE

On-line sipping test system ofPWR fuel assemblies

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The system is installed on the
refueling machine, and is
des igned to ident i fy
irradiated leaking fuel
assembly during the routing
performance of core unloading
operations.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

All PWR French plants and
Belgium (Tihange 1-2), Sweden(Ringhals 3-4) plants use an
on-line sipping test system.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON (FRANCE)

Mr. D. MAGN1N (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

During fuel handling between the core and the transfer system, the assemblyis raised from the core inside the fuel manipulator crane mast. It is held
in this raised position throughout fuel manipulator crane travel between the
core and the transfer canal.When one or several rods are defective, the differential pressure caused by
raising the assembly out of the core entails the release of the fission
products out of the cladding. The role of the system is to retain theseproducts by means of a gas stream which routes them to a gamma channel.
The equipment for implementing the method described hereabove comprises twoparts :a removable instrumentation and control cabinet,

an air injection and suction facility installed on the fuel manipulator
crane.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 53
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Instrumentation and control cabinet
The I & C cabinet is removable. It is brought into the reactor buildingbefore each campaign. It is mounted on the fuel manipulator crane carriageand connected to the air supply line and to the 220 VAC supply.It contains :

the injection and pumping system devices for controlling the air flow(filtration, flow measurement and adjustment, circulation),a Gamma Activity Detection Unit,
a Gamma Activity Measurement Channel which triggers a sound
alarm when the background radiation is exceeded,a recorder.

The gamma channel module is calibrated prior to each campaign by means ofa source in the source-holder drawer of the lead cask. The adequate settingis verified during operation by a test generator or by the source.
Fuel manipulator crane equipment
The fuel manipulator crane equipment is as follows :

two connecting lines between the cabinet and the mast, for the airinjection and suction systems,
an air suction system at the top of the mast and above water level,for drawing the air into the mast,a mast-mounted system for injecting air under the assembly,
plugs on the mast tube for sealing slits to prevent gas leaks.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

By the end of May 1990, 22 equipment packages had been ordered from Fragema.Considerable operational experience has been built up in this way, with more
than 14 000 assemblies inspected since 1982.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

On-line sipping system provide a substantial saving on the overall tightnesscontrol cost for the fuel assemblies.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 54
NAME/TITLE

PWR fuel assembly sipping testsystem

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
-2.A - 2E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

System installed in thereactor pool or in the spentfuel pool and used to give anaccurate diagnosis on fuelassembly leakage, even after along storage time.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

FRAGEMA - LYON(FRANCE)
Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)
Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)All the french PWR plants are

equipped with sipping testsystemsMore than 160 reactor cycles
have been controled

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The sipping test system is designed to detect crack defects inirradiated fuel assemblies to be reloaded into the core or before theirtransfer to the reprocessing plant.
The sipping test principle is based on the recovery of gaseous and
solid fission products (P.P.) released from cracks in rod cladding whenheating the water in the sipping cell.
The system consists of one or two sipping cells installed on the floorof the pool. The cell is connected by flexible hoses to the

control cabinets. A gamma and beta activity
is connected to the system. A programmablesipping cell control operations in manual or

instrumentation andmeasurement channelcontroller managesautomatic mode.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 54

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. SS
NAME/TITLE

Eddly-current testing
system of irradiated fuel
rod.
MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2.a.
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The system determines the
location and size of fuel
cladding defects.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

This system has been
successfully used since
1979 .

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

MICNTATKN MMCATM

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Nippon Nuclear Fuel Development
Co./ Ltd.
Japan
Telephone t 292-66-2131
Fax : 292-66-3273
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
K.Tsukui Proc.26th Conf.
Remote Syst. Technol.,35(1978)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

This system was designed to be used in Hot Cell.
The eddy-current flaw detecting system is composed

of flaw detecting coils, electronic instruments and a
precise fuel rod driving machine.

The electronic instrument is commercially available
and employs phese discrimination! of signals. The
frequency of 128 KHz is used.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. SS
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Both encircling coil and probe coil eddy-current
device are being applied. The encircling coil examines
the entire circumference of the fuel cladding and can
distinguish the type of defect». The probe coil is used
to locate the exact position of the defects on the
circumference(azimuthal orientation) for subsequent
destructive testing in the post irradiationexaraination.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

More than 300 fuel rods were examined in the NPD Hot
Laboratory. The size and location of defects detected by
the system usually coincided with those observed by
metallographic examination.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 56
NAME/TITLE

Wireless and Remote Controlled Radiation
Surveying System
(WRSS)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A, 2B, 3A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The WRSS is a wireless and remote
controlled radiation survey meter for
measuring the dose - equivalent - rate and
accumulated - dose in a highly radioactive
working area.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The WRSS has been developed by JGC
Corporation and Japanese patents are
pending as of Oct., 1990.
The system has been successfully used for
radiation surveys at several Japanese
nuclear power facilities.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Akira Hirayama
Manager, No.2 Sales Department,
Nuclear & Advanced Technology Project
Division,
JGC Corporation, Japan Phone

Fax
03-279-5441
03 - 273 - 8050

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The WRSS features a surveying unit which detects radiation and transmits the
detector output by radio, and a base measuring unit, which receives the transmitted
signal, counts and records the signal. Also, the unit can be controlled by radio on a
real - time basis.
Semi-conductor sensors, having a range of 0.1 to 300 mSv/hr, are included in the
WPSS for detecting X - rays and r - rays.
The base unit is placed outside the working area and the survey unit is attached to
a self- propelled cart, a wall - climbing robot (devices developed separately by JGC) or
a worker. A radiation dose - equivalent - rate at the working place is surveyed and
transmitted to the base unit by radio. The base unit then indicates the dose -
equivalent - rate and the accumulated - dose on a real-time basis. Also, the base
unit can be equipped with alarm devices, printer and/or recording units if required.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 56
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The survey unit is small and light weighed (280gr.), and therefore is easy to handle.
It has been found to be highly reliable.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The WRSS (developed by JGC with Japanese patents pending) has been successfully
and effectively tested at Japanese nuclear power stations and other nuclear facilities,
in 1990. Those included a radiation survey of a reactor pressure vessel and a
highly radioactive waste tank.
Testing of the system bas been satisfactorily completed, including operational tests
for accuracy and reliability of measurement and alarm response.
Further developments planned, include optimization of antennae configuration and
placement to minimize radio shielding from near-by equipments and interference
noise from main plant control cables. An optimum configuration for including the
survey unit in robotic transport units is developed separately by JGC. System to
integrate a position locating system in the robotic with the survey unit are being
planned, which are expected to further increase the performance of the system.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 57

NAME/TITLE

Fuel Rod Oxide Thickness
Measurement Device

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2 .a . Instrumentation

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Device for mesurement
of oxide .thickness on fuel
rod surface based on an
eddy-current lift off
principle

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

This device has teen
used at Japanese site since1983.

PHOTOGRAPH/IIXOSTRATIOH

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

T.ISHIDA
Reactor Design Engneering Dev.,
Isogo Engineering Center,
Toshiba Corporation,JAPAN.
(TEL)45-756-2072 (FAX)45-756-2174

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
ProceedTh^ d¥ Uieinternational
topical meeting on LWR fuel
performance ,p279,Wil l iamsburcT. 1988.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

This device measures the oxide thickness of peripheral fuel
rods of a fuel assembly on a fuel preparetion machine in a fuel
storage pool, and measurement technique is based on an eddy-
current (E/C) lift off principle. The measurement is performed

surface bv usin? a brushing
The oxide thickness measurement device has two E/C probes

The E/C probes can be moved forward and backward independently
by air cylinders, and moved up and down along fuel rod by a
motor. Therefore the axial profile of oxide thickness can be
measured. The probes can be also moved horizontally by a motorso all peripheral fuel rods can be measured motor,
actuated'crump ^^ tO * *M "« «"»̂  is *-d« by air
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 57

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

This device has been successfully used at Japanese site
since 1983.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 58

NAME/TITÜ

Under.-water Color TV System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2.a . Video/Camera

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

High resolution under-
water co}.or TV system for
visual inspection of
irradiated fuel assembly

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

This system has been
used at Japanese site since
1986.

PHOTOGRAPH/IIiOSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

T . I S H I D A
Reactor Design Engneering Dev.,
Isogo Engineering Center,
Toshiba Corporation,JAPAN.
(TEL)45-756-2072 (FAX)45-756-2174

REFERENCE (e.g.<5f report, paper)Proceeding <5f the internationaltopical meeting on LWR fuelperformance.p279.WilliamsbiiT-P. I

DETAILED DESCRIPTION {e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Under-water color TV system is used for visual inspection of
irradiated fuel assembly on a fuel preparation machine in a fuel
storage pool. This system consists of a high resolution color TV
camera in a water tight housing, a positioning device, a monitor,
a recording unit and a control unit. High resolution TV camera
is used with a combination of a TV zoom lens. A fuel assembly
can be observed in arbitrary magnifications from the full width
of the fuel assembly to the close-up of one fuel rod. The TV
camera housing can move horizontally, and close-up of each fuel
rod can be easily obtained. Video signal from the TV camera is
transmitted to a monitor, a video tape recorder, and fixed on
photo film by a video fixer through a frame memory.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 58

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTIHG PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

This system has been successfully used at Japanese site
since 1986.

ADDITIOHAL COMMEHTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 59

NAME/TITLE
MAD AC - A Mobile Analyzer for Detection
of Activity in Crud

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2 A. Instrumentation, data processing.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The MAD AC device is used for gamma
spectrometic measurements

- to characterize contamination on the inner
radioactive pipe surfaces of reactor systems
(radionuclide identification and surface acti-
vity in Eq/nr)

- to estimate radionuclide inventory in reac-
tor components

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Gamma spectrometric measurements during
outage periods have been performed since
1977 in BWRs delivered by ABB Atom.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT(Country, agency, or organization; telephone/fax)

Address: ABB Atom, S-721 63 Västeras, Sweden
Telephone: + 46 (0)21 10 70 CO
Telefax: + 46 (0) 21 189471
Telex: 40629 atomva s

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The MAD AC equipment consists of a germanium detector, a lead collimator with replaceable hole
diameters, transport and hoisting equipment, and a multi-channel analyzer with associated electro-
nics. In addition to calibration results, a special computer program is used for the analyses, which
considers factors such as the intrinsic attenuation of the test objective in question. The results of the
measurements are evaluated in terms of surface activity or volume activity inside the component in
question distributed on different gamma emitting nuclides.
Measurements can also be performed on components located in pools using an additional device.
This makes it possible to estimate activity inventories in reactor internals located in reactor and fu-
el storage pools.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 59
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related information, design/testing results)

Gamma spectrometric measurements in Finnish and Swedish BWRs are carried out on contract by
ABB Atom. The gamma scans normally include 10 to 15 standardized measurement positions per
reactor and year covering both reactor and turbine systems. Up to and including 1990 about 80
complete gamma scans have been performed.
Experience of activity inventory estimates includes the moderator vessel head, one feed water pre-
heater, and one pipe belonging to the emergency cooling system and located close to the reactor co-
re; all three objects in Swedish BWRs.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 60
NAME/TITLE

Method for evaluation of chemistry
data after an event associated
with fuel damage

MATRIX CATEGORY
A2

(»ce attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A method for estimation of
fraction and type of fuel damage
based on activity measurements
has been developed.
Measurements of activity release
of Xe-133 and 1-131 (or Cs-137)
are used.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FD Tor Ingemansson
Forsmarksverket
S-74200 Östhammar Fax +173 55 116

REFERENCE <e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The total activities of Cs-137 and 1-131 released to the reactor tank and the condensation
pool are measured. Sampling of pool and reactor water is needed. The total release of
Xe-133 to the containment is measured. If some of the Xe-133 activity has been released to
the atmosphere this amount is added. The content of hydrogen in the containment is useful
for determination of temperature range (type) of fuel damage. The plot of the fractions of
release of activity from Xe-133 and 1-131 indicates type of damage and the
fraction of the core which is damaged.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 61
NAME/TITLE

E l e c t r i c a l c i r c u i t
Characterization and Diagnostic
(ECCAD) System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

ECCAD is a computer—controlled
measurement system designed to
characterize electrical
circuits in nuclear plants.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

ECCAD was developed for the
USDOE to assist in the
selection of degraded
electrical equipment to be
removed from the TMI-2
containment for laboratory
examination. It is now
commercially marketed for plant
maintenance.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

S. Lefkowitz
Pentek, Inc.
1026 Fourth Ave
Coraopolis, PA 15108 USA
Tel. 412/262-0725

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)TMI-2 Instrument. & Elec. Final Eval.
Report. Mayo. GEND-056. EG&G Idaho. 1986

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

ECAD System 1000 (the commercial name) is a nondestructive digital diagnostic
system that is designed to automatically test electrical circuits. The built-
in data base completely characterizes the electrical integrity of the circuit.
If an operational problem exists, the complete data set allows for immediate
identification and location of the problem. By comparing periodic data using
the data base management features, the condition of the circuit can be trended
over the life of the plant.
ECAD is fully computer controlled and provides:
* Self-calibration of internal instrumentation
* Self-diagnostics
* Accurate and repeatable test data
* Automatic test execution, data acquisition, and storage in less than 10
min. per circuit
* On-line help to assist an operator with the procedures, test sequences, and
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 61

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

overall methodology
* Full-function data search, comparison, and sort capability designed to
identify changing circuit conditions
* Fully formatted, customized data reports via a built-in printer/plotter.
ECAD is compact and portable and can be operated by one technician. It is one
unit contained in half-size rack assemblies.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ECCAD was developed by EG&G Idaho, Inc. for the USDOE to assist in the
Instrumentation and Electrical Program, which was a long-terra R&D project at
TMI-2. The program tested components within the containment and when removed.
See the reference for a complete description. It was also used by Southern
California Edison at a nuclear plant to establish a technical basis for
eventual plant life extension. The system is now commercially marketed by
Pentek, Inc. to help utilities establish an effective predictive maintenance
program for electrical circuits and components.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 62
NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Containment Water and
Sludge Sampling

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A water and sludge sampling
device (WSSD) was fabricated to
take samples from the flooded
basement of the TMI-2
containment.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Eight samples from four
different levels of the water
were obtained.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATIOM

Enabling pin

- Shield cup bar assembly

Shwld base housing
(or cample S

Shield base O-nng

Shield base housing for sample 6

Actuating needle

Shield base housing for sample 8

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel. 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g.,, report;, paper)Sampling and Examination Methods
TMI-2. Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

for

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The TMI-2 containment basement was flooded with highly contaminated water to
a height of approx. 2.5 m following the accident. To evaluate the chemical
and radiological characteristics of this water and the sludge lying beneath
it on the basement floor, a unique sampling device was developed. The WSSD
consisted of sample bottles placed in shielded containers arranged at four
locations along the length of a sampler rod. Evacuated sample bottles with
rubber septums were placed septum down into the shield base to engage with an
O-ring to form a watertight seal. Installation of the shield cap over the
shield base engaged the outer shield base O-ring to complete the watertight
anticontamination seal of the housing around each bottle. The shield caps
were securely locked in position by a fast-acting locking bar ratchet
assembly, which permitted rapid unlocking for removal of the shield caps to
minimize personnel operating time and radiation exposures.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 62
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM {e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

In November 1979, the WSSD was manually lowered into the water using extension
poles until the bottom rested on the basement floor. A plunging motion,
applied to the WSSD from the top, activated the spring-loaded rod. This
action drove the actuating needles through the sample bottle septums, causing
liquid to be drawn into the evacuated bottles. An isolation cup at the base
of the WSSD trapped an area of sludge and kept the actuating needdle suction
point close to the floor. When the WSSD was raised, the bottles retracted
from the needles and the self-sealing septum prevented any loss of sample
material. The WSSD was raised from the basement and the shild caps were
removed. This exposed the sample bottles, free of external surface
contamination, which were then loaded into a lead-shielded shipping container.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 63

NAME/TITLE

Metal Disintegration Machining
(MDM)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2A, 1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

MDM uses electrical discharge
machining to remove conductive
material by melting away small
bits of material using a series
of electric arcs between an
electrode and the work piece.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

MDM was used at TMI-2 to remove
specimens from the wall of the
reactor vessel to help
determine metallurgical
conditions during the accident.
It also was considered for use
in reactor disassembly.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLOSTRATIOH

(APPROXIMATE)
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CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

D.R. Buchanan, GPU Nuclear
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
717/948-8321_____________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History: 1979-90. Holton. EPRI NP-6931.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

MPR Associates, Inc. (Washington, DC) was contracted by the USNRC to remove
metallurgical specimen samples of the TMI-2 reactor vessel wall. PCI Energy
Service developed and tested the MDM head. MDM uses a series of electric arcs
between an electrode and the work surface to cut metal. Each arc in the
cutting process creates a small puddle of molten material at the work piece
from which small spheres of material are ejected. Water pumped through holes
in the cutting electrodes cools the molten material and flushes the resulting
particles away from the cutting area.
The MDM electrodes were mounted inside a cutting head. The head had two u-
shpaed graphite electrodes to cut triangular-shaped speciments. The
electrodes were attached t hydraulic cylinders and slid on tracks mounted at
angles to provide a specimen with an include angle of approx. 60 degrees.
Each speciment was 6 1/2 in. long, 3 in. wide and 2 1/2 in. deep. The
electrodes were consumable and replaced after each cut. A minature TV camera
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 63
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

was mounted inside the MDM head to monitor position and operations.
A delivery system positioned the MDM head on the lower head of the reactor
vessel under approx. 40 ft of highly borated water. To extract samples at
incore penetrations (which were of particular interest), a special seal plug
was designed.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Between January 30 and March 1, 1990, a major work effort resulted in 15
reactor vessel specimens removed from the lower head. Four of these were at
incore locations. In addition 14 incore nozzles and two incore guide tube
sections were also removed by other means.
MDM had earlier been considered as a potential method of disassembling the
lower core support assembly of the reactor vessel. It was rejected because
of the large quantity of core debris (nonconductive material) existing
throughout the assembly. MDM has been used successfully at other US nuclear
facilities.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 64

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 TLD Pseudo Cores

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A TLD was placed on plastic
ring to produce measurements
mimicking those taken from
concrete floor samples.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Many TLD pseudo cores were used
to analyze floor conditions and
permit dose reduction work to
be prioritized.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

TLD PERSONNEL
DOSIMETER

Front of dosimeter
facing down toward

contaminated surface

Dosimeter attached
to ring with

double-sided tape

PLASTIC RING
50.8-mm (2-in.) o.d. x 6.4-mm (J-in.) WALL

X 25.4 mm U-in.) HIGH

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel. 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Surface Activity with TLD Pseudo cores.
Vallem. Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

To prioritize decontamination work in the TMI-2 containment building,
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) were adapted to take beta radiation
measurements from the building floors in lieu of a less cost-effective and
non-ALARA concrete sampling program.
Modified Panasonic UD-802 dosimeters, commonly used by site personnel, were
placed face down on plastic rings (50.8-mm o.d. by 6.4-mm wall by 25.4-mm
high). The TLDs had been used previously to measure beta radiation. The
plastic rings served to shield the TLDs from beta radiation coming from
outside the area of interest. The rings were designed so that the subsequent
measurements would mimic those made on concrete core samples; i.e., the spot
where the pseudo core could be read as a new concrete core.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 64
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

In the initial use, 60 pseudo cores placed on El. 347' of the TMI-2
containment revealed that the floor was an unexpectedly higher contributor to
general area dose rate than predicted. The algorithm proved useful not only
for analyzing the floor, but for any surface in the containment where activity
was at or near the surface. This include coated and corroded metal surfaces.
As a result, it was possible to know with a great deal of certainty how much
each surface contributed to the general area dose rate, which in turn allowed
for analyzing and prioritizing dose reduction work. Much previously planned
work was thus shown to be unnecessary. Also, hundreds of accurate
contamination measurements were made inexpensively and at a large savings of
personnel exposure.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 65

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Wall and Floor Sampler

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A device was developed to take
surface samples from the walls
and floors of the TMI-2
containment.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The device was used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the TMI-2
G r o s s D e c o n t a m i n a t i o n
Experiment.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

dril l shall extension

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA

717/948-8400____________________
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Sampling and Examination Methods for
TMI-2. Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

To determine the effectiveness of a gross decontamination experiment conducted
in the TMI-2 containment (primarily with water spray), surface samples were
taken before and after. To take samples from horizontal concrete surfaces,
a special sampler was fabricated. A similar tool with a smaller base plate
was developed for vertical concrete surfaces. The sampler was a milling tool
that had four major components: a 1.27-cm diam, 575-rpm constant speed drill,
a drill support assembly that allowed setting the sample collection depth,
filters for intake air purificaiton and sample collection, and an air pump
that forced air across the surface being sampled and through the collection
filter.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 65
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Eighty five surface samples were collected before the experiment and ninety
five afterward. Samples were analyzed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory using
gamma spectroscopy, goss beta, and NAA techniques.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 66
NAME/TITLE

Airborne Cloud Tracking
Aerial Monitoring, andMeasurements

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2a. Monitoring System

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Use of helicopters and fixed
wing aircraft to transport
aerial measuring systems for
measuring and identifying
isotopes, plume direction,
maximum radiation levels in
plume, and thermal character-istics. Also aerial photography.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The Aerial Measuring System
was used at TMI and is usedregularly in other activities
in the U.S.; the technologyis advanced.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

EG&G Energy Measurements, Inc.
P.O. Box 1912
Las Vegas, NV 89125
(702) 295-8001

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

See Detailed Experience

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Instrumentation and equipment can be varied dependent on application and
required sensitivities. For example, during the TMI accident, isotopes
were identified using portable spectrum analyzers, direct radiation was
measured using thin window Geiger-Mueller survey instruments, and thermal
scanning was accomplished using a multispectral scanner with a mercury-cadmium-ten uride detector for the thermal infrared band. Later radio-
logical surveys, where greater sensitivity was required, used thallium-
activated sodium iodide scintillation crystals, photomuHiplication,
analog-to-digital conversion, and a multichannel analyzer system.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 66

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Accordingly, U.S. Department of Energy's Aerial Measuring Systems can be,
and regularly are, adapted to meet the requirements of a particular
incident.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g. , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

As identified above under summary of experience/testing, the use of aerial
monitoring is widespread and well developed in the U.S.
References:
R. H. Beers, et al, EG&G-10282-1009, Airborne Cloud Tracking Measurements
During the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Accident, December 1984.
D. P. Colton, EG&G-10282-1021, An Aerial Radiological Survey of the Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station, August 1983.
Note: Both EG&G-10282-1009 and EG&G-10282-1021 are available from:

National Technical Information Service
U.S. Department of Commerce
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 67
KÄME/TITLE

Technique for Measuring Beta
Fields

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A, 2D

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A modified version of a digital
ion chamber detector was
developed.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The fast sorting technique was
used to provide rapid and
a c c u r a t e d i r e c t i o n a l
measurements in beta fields at
TMI-2.

PHOTOGRAP H/1LLUSTRATION

BETA CAP

ACRYLIC WINDOW
EXTENDING ION

CHAMBER VOLUME'

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)Radiation Protection Mgmt Program at
TMI-2. Owen et al. NP-5338. EPRI

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

A measurement technique was developed to perform exposure rate surveys in
areas with both high beta and gamma sources. The Eberline RO7 (Eberline
Instrument Corp., Sante Fe, NM) were essentially omnidirectional in response
to gamma rays but, because of the metal housing around the detector, highly
directional in response to beta radiation. The angular field of view of the
R07 for beta was only about 90 degrees, which was a concern at TMI-2 because
much of the beta contamination was from Sr/Y-90 — with its energetic,
penetrating beta paticle of 2.27 Mev maximum energy. A worker entering an
area of mixed beta/gamma contamination and using an RO7 instrument could be
in danger of underestimating his or her exposure.
The R07 was modified to make it beta omnidirectional by replacing the flat
mylar beta window over the ion chamber with a thin hemispherical acrylic
window, which effectively extended the volume of the ion chamber. The ion
chamber was them mounted on a sliding mechanism inside a tubular shield, when
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 67
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

the chamber was withdrawn inside the shield and capped, the RO7 detected gamma
only, with the detector withdrawn into the shield and the cap removed, the
RO7 measured gamma and was directional for beta. When the chamber was
extended beyond the shield, it was omnidirectional for gamma and over 180
degrees for beta. Thus a worker needed only point the probe in two opposite
directions to quickly determine the beta/gamma general area radiation exposure
rates.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The modified Eberline RO7 probe was widely used at TMI-2. It proved an
excellent instrument for rapid and accurate directional exposure measurements
to identify and map area of beta/gamma contamination.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 68
NAME/TITLE

Bore Tech BT2020 Color Camera

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The Bore Tech BT2020 is a color
video camera with direct focus
control. It was radiation
hardened and capable of
operating under 10 m of water.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The Bore Tech BT2020 was
mounted on a camera positioning
pole to determine size and
location of fuel debris in the
TMI-2 reactor vessel.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)User's Manual; Health Physics Journal,
Dec. 1989

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 68
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The BT2020 was mounted on an in-vessel camera positioning pole. It was used
in the final survey of the TMI-2 reactor vessel to establish that the vessel
had been satisfactorily defueled. Color proved to be an important help in
determining the size and location of fuel deposits. In areas of limited
access, a smaller camera with zoom capabilities was used instead; however, it
had a narrower depth of field and proved inadequate for a detailed inspection
program.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 69
NAME/TITLE

Fast Sorting characterization
Technique

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2A, 2D

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A modified version of a
tungsten-shielded, Geiger-
Mueller detector was developed.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The fast sorting technique was
used to provide rapid and
accurate directional
measurements in contaminated
areas of TMI-2,

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT {Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Radiation Protection Mgmt Program
TMI-2. Owen et al. NP-5338. EPRI

at

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

A fast sorting measurement technique was developed to initially prioritize
surfaces for exposure reduction and to rapidly evaluate the effectiveness of
a decontamination effort. At TMI-2, the situation was complicated by high
ceilings, equipment and components, and complex surfaces. Effective and ALARA
decontamination required quick evaluation of "hot spots". The Eberline HP
220A survey probe (Eberline Instrument Corp, Sante Fe, NM), which is widely
used at nuclear facilities, was modified to accomplish this task.
The HP 22 OA is a hand-held, tungsten-shielded GM detector that can be used for
low resolution directional surveying. It is used for rapid screening of a
contaminated area by performing a six-point survey (up, down, front, back,
left, right). However, the angular response (or field of view) is 140
degrees; thus the measured directional sources were in error due to
overlapping fields.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 69
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

GPU Nuclear developed a conical collimator made of lead, which was added to
the face of the HP 220A. The collimator reduced the field of view to 80-90
degrees. In addition, the modified probe was mounted in a rectangular
aluminum box with the collimator surface exposed on one face. This resulted
in unambiguous six-point survey of an area.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The modified Eberline HP 220A probe was widely used at TMI-2. It proved an
excellent instrument for rapid and accurate directional exposure measurements
to identify areas upon which to concentrate decontamination activities and to
perform rapid followup of decontamination effectiveness.
A variation of the probe was developed to measure radionuclide concentrations
in the containment basement concrete. "Diver" was the HP 220A probe encased
in extra shielding and mounted in a waterproof, thin-walled, stainless steel
box. It was deployed on a suspension cable and orientation pole and lowered
against a basement wall or floor. The HP 220A was also deployed on the RRV
teleoperated vehicle to take surveys in the highly contaminated basement.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 70
NAME/TITLE

Rees Model R-93 Black-and-white
Camera

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The Rees model R-93 is a high-
quality video camera suitable
of finely detailed underwater
examination of reactor
components.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The Rees R-93 was frequently
used at TMI-2 to examine
reactor core conditions and the
final inspection of the reactor
vessel at the completion of
defueling

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel; 717/948-8400___________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
TMI-2 Post-Accident Data Acquisition and
Analysis Experience Report. Urland.
EPRI.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 70
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
Careful attention to placement and lighting for the R-93 camera resulted in
high-quality video suitable for estimating quantities of residual fuel debris
at the completion of defueling. The R-93 was also used in a detailed
inspection of the lower core support assembly (LCSA), where it had been
carefully lowered by its cable into the flow holes of the LCSA to determine
the presence of any adherent debris. Pencil lights were lowered in the
subject hole and adjacent holes as needed to provide suitable images. A
right-angle viewing lens was also used to better view the area between the
plates in the LCSA.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 71

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Active Neutron Detection
Technique

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

An Sb-Be active neutron
detection technique was used at
TMI-2.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

An active neutron detection
method was used to located and
quantify smaller quantities of
residual fuel and to measure
the U-235 content at TMI-2.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
TMI-2 Post-Accident Data Acquisition and
Analysis Experience. Urland. EPRI

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

An antimony (Sb) - beryllium (Be) photoneutron interrogation method for active
neutron detection was used at TMI-2. This photoneutron interrogation method
used an Sb-Be photoneutron source to produce low-energy (approximately 0.024
MeV) interrogating neutrons via the Be (gamma-neutron) reaction by irradiating
beryllium with the 1.692 MeV gamma ray emitted from the sb-124 isotope. These
interrogating neutrons impinge upon the fuel and induce fission reactions in
the fissile material contained in the fuel. Some of the fission neutrons
returning from the surrounding fuel debris were detected by an He-4 fast
neutron recoil proportional counter. The He-4 neutron counter can
differentiate the higher-energy induced fission neutrons from the lower-energy
photoneutron source and gamma rays on the basis of the pulse height signal;
with directiona shielding, it can also operate effectively and efficiently in
a substantial radiation field.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 71
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 72
NAME/TITLE

Core Topography Data
Acquisition System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

la. Unique inspection tool
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Device for through-the-head
precise ultrasonic, sonar-like
measurements of core damage or
similar survey; provides detailed
topographic maps of upper region
core cavities, etc. that may
result from severe core damage
accidents.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Deployed in 1983 to acoustically
map the size and shape of the
TMI-2 core. Results were
excellent.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

U.S. DOE-Idaho Operations Office
EG&G Idaho (Contractor)
M. R. Martin (208) 526-6466
R. C. Schmitt (208) 526-1837
I . S. Rpllpr (208)

REFERENCE (e .g. , report, paper)

See under Detailed Experience

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Device used a probe 35 mm in diameter to pass through a removed control rod
drive mechanism. The probe contained 12 transducers oriented in different
directions. A mechanism in the support structure rotated the probe and stepped
it vertically, all under computer control, for precise vertical and horizontal
positioning. Data acquisition was via remote minicomputer. Data reduction
was via mainframe at the U.S. Department of Energy's Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory. Ultrasonic signals were transmitted and reflected off barriers for
time of flight measurements. Designed for 10° R/hr radiation fields and
15°C - 60°C water conditions. System was required to perform at up to
12 m below the service structure. System provided 40 mm lateral and 12 mm
range resolution.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 72

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The system used at TMI-2 was designed, fabricated and tested with procedures
developed and personnel trained in 4 1/2 months. The in-containmentapplication was highly successful. The principal result was detailed
topographical maps of the core surface which aided defuelers and tool
design. The data was also used to detail a plastic model of the core
damage and other visual display systems prior to head removal.
Reference:

L. S. Bélier and H. L. Brown, GEND-INF-012, Design and Operation of theCore Topography Data Acquisition System for TMI-2, May 1984 (available
from National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Similarly designed equipment could have application to other diagnostic
problems.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 73
NAME/TITLE

Fuel element corrosion product
(CRUD) sampling system

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2.a. Methods/tools

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A device for obtaining samples of
corrosion products deposited on BWR
fuel rods.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Quantitative evaluations of the
system's corrosion product collection
efficiency indicate that greater than
95% of all material removed from the
fuel rod is collected on the filter
membrane.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation
155 - 108th Avenue N.E., P. O. Box 90777
Bellevue, Washington, USA 98009-0777

Telephone: 206-453-4300
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The system is comprised of a controller/filter panel assembly, a scraper head/telescopic rod
assembly, and mounting hardware for attaching the telescopic rod to the fuel pool platform
railing. Corrosion product samples are obtained by mechanically scraping the fuel rod with either
an abrasive stone or brush. Material thus removed is hydraulically transported to the sampling
panel where the suspended corrosion products are collected, on a filter membrane for
subsequent analyses.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 73

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Over 100 samples have been collected and analyzed. Sample weight varied but was in the 5-7
mg range. Dose rates were in the 50-200 mrem range.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 74
NAME/TITLE
Out-of-Core Vacuum Sipping System
for BWR reactors.

MATRIX CATEGORY {see attachment)
2.a. Methods/tools

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The vacuum sipper is designed to
detect failed fuel assemblies once they
have been downloaded to the reactor
fuel pool.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

A qualification test was successfully
completed in June 1990.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation
155 - 108th Avenue N.E., P. O. Box 90777
Bellevue, Washington, USA 98009-0777

Telephone: 206-453-4300

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Two independent units which, when operated together, are capable of sampling up to 10
assemblies per hour. The main components are:

• Electrical control console or operating station which houses the microprocessor and
necessary electrical hardware for controlling the sampling sequence.

• Mechanical console which contains the valves and necessary mechanical hardware to
perform the sipping operation.

• Sipping canister which isolates a fuel assembly from the reactor fuel pool.
• A beta scintillation type sodium iodine detector which monitors released fission gas.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 74
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Minimum requirements for each unit are 110 VAC-60 Hz power, 80 psig @ 6 CFM air, and 20
psig @ 15 gpm deionized water. Each unit provides automatic sampling via an on-board
microprocessor and requires a single operator. Data are collected and analyzed using on-board
computer based data acquisition and spectroscopy systems.

Several design features exist to avoid fuel damage and improve in-field serviceability, such as
redundant system hardware, operator alarms and indicator, built in system diagnostics, and fail-
safe shutdown.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Assemblies subjected to sipping during a qualification test in June 1990 experienced an average
testing rate of 5 assemblies per hour.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 75

NAME/TITLE

Anti-Fretting Clips for PWR Assemblies

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2.a. Methods/tools

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A design to prevent baffle jetting
damage to PWR fuel assemblies.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

First used in 1983 in a European
reactor. Clips have been used with
equal success in three U.S. reactors
since then.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION
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CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation
155 - 108th Avenue N E , P. O. Box 90777
Bellevue, Washington, USA 98009-0777

Telephone: 206-453-4300

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The anti-fretting clips are installed on fuel assemblies to be placed in peripheral core locations
that are susceptible to baffle jetting. The support provided by the clips increases the rod
vibratory frequency such that cross-flow induces no vibration and, thus, no fretting and no
damage. Clips have been designed for installation on both irradiated and unirradiated PWR fuel
assemblies. Typically they are installed on first or second cycle fuel assemblies and removed
during the refueling outage after one cycle of irradiation.

Tooling for clip installation and removal is placed on top of a fuel storage rack and is remotely
operated such that clips are quickly removed and/or installed during a refueling outage Clip
installation and removal rates exceed one assembly per hour.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 75
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Clips installed on 60 new fuel assemblies and operated in European reactor. All clips were
removed after one cycle of irradiation. No further fuel failures due to baffle jetting.

Clips installed on over 150 irradiated fuel assemblies at 3 U.S. reactors. About 75 assemblies
have completed operation with no fuel failures. Clips removed to date show no fretting of clipped
or adjacent rods.

Flow rate: 2.4 mega pounds per hour per square foot
Pressure differential across baffle plates: Less than 30 psi
Baffle gap size: Less than 0.025 inches

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 76
NAME/TITLE

Gamma Scan

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2.a. MethodsAools

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Non-destructive measurement of
fission gas release by gamma
scanning the plenum region of a rod
to determine the quantity of Kr-85.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

This system has been used
successfully on both PWR and BWR
fuels.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION
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CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation
155 - 108th Avenue N.E., P. O. Box 90777
Beltevue, Washington, USA 98009-0777

Telephone: 206-453-4300

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

A special fuel rod with a modified plenum design is used for measuring fission gas release during
a refueling outage or directly after discharge. Standard fuel rods require six months to one year
cooling time before the measurement can be taken.

Gamma scan measurements are performed in individual fuel rods using a germanium detector
and underwater collimator assembly. The collimator assembly is suspended in a stationary
horizontal position in the fuel pool while a fuel rod is lowered in front of the collimator window.
The window can be varied in height between 1/16 to 1/2 inches. The smaller window is used for
improved spatial resolution in tracking isotope migration or making pellet gap and stack height
measurements; the larger window is typically used for improved count rates when counting the
plenum region for fission gas.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 76
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

This system has been used successfully on both PWR and BWR fuels. Subsequent puncturing
and fission gas release measurements of selected rods have confirmed the accuracy of this non-
destructive technique.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 77
NAME/TITLE

ULTRATEST« System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2.3. Methods/tools

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Ultrasonic inspection system for
identification of failed fuel rods which
takes 4 to 12 minutes per fuel
assembly, depending upon fuel design
and number of probes utilized.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Over 500,000 rods tested from
October 1983 through July 1990 with
a reliability rate of 99.98%.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation
155 - 108th Avenue N.E., P. O. Box 90777
Bellevue, Washington, USA 98009-0777

Telephone: 206-453-4300
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The ULTRATEST* System for identifying fuel rod failures is based upon the detection of water
that has penetrated fuel rod cladding. Ultrasonic transducers are mounted on probes, looking
right and left, and pass between the rod rows just above the lowest spacer in the fuel assembly.
Each probe transmits ultrasound waves and measures the echo responses. As the probes pass
between two fuel rods, the echo signals increase and the magnitudes of the ultrasound
reflections from the outer and the inner cladding surfaces of both rods are measured. The probe
is positioned by means of either a stepping motor driver or hydraulically operated X-Y table.
Probe insertion and withdrawal motions are controlled by either torque limited motors or by a
pressure controlled cylinder pump, both of which allow the operator to gauge the force required
to move the probe and minimize the possibility of fuel damage. All movements are monitored
continuously with an underwater television camera mounted on the X-Y table.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 77
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Data from outside and inside surface echoes are monitored and analyzed continuously by an
online poolside microcomputer. The computer program is menu driven to enhance inspection
and reliability. The complete system is online, allowing data review during and immediately
following acquisition. This allows the operator to re-evaluate collected data with different
acquisition parameters or, if the data appear questionable, to retest the assembly before it leaves
the workstation.

The ULTRATEST* II System is capable of examining fuel assemblies in a test time of four
minutes. There are four ultrasonic probes (two sets looking in opposite directions), all at different
elevations. This permits testing of each fuel rod at four different axial locations to enhance data
reliability. Additionally, the system utilizes computer controlled probe positioning and data
analysis to reduce testing time.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

558,157 fuel rods from 2,667 PWR & BWR assemblies have been tested from October 1983
through August 1990. Reliability rate of 99.99% for 543,867 PWR assemblies tested.

34,320 fuel rods from 130 PWR assemblies were tested in August 1990 using ULTRATEST® II
System. Reliablity rate of 100%.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 78
NAME/TITLE

Eddy current failed rod detection
method

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2.a. Methods/tools

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The eddy current failed rod detection
method can be used to detect defects
in fuel rods that have been withdrawn
from a fuel assembly.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Well over 2000 fuel rods have been
eddy current tested for defects.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation
155 - 108th Avenue N.E., P. O. Box 90777
Bellevue, Washington, USA 98009-0777

Telephone: 206-453-4300
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The system consists of an encircling eddy current coil, an eddy current tester with oscilloscope,
a strip chart recorder, and a data tape recorder. The equipment is calibrated using a tube with
known inside and outside diameters and throughwall defects of known depths and diameters.
Integrity of the fuel rod cladding is tested by passing the encircling coil over the length of the fuel
rod. An oscilloscope is used for characterizing defect indications.

Another eddy current system, with two eddy current coils, has been developed to permit
"absolute" measurements of cladding wall thinning by a comparison of the eddy current signal
of the fuel rod being tested with those of cladding specimens of known thicknesses. This
technique has been used in conjunction with oxide thickness measurements to identify the rate
of cladding loss during oxide formation and to determine whether corroded cladding retains
sufficient material to withstand continued irradiation.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 78
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ANF uses eddy current for failed fuel determination and often for conventional fuel examination.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 79

NAME/TITLE

Inspection and measurement
techniques performed on irradiated
fuel rods and assemblies

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2.a. Methods/tools

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Visual inspections, oxide thickness,
profilometry, rod length, rod withdrawal
force, assembly length, holddown
spring force, rod-to-rod spacing,
spacer envelope.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Currently performing about 20
examination and 10 repair campaigns
per year. A broad range of equipment
and techniques has been developed.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Advanced Nuclear Fuels Corporation
155 - 108th Avenue N.E., P. O. Box 90777
Bellevue, Washington, USA 98009-0777
Telephone: 206-453-4300

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Visual inspections are performed with an underwater TV camera and/or underwater periscope.
The underwater TV camera is normally mounted on an X-Y table to permit scanning and closeup
views. The underwater periscope provides 1X and 5X magnification. Video recording equipment
is routinely used to document visual inspections.

Oxide thickness is measured on fuel rods in a complete assembly with an eddy current probe.
The thickness of tenacious oxide layers on cladding outer surfaces can be determined with an
accuracy of ± 4 microns.

Fuel assembly length is determined either as the measured distance between upper and lower
tie plates (end fittings) or as a measurement of guide tube length. Both techniques provide
measurement accuracy of ± 0.005 inches.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 79

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Relaxation of leaf-type holddown springs on PWR fuel assemblies is determined by measuring
the distance between the top of the spring and upper tie plate. Compression force is measured
by depressing the spring hydraulically while recording both the force applied through a pressure
transducer and the amount of deflection through a linear voltage displacement transformer.

Rod-to-rod spacing is measured by inserting a double leafspring strain-gauge probe between rod
rods at desired mid-span locations over an assembly's length. Accuracy is ± 0.004 inches.

The amount of force required to withdraw a fuel rod through the fuel assembly spacer grids is
measured with a load cell attached to a fuel rod grapple. This measurement gives an indication
of spacer spring relaxation and is useful in determining the fitness of fuel assemblies for
continued operation, particularly when high fuel exposures or extended operating cycles are
planned.

Fuel rod length may be measured in situ (within ±0.025 inches accuracy), or if greater precision
is required, with the upper tie plate removed (better than ±0.005 inches).

Two profilometry techniques are available for measuring fuel rod diameter. One permits either
spot measurements or continuous traces between adjacent pairs of spacers on peripheral rods
while in the assembly. The other provides continuous diameter traces along the full length of
rods withdrawn from the assembly. If desired, the rod may be rotated to provide a spiral trace.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

As of February 1,1990, ANF has performed 267 examination and repair campaigns at 48 different
commercial nuclear power plants in the United States and Europe. Over 20,000 fuel rod
withdrawals and reinsertions have been performed.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 80

NAME/TITLE

The tool for "hot- particles"
identification and selection
from soil samples and other
dry substances.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The tool allows to select ope-
rative^ the small radioactive
fragments Cin particular - ir-
radiated fuel fragments!) having
activities more than 5 Bq and
sizes more than 5 fj from soil
and other dry substances.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

It has been tested in Chrnobyl
1987-1989.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Adcïnessî I. V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy Complex Expedi-
tion. USSR.

Telephone: 1S6-90-92 CMoscow}

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
S. A. Bogatov, A. A. Borovoj , Yu. V. Du-

_basov, V. V. Lomonosov. Preprint
_IAE-4959/2,Moscow,1989. _____~_

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The principle of the tool bases on mutual utilization of electron-
optical converter and optical microscope, ß—Emitting "hot parti-
cles" results in luminescence of special scintillator which is in
contact with the sample. Observing the light spot on the screen of
electron-optical converter it is possible to localize "hot par-
ticle" position ar.d to bring the object to t ho optical axis oi mi-
croscope by matching it with the special bench-mark. Identified
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 80

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

particles can be extracted by the special needle.
The method allows to extract for following investigations "hot

particles" having activities more than 5 Bq and sizes more than

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

By means of this tool utilization more than 2OOO fuel particles
were investigated and the results wereable to give detailed infor-
mation on thu2 forms of damaged fuel after Chernobyl NPP accident.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 81
NAME/TITLE

The study of the large-scale
î'-fields distributions with the
help of Continual Dosimetric
Cords CCDO.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
EA

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The study of the large-scale
^-fields distributions, radia-
tion sources localizations, y—
fields spectral characteristics
evaluation.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The study of f-isodoses pictu-
res inside the 4-th Unit of the
Chernobyl NPP Central Kail
Cl 989-199CO. The CDC usage d.u-
ring helicopter's flights over
the CNPP 4-th Unit to determine
j-—field distribution C1986D.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Net cf ike
?-CD Cords

faites

Damaged k-th Unit of CNPP
{. Sarcophagus")

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address: I. V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy Complex Expedi-
tion, Chernobyl, USSR, Usaty A. F
_ . . 196-90-98 CMoscow}Telephone: _ _ _ „_, , , >.^ S-1O-45 CChernobylD

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
IAE inner report

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

To study the large-scale ?—fields distributions "Continual . Dosi-
metrio Cordes" consisting of continual register parts and discrete
control detectors were worked out. Cthere is "know ho*"D. y—Rays
spectrum under the wide range of intensities had been estimated
by the method of absorbing filtres. Several types of the detectors
were worked out, such as : continual, discrete and combined ones,
and special detectors for the probable accident cases,too.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 81

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Specially constructed j'-sensitive ÇDC were dropped into the Central
Hall space of the damaged 4-th Unit of the CNPP through the special
holes in the roof^of "Sarcophagus". -^«-Fields were analized in the
volume 4Ox4Ox7O m . j'-Isodoses pattern has allowed to localize se-
veral high-intensity y-sources and to estimate their spectral com-
position. The spectrum was similar to fission products and neutron
activated construction materials radiation taking into account
scattering effects.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 82

NAME/TITLE

The method of temperatures and
heat fluxes measurements for
diagnostics of the nuclear fa-
cilities

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
MATRIX CATEGORY 2A. 2E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The complex of caloriemetric
tools and methods for diagnos-
tics and control of the nuclear
facilities.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The measurements of absolute
values of heat—evolution power
and heat fluxes from fissioning
and constructional materials in
nuclear c-e'chnique in the criti-
cal assemblies research and po-
wer reactors, cobalt irradia-
ting sources, spent fuel repo-
sitories and under 4-th Unit of
the Chernobyl NPP conditions.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address:I.V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy Complex Expedi-
tion, USSR.

Telephone: 196-9O-92- CMoscow}

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Inner report of IAE Complex
Expedition.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

It was worked out small-side, continuiously operating caloriemeters
which are characterized by the next parameters:

diameter - 1O.. . 2O mm
length - 3O. . . 8OO nun

10 kg
1O. . .20 s

not wei ght
timo constant
max oper a.t i on

temper at ur e 7SO °C
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 82
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

21 2Radiation resistivity - 1O neutron/cm

low limit of detection - 10~6 W/g

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

With the help of the worked out tools the next research works
were performed:
- Experimental measurements of heat-evolution power in reactor

fuel samples and constructional materials in the critical as-
semblies and reactors were carried out with the accuracy 3-1OX

- Formation of heat-evolution fields in the reactor nuclear fuel
was determined

- Dépendance of the semiconductor materials characteristics on the
gamma-radiation energy was investigated

- Heat-evolution fields inside the reactor channels were measured
- Çetailed research of the temperature fields and heat fluxes in

the 4-th Unit of the CNPP rooms was carried out.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
The system for diagnostics and control of the damaged fuel at

the 4-th Unit of the CNPP was created.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 83

NAME/TITLE

PSD-1

MATRIX CATEGORY 2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The low-background liquid

scintillation ct-,/3-spectrometer
with the pulse shape discrimi -
nation.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
The spectrometer wa?5 ti.sed i n

scientific and ecological inve-
stigations of Kurchatov Insti-
tute Complex Expedition at Che-
rnobyl.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT
Address: USSR, I.V.Kurchatov
TnRti tut« of At.omi c Energy
Moscow, Kurchatov sq. l.

Telephone: 196-9O-92

REFERENCE
A. A. Borovoy, L. A. Levina et,al
Preprint IAE-4981 ,M. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION - e.g. , capabilities, appplication, specifi-
cations
Pulse shape discrimination spectrometer is designed for lower acti-
vities registration in conditions close to 4-rc geometry. Scintilla-
tion pulse shape discrimination allows registration of en- and
^-spectra independently to be carried out. This facility is shiel-
ded from external exposure by lead screensCpassive protect!onD and
scintillation plastic platesCacti ve protection}. Sample being rese-
arched in form of a sol utionC water- or in an organic sol vent 3 is
mixed with liquid scintillator and is poured into a special vessel.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 83
DETAILED DESCRIPTION CcontinuecD
Some types of such liquid scintillators were designed in Complex
Expedition for these purposes.
Due to this device some individual hot particles were researched.
In this case a scintillator of a high viscosity - gel was used.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM - e.g., operating experience,
radiation — related information, design/testing results
The facility was used in order to determine Pu ground contaminati-

on, to analyse the samples taken from the object 'Ukrytiye* and to
research 'hot particles'.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 84

NAME/TITLE

Heat, meas ur ement de vice

MATRIX CATEGORY 1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Thermal location of heat-gene-
rat ing sources surrounded by
hard heat—conducting materials

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Method has been tested at the
4-th Unit of Chernobyl NPP
in 1988-9O years.

PHOTOGRAPHXILLUSTRATION

CONTACT
Address: Complex Expedition of
I. V. Kurchatov Institute of Ato -
mic Energy, Chernobyl, USSR,
Skomorokhov E. A.
Telephone: 196-00-93, 5-1O-45

REFERENCE
To be pub! i «shed fit. the i s^ue of
annual IAE Conference C USSR,
Moscow}

DETAILED DESCRIPTION - e.g., capabilities, appplication, specifi-
cati ons
Thermal location method allows to determine the places of location
of heat-generating sources surrounded by hard heat-conducting ma-
terials. This method was used in order to determine the nuclear
fuels, locations having residual heat-evolution in the damaged rea-
ctor of the 4-th Unit of Chernobyl NPP.
Heat measurement device is a wedge-shaped bodies system with a
high heat conduction providing the clamping of heat flux sensors
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 84
DETAILED DESCRIPTION CcontinuedD
close to borehole sides where this facility is installed. It
allows; to measure.« L-hc- hc*ut flux in tho pleine? whj.ch iti p
lar to the borehole axis. As the sensors were used the heat flux
converters based on the spiral thermopile designed in IPE of
Academy of Sciences of Ukrainian SSR.
In order to obtain a thermal location of the heat-generating sou -
rces in the mass which is being studied, the boreholes with diame-
ter from 95 to 125 should be bored where heat measurement device
is inserted. Turning the facility around its axis one can determi-
ne the maximum of heat flux rate. In this case the normal with
sensors plan*»«; will <=:how t.he direction to the heat-generating sou-
rce.
Replacing the facility along the borehole axis one can obtain an
epure of heat fluxes. Its maximum is situated in the point of
minimum distance from the heat—generating source.
Before using to calibrate the device in a material with heat evo-
lution corresponding to the heat evolution of researched mass.
During the testing of device of diameter 6O mm in a concrete mass,
the sensitivity coefficient is O. 2 . . . O. 5 ̂  2.wt/m

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAMM - e.g., operating experience,
radiation — related information, design/testing results
With the help of mentioned above device the location of the fuel-
containing masses positioned on the plate of the column reactor
room of the damaged 4,-th Unit was carried out and the fuel amounts
evaluation was obtained, too.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 85
NAME/TITLE

A new method of neutron flu>c
meas ur ement

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

In t hi 3 method well-known Cn,
cO and Cn.fD rt-actions are
usée. Radiation defects having
been produced in solids under
the influence of « - particles
and fassion fragments are cal-
culated with tr-e help of mag -
netic resonance- method.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Precise measurement posibili -
ties and small sizes of detec-
tors C 1-2 nun D enable to car-
ry out the precise investiga -
tions of the neutron field to-
pography in various materials,
reactor channels and behind
the shield along the chosen,
direction.
C This method is patented D.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

u

core

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Adress: Complex Expedition of I .V.
Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Ene-
rgy. Chernobyl. USSR, Usaty A. F.
Telephone: 196-90-93. S-1O-45.
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

It was published at the issue of an
nual IAE Conference C USSR. Moscow

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Method allows to use a large number of materials taking in account
its behaviour under external corroding and thermal effect. In IT der
to rr.-?*)5ure each configuration of neutron field a suitatlt* detector
forrr is chosen - a bead, a cord, a string, which allows discrete or
continual measurements to be carried out.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 85
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Tha exposed detector reading lasts 1 -2 minutes when a standart
tool based on electron paramagnetic resonance is used. During mass
or üxuress analyses the computer system read-out reduces processing
tirr»=- to 1O s. Existing threshold of neutron fluence registration -

i ' j>
1O"* n/cm~ may be improved. On determinating the spectral characte-
ristics of a neutron f lux a standart system of changeable neutron
fillers is tr^ed, or the nuclidas with different energy thresholds
o f . t he neutron reactions are included into detector composition.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Method has be-en used for the measurements of fast and thermal neu -
tron fluxes in nuclear-physical rssearches of reactors and critical

'l assemblies.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 86
NAME/TITLE
Determination of small neutron
fluxes under conditions of the
large y - fields

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Neutron fluxes determination
is carried out with the help
of solid track detectors.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Neutron fluxes researches of
the ChNPP 4-th Unit enabled to
localize fuel-containing sour-
ces.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

4-th unit
CNPP

_IU

neutron flux

art

D

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Adress: Complex Expedition of I .V.
Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Ener-
gy, Chernobyl, USSR, Usaty A. F.
Telephone: 196-90-92, S-1O-45

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Inner Report of I. V. Kurchatov IAE

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

To determine neutron fluxes under strong y - fields cottdition C ** 1OO
- 200 Rxh :> were used track solid detectors CTSEO with U-325 radia -
tors.
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QVTEGORY 2 — No. 86

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

In dependence of cadmium relation of the neutron spectrum were ob
tained the recalculation coefficients of the track number in TSD
to the neutron fluence.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e .g . , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

With the help of TSD the neutron fluxes in the Central Hall of the
damaged 4-th Unit on the altitude 5 -25 m from the former floor
were measured. The results comparison with ones obtained earlier
concerning the content of the transuranic elements in the samples
of fuel-containing masses proved reliability of the method.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 87
NAME/TITLE

Method of an express deter-
mination of the soil surface
contamination by the ^-emitting
radionuclides in laboratory
conditions.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The method is based on the
measurements by the semiconduc-
or y-spectrometer of the soil
samples wich are selected in
the special sampler cutters ta-
king into account the radionuc-
lides vertical distribution.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The method is used for measu-
rements of the samples from
contaminated areas ajacent to
the Chernobyl NPP.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address: I .V. Kurchatov Institu-
te of Atomic Energy Complex Ex-
pedition, USSR.

Telephone : 196-9O-92 C Mos cowD

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Inner report of IAE Complex
Expedition.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Undisturbed soil samples are extracted into special sample cut-
ters 0 150x5O mm in the corners and the centre of area quadrant
IQxlO :n. The soil sample measurement is carried out under two po-
sitions - surface with a veyocation is faced to cryostate of the
detector and vice versa. To eliminate the possible influence of
very activa "hot particles", the sample is measured at the distance
1OO nim from cryostate. For PC connected to the detector there is a
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 87
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

computer software allowing to estimate the absolute activities of
identified radionuclides and their depth distribution in the sam-
ple having^made two measurements. The method sensitivity is about
O.C6 Ci/km for the time of measurement 1 hour.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Représentât!vity and reliability of this method have been tes-
ted at the contaminated areas ajacent to the Chernobyl NPP. This
method enables to get more analysis output comparing with the stan-
dart homogenizing method.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 88

NAME/TITLE

Complex method of the damaged
fuel neutron-physical caracte-
rizations determination

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

3A, 4. A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Method allows to determine the
density and neutron flux spect-
rum distribution, fuel concent-
rai, i :?r- • , nnH ' '- •.»'.-'•ounL tht.-
upper limit of the neutron mul-
tiplication coefficient within
damaged fuel.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The method has been tested at
the 4-th Unit of Chernobyl NPP
After having been properly mo-
dified, it may be used in spent
fuel repositories and decommi-
ssi one-d i eactor s.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address: I. V.Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy, Complex Expe-
dition, Cher nobyl, USSR.

Telephone: 196-9O-93. 5-1O-45

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
To be published at the magazine
"Atomic Energy" in 19ÔO.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Detector containing the fission chamber with a set of automatically
replaced neutron ahsortvf ng fil ters would, be inserted close to fuel
contained masses. The data obtained are processed with the help of
an applied program packet.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 88
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Obtained results by the following independent methods are proved:
- neutron multiplication coefficient - with the help of an impulse
neutron generator;

- fuel concentrations - radiochemical analyses;
- neutron flux density - measurements carried out with the integral
neutron dosimeters.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 89
NAME/TITLE

The method or field semicon-
ductor y~speci.romei,ry.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The method of quanti tati ve
determination of the natural
and artificial }-—-emitting nuc-
lides in soil and their dose
rate calculation.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The method has been used in
the 3O-km area of the Chernobyl
NPP, at the thermal and nuclear
power plants too for radioeco-
logical studies.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address: I .V.Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy Complex Expedi-
tion, USSR.

Telephone: 196-90-93 CMoscow}
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

To be published in the issue of
annual IAE Conference.lQQO.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The experimental equipment containing semiconductor detector
DGDKL-12S, preamplifier, multichannel analyser and PC is installed
en the car. The ir.gthod sensitivity for Cs-137 contamination areas
ic; about 1 mCixkm1^ for the time of measurements 1O s. A suitable
software to determine the surface and volumetric activities of each
radionuclid^-s, their vertical distribution and their contribution
to the total dose rate is developed. The results can be obtained
immediatly at the place of measurement.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 89

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The measurements at the areas having been contaminated as a re-
sult of the Chernobyl accident have allowed to develope and to test
with the help of laboratory analyses the j'-spectrometric informa-
tion data processing program. The comparison of observed and calcu-
lated dose rates at the contaminated areas served as the additional
testing method.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 90

NAME/TITLE
Uranium photometric determina-
tion with its preliminary se -
paration from the additional
admixtures by the method of
extractive distribution chro -
matography carried out in the
silica del column.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Application of the method of
extractive distribution chro -
mat-agraphy in the silica gal
column enables to make practi-
cally totaJ uranium separation
from all attendant elements by
diethyl alcohol extraction ba-
lanced with saturated solution
of ammonium nitrate.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Method has been tested in 3O-
km area of Chernobyl NPP.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Distibuting -chromatography
column

\ tttracitd
uranium

a-itphlon
b -cteanina layer
c -dis tri bu tiny lay er

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Adress: Complex Expedition of I.V.
Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy
Chernobyl, USSR, Obuchova L.A.
Telephone: 196-9O-Ôâ, 5-1O-4S

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
V.K.Markov, A. V. Vinogradov et al.
Uranium. Methods of its déterminât! -

~on. Atom!zdat.M,I960.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Silica gel impregnated by the analized solution is inserted into co-

lumn on the "cleaning layer" composed of silica gel impregnated by
saturated solution of ammonium nitrate.

Ether is fed upwards, extract is steamed dry and dissolved in 4 ml
of Arsenazo III solution, optical density is measured when X = 67O
nm and uranium content is determined in accordance with calibration
curve. Sensitivity of uranium deter mi nation by the photometers.

o
i s equal to O. Ol - O. O2 mkg/ml .
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 90
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Method was used to determine uranium contents In the. fuel-contai-
ning masses of the damaged 4-th Unit of Chernobyl NPP and environ -
mental samples.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 91

NAME/TITLE

HARWELL STEREOSCOPIC

CCTV SYSTEM

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
I.A. Visual Equipment

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The stereoscopic camera and
display provide the operator with
added depth information when
performing remote tasks.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Test programs have been carried
out at the following sites:

- AECL Research, Chalk River
- AEA Technology, Harwell
- Oak Ridge National

Laboratories

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Telephone: (613) 584-3311
AECL Research
Mechanical Equipment Development Branch
Chalk River Laboratories
Chalk River, Canada KOJ 1JO

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The Harwell stereoscopic CCTV system was engineered specifically for applications in
nuclear environments. The stereoscopic camera is available with colour CCD sensors or
black and white radiation-hard tubes. Radiation hardened cameras are equipped with non-
browning glassware and are operable in radiation fields exceeding 106rads/hour. The
camera head is compact and has been designed for easy decontamination. Remote controls
located at the display operate the camera's aperture and focus/convergence. The camera is
able to focus and converge on objects ranging in distance from 0.4 m to infinity.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 91
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e .g. , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Test programs conducted at AECL Research (Canada), AEA Technology (UK) and Oak
Ridge National laboratories (USA) indicated that by using stereoscopic CCTV in place
of conventional CCTV systems to perform complex remote tasks, a significant improve-
ment in operator speed and accuracy resulted. Operators found the system comfortable
to view and reported that they had experienced no adverse side effects (eg. headache or
eye fatigue).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 92
NAME/TITLE

Radio-controlled
manipulator vehicle, MF 4

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2 B teleoperated device
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The MF 4-system is very flexibleand lends itself particularlywell to operating in unknown
territory in the presence of
strong contamination and high
dose rates. It is used for re-
connaissance, radiation
measurement and for work usingspecial tools.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Kerntechnische Hilfsdienst GmbHArr.- Schröcker Tor 1
D-7514 Eggenstien-Leopoldshafen 2Germany
Telefon C7247/810, Fax. 07247/81146
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
All control, video and audio signals of the MF 4 are transmitted byradio. One battery charge allows the manipulator vehicle to be operated for
at least two hours, depending upon the modes of driving and operation. Thedual-track carriage unit is equipped with a folding-arm manipulator, a
black-and-white TV camera mounted on a pan-and-tilt head and carrying a
microphone and lighting equipment. The manipulator can be fitted tongs whichcan accommodate a variety of tools.
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 92

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Spezification
Manipulator vehicle
Range, radio
Total weightPayload
Length
WidthHeight
Speed, continously variableClimbing ability
Carriage units
Power supply, batteryManipulator
Freedoms of movementLength of arm
Load carrying capacity
at tongs
Special function
Transport vehicle

MF 4
1 km max.
350 kp
150 kp
1,3 m
0,85 m
0,4 m
(1,08 m with fixtures)
0-30 m/min
32°
2 rigid
48 V
KM 20
6
1,6 m
20 kp
Programmed controlSpecial truck

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 93
NAME/TITLE

Cable-controlledmanipulator vehicle, MF 3

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment»
2 B teleoperated device

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The MF 3-system has beendesigned for use in radio-
actively contaminated
rooms and areas of rr.ax.
local dose rates. It isemployed for reconaissance,
radiation measurements,
for picking up objects and
for working with number of
tools.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The MF 3 was used fordifferent recovery opera-tions in hospitals, re-search centers, thechemical industrie andfor pickings up radioactivematerial and rreasurementsinside and outside thenuclear power plant ofChernobyl.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Kerntechnische Hilfsdienst GmbH
Am Schröcker Tor 1
D-7514 Eggenstien-Leopoldshafen 2
Germany
Telefon 07247/810, Fax. 07247/81146

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The nranipulator vehicle is supplied from the 220 V mains by a cable 100 m
long. The same cable also transmits all control, video and audio signals.The chassis equipped with four adjustable track carriage units adapts itselfparticularly well to uneven terrain and con climb stairs. The vehicle isequipped with exchangeable folding-arm manipulators, a black-and-whith
stereoscopic TV camera mounted on a pan-and tilt head, and additional travelingcameras with microphones and lighting equipment. A variety of tongs andtools are available for the manipulators.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 93

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Specification
Manioulator vehicle MF3Lengtn ot caoie 100 m
Total weight 400 kp max.Payload 250 kp
Length 2.26/0,94 m
Width 0.745 m
Height 0.4/1.08 IT.Speed, continously variable 0-10 m/min
Stair climbing ability 45°Carriage units
Power supply
ManipulatorsFreedoms of movement
Length of arm
Load carrying capacityat tongs
Transport vehicle

Four, individually adjustable
upward and downward
220 VAC/16A
KM 20 KM 806 8 max.
1,6 m 2,0 m
20 kp 80 kp
DB L 608 D/41

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g.. operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

In 1989 a Co-60 source of about 10 Bq had to be removed fallowing
an accident in an irradiation facility for biological material of a nuclearresearch center.There were two.further accidents in hospitals, where Co-60
and Cs-137 sources of about 10 Bq had to be placed in reloading containersby the manipulator vehicles after accident. After the Chernobyl accidentthe MF 3 manipulator vehicle was sent to Moscow, where Soviet engineers were
trained by KHG staff to operate the equipment. After training the MF 3 was
sent to Chernobyl to pick up radioaktivematerial for making measurementsinside and outside the plant and for video recording.

ADDITIOHAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 94

KÄME/TITLE

System for high doserate
surveillance

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
B 2

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A small vehicle equipped with
one highlevel gamma and
one beta instrument

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Originally the system is commer-
cially available under the name
Hunter used by the police to
cope with bombthreats. It has
been modified for high dose
rate surveillance.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRAT!ON

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

C-G Mattson
Ringhalsverket
S-43022 Väröbacka Fax 0340-65102

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The system is controlled by an operator and requires support for navigation and instrument
reading. The control and reading of the vehicle and instrumentation are done by cable and
internal television.
Specifications: gamma range 100 Sv/h; beta range: 10 Sv/h; remote control: cable;
visual control: internal television; range: 100 m; power: internal batteries.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 94
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 95

NAME/TITLE

Remote Working Vehicle (RWV or
WORKHORSE)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2B, 6B

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The RWV is a 4-wheel drive,
heavy-duty robot with a
manipulator arm capable of
reaching to a height of 7 m and
capable of inspection,
sampling, and decontamination/
demolition work.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

RWV was extensively tested at
Carnegie-Mellon University and
TMI-2, but never used in the
cleanup work because of a
change in project direction.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel; 717/948-8400_________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History: 1979-1990. EPRI NP-6531

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

SPECIFICATIONS: Chasis: w/equipment: 3.1 x 0.9 x 1.8 m (l xw x h). Four
wheels. Approximately 4944 kg (w/equipment). Tether. Power supply: 440V AC,
three-phase house power; power requirements: 25 hp. No limit on performance
time. Three video cameras; lights; 10 video cameras; radiation level
measurement; pitch/roll sensor; boom tilt sensor; pressure sensors; water
intrusion; hydraulic pressure/temperature monitors; current drain monitor;
self diagnostics; nonpowered shovel; pry bar; sledge; powered grinder and saw;
core borer reciprocating saw vacuum; water jet cutter; scarifier; liquid
sprayer, constructed of stainless steel.
MOBILITY: steer with curve path drive; zero turning radius; computer
coordinated crab crawl; 76-mm ground clearance; can climb ramps; 4 2 degree
freedom stiff legs.
Three work stations; three operators; meters; gauges; several CRT monitors;
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 95

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

master slave arm controls. Waterproof.
Has a robotic arm at the end of a boom; vertical reach: 7.62 m; horizontal
reach 3.66 m. Has two jaw end effectors.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The RWV was developed by the TMI-2 robotics team and Carnegie-Mellon
University to washdown structures and equipment, take samples from floors and
walls, cut pipes and dismantle equipment, package and transport waste
materials, scabble concrete surfaces, and perform general demolition work
within an envelop of 7 m. Most systems were duplicated to ensure reliability.
It was also designed for ease of decontamination and maintenance, and with a
capacity for adding additional tooling. RWV was not used at TMI-2 when
radiation levels in accessible areas of the basement were sufficiently reduced
to meet program objectives and the need to demolish a concrete block wall was
removed.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 96
NAME/TITLE

Remote Reconnaissance Vehicle
(ROVER)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2B, 6B

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The Remote Reconnaissance
Vehicle (RRV or ROVER) is a
versatile, tether-controlled,
six-wheeled work platform on
which data acquisition and
decontamination equipment is
mounted.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

RRV was used in the highly
contaminatied and difficult-to-
access TMI-2 basement for:
video surveillance; radiation
and sampling surveys; sediment
and concrete removal, and light
demolition.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History: 1979-1990. EPRI NP-6531

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The RRV was developed by Carniege-Mellon University, GPU Nuclear, EPRI, USDOE,
and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania specifically for use in characterizing
and decontaminating the TMI-2 containment basement. One operator controls the
the vehicle; a second operator manages the tether.
SPECIFICATIONS: Chasis: 1270 x 737 x 483 mm (1 x w x h); w/equipment: 1270 x
737 x 1930 mm. Six wheels. Approximately 454 kg (w/equipment). Tether: 400
m long. Power supply: 110V AC, 60 Hz; power requirements: 30 amps @ 110V AC
(vehicle is 10 amps). No limit on performance time. Three video cameras; two
pan/tilt mechanisms; radiation level measurement; cable retractor; high
intensity lights. Constructed of stainless steel, carbon steel, epoxy.

RRV can traverse 305-mm deep water; climb a 45-degree slope,
m/min.

Top speed: 6.7
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CATEGORY 2 — No. %
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

RRV was designed for quick washdowns and decontamination following operation.
Decontamination and characterization equipment was attached to the basic work
platform; e.g., core boring equipment, flush and hydro-scabbling devices,
sediment suction device.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

RRV was first used at TMI-2 in 1985 to perform video and radiation surveys of
the containment basement (radiation fields nominally 25-35 R/h; up to 1000
R/h). It was successful in all accessible areas. A remote core drill was
attached to obtain samples from the concrete wall at elevations up to 2.6 m
above the floor. A remote flush device was attached to the front of the base
and permitted high-pressure water to be delivered through a spray nozzle. A
sediment collection device was used to collect several thousand kilograms of
sediment from the floor and transport it to a collection area. An ultra-high-
pressure water scabbling device was used to remove highly contamiated paint
up to 2 m above the floor and concrete up to 3 m above the floor. A Kraft Arm
was attached to RRV and permitted holes to be drilled in a concrete block
wall; a flushing operation was then conducted through the holes. Three
versions of the RRV were delivered to TMI-2; one was used for training only.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 91
NAME/TITLE

Remote controlled device TR-2.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
IB

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The miniature drilling rid
and TV—camera are installed on
on the remote controlled unde*-
carriage.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Since spring 19SO it is used
in the 4-th Unit of the Cherno-
byl NPP to take off the materi-
al samples under the strong y—
fieldes conditions.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address:I.V.Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy Complex Expedi-
tion, USSR.

Telephone: 196-90-93 CMoscovO

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
To be published in the issue of

annual IAE Conference, 199O.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The miniature drilling rig is installed on the remote controlled
undercarriage being controlled by the guiding cable line. The dril-
ling tool can realize-a hitting influence besides a rotatory one
The sample-of the material is extracted into the drilling tool. The-
boring c.^pth may be varied up to 250 mm. The sample diameter is
about 1O-16 mm. The undercarriage is supplied with a TV-camera and
a searchlight which allow to movi? and operate inside a dark rooms.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 97
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Guiding cable length is about SO m.
The device features are;

length - 7OO mm
width - 6OO mm

altitude in folded
mode - 47O mm

operating altitude — 9OO nun
weight - 8O kg

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The exploitation experience in the strong radiation fieldes
has proved the high reliability of this device.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 98
NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Mobile Emergency
Radiochemisty Laboratory

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

2C

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A mobile laboratory at TMI-2
capable of analyzing high-
activity samples in a rapid
fashion.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The MERL performed timely TRU
and radionuclide analyses on
liquid and solid samples to
support waste management and
general cleanup activities.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.; 717/948-8400 ________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)TMI-2 Post-Accident Data Acquisition and
Analysis Experience. Urland. EPRI

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The Mobile Emergency Response Laboratory consisted of two mobile trailers: one
a counting laboratory and office; the other a general radiochemistry
laboratory. Until it was brought on site in 1982, the pre-accident TMI-2
onsite laboratories had great trouble accomodating the large volume of high-
activity samples that needed to be analyzed. Many had to been sent off in a
time-consuming process of laboratory work at other sites. This was especially
burdensome for characterizing waste to be shipped from TMI-2. The US DOE
supplied MERL to perform comprehensive radiochemistry analysis and it proved
very beneficial. It greatly increased the number and type of samples that
could be analyzed on site and increased the turnaround time (and freed
existing plant labs for routine work). MERL could handle samples up to 5 R/h.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 98
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Examples of nonroutine work performed by MERL were: pyrophoricity and pilot-
ignition potential studies, initial sample treatment of scabble dust samples
and special scrape samples from decontamination activities, and reverification
of 10 Code of Federal Regulations 61 scaling factors for waste shipment. The
greatest asset of MERL was the ability to perform timely TRU analyses on
liquid and solid samples. Analysis for uranium, plutonium, americium, and
curium isotopes was conducted serially. These isotopes were detected by
chemical separation followed by alpha spectroscopy using a surface-barrier-
type alpha counter. A high priority sample could be turned around in
approximately two weeks. The MERL could not handle very high-radiation levelj
samples and so offsite facilities were still required.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 99
NAME/TITLE

90,Express method of Sr deter-
mination.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
1A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

the se-Tho method is based on t
lective extraction of Sr by
the DCG18K6 crown ether from
nitrogen acid extract of dis-

^d sample. Extracted gart
of Sr - 8O?i. Extracted Sr
activity is measured by the ß-
radiometer or by the liquid
scintillator ^-spectrometer.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The method was used in 3O-km
area of the Chernobyl NPP.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address«I. V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy Complex Expedi-
tion,USSR.

Telephone: 196-9O-92 CMoscowD

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
To be published in the issue of
annual IAE Conference. 199O.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

As a stroncium extragent the 1OH solution of DCG18K6 crown ether
in chloroform or benrol Cfor liquid scintillator /?-spectrometerD
was usf.'d. For- the reactor fuel containing samples analyses the
crown ether extract contains not more than 1. . . 3?i additional radi-
oactive admixtures'. This method allows to determine Sr content
without a carr ier , that is especially significant for thw measure-
ments by the /^-spectrometer. When the soil samples are ana.1 ysreçl>
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 99

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

S3the y—i r radiating mark — Sr — is added to the sample before dis-
solution to determine lixiviation and extraction degrees.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The method was used to analyze soil samples, fuel containing
debris f rom damaged Chernobyl reactor and separated "hot particles"
It has been very effective for express determination of Sr air
contamination into the 4,-th Unit of the CNPP.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 100

NAME/TITLE

"ORIGEN"
Isotope Generation ComputerCode (adapted)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2D

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The "ORIGEN" computer code
has been adapted to calcu-
late the concentration offission products in the fue
assemblies of the "TRIGA -
14 MWtn" reactor.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The computer code, is a
well known one, the main
problem is concerning
the input of nuclear data.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT {Country, agency,
telephone/fax)

or organization;

Institute for Nuclear PowerReactors, Pitesti, Romania
Tel . 976 - 12399

REFERENCE <«.g . , report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The computer code has been adapted to calculate the concentrationof some fission products (gaseous, volatile) in the core of the"TRIGA - 14 MW th" reactor.
The aim of thisimplications ofdefects.

adaptation is tosome operational determi nei ncidents ,roughly thee.g. fuel rod
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 100

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The c o m p u t e r code i s used for s o l v i n g m a n y types of
p r o b l e m s c o n c e r n i n g i r r a d i a t e d f u e l i n N P P ' s f u e l cyc l e
p r o b l e m s a n d p a r t i c u l a r l y t o i n v e s t i g a t e s a f e t y p r o b l e m s
c o n c e r n i n g the " T R I G A - 14 M W t ^ " r eac to r .

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 101

NAME/TITLE

Radiation Mapping and ALARA
Planning System (RADMAPS)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2D, 3D

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

RADMAPS is a computer program
developed to map and track
radiation exposures within the
plant.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

RADMAPS was used to train,
plan, and track the results of
missions in contaminated areas
of TMl-2.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

VO 1 0 HAD

AD 1 5

/

O 10
£0 Z B

PDB I a 5

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear corporation
Three Mile Island unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tal.: 717/948-8400___________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Radiation Protection Mgmt Program
TMI-2. Owen et al. NP-5338. EPRI

at

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

RADMAPS is a combination graphics system and data base for recording and
manipulating TMI-2 radiation exposure data. It was developed by Nuclear
Information Sciences Company (TMI-2) and Construction System Associates, Inc.
(Marietta, GA). The heart of RADMAPS is a computerized, three-dimensional,
detailed model of the TMI-2 plant, which was recreated from plant drawings.
With RADMAPS, engineers can: 1) create 3-D survey maps (orthographic
projections) for field acquisition of radiation data; 2) store and retrieve
radiation data by criteria such as type of survey, type of radiation, plant
location, or specific component; 3) transfer radiation data into spreadsheets
where it can be manipulated, e.g., into ALARA programs to estimate personnel
radiation exposure for a task; 4) print selected data or generate color CRT
or hard copy graphics.
Having a accurate map of an area that clearly shows major visual features
(pipes, stairways, etc) and the specific areas to be surveyed allows a health
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 101

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)
physics technician to concentrate on accurate measurements, thereby improving
quality and reducing time required. The RADMAPS data base is constantly
updated. Components can be displayed in numerous ways: plan, elevation, and
isometric projections, and views can be rotated to any specific angle. The
RADMAPS radiation data base can be integrated into a spreadsheet to perform
"what-if" analyses, which allows analysis and prediction of job-related
exposure and creation of bar charts, graphs, etc to display plant data.
Many other plant recordkeeping functions could be integrated into the RADMAPS
plant model.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 102

NAME/TITLE
Single leaking fuel roddetection system of PWR fuelassemblies

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

This system is a fullyautomated ultrasonic fuel
inspection system. A multi-
probe system allows thelocation of the defective rodsin an assembly by detection ofthe water inside the clad.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Ultrasonic fuel inspection wasdeveloped during the late
1970's and was subsequentlyused in Germany, France, Japanand the United States.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Spent Futl Stor«|« Pftfll

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

FRAGEMA - LYON ( F R A N C E )

Mr. D. MAGNIN (Proposals Manager)

Tel. 19.33.72.74.83.51

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The ultrasonic fuel inspection system consists of a mechanical manipulatorthat moves multiple ultrasonic probes through the fuel assembly under the
command of a computerized control and data acquisition system. Eachultrasonic probe is a one-pronged device with an ultrasonic transmitter and
a receiver. Driven by the manipulator, each probe travels along a row of fuelrods in the fuel assembly. By monitoring the strength of the ultrasonic pulsetransmitted around the fuel rod cladding, the system can detect leaking fuel
rods.
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CATEGORY 2 - No. 102
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

. To carry out dimensional measurements, the stand is equipped with an under-
water video camera. A cross-hair is overlaid on the picture to allow
sighting of points of interest. The coordinates of the sighted points are
recorded and, when processed, are used to determine the assembly dimensions.
The dimensional measurements currently taken by the stand are as follows :
- rod-to-rod distance,
- assembly height,
- holddown spring height,
- nozzle/rod distances at top and bottom,
- rod height,
- bow, twist.

. For visual examination, a keyboard can be used to overlay a commentary
on the recorded video pictures.

. For oxide layer thickness measurement, on rods or grids, the table is
equipped with a specific measuring head.

Special features :
. Modular design for adaptation to differing pool configurations,
. Use of different beams adapted to assembly lengths and to sites,
. Faster installation,
. Accuracy of dimensional measurements :
- -f 0,5 mm for vertical measurements
- + 0,2 mm for horizontal measurements.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM ( e . g . , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

By the end of 1990, FRAGEMA will have performed more than forty fuel
assembly surveillance campaigns on about fifteen different sites in
France and abroad.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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Category 3
PERSONNEL PROTECTION

CATEGORY 3 — No. 103

NAME/TITLE

Respiratory equipment

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
3A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

There are two categories
of equipment :
- "AUER" - type suits with
autonomous respiratory
devi ces .
- "SCALEHNE" - type suits
for intervention in very
hostile environment.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The equipment was testedntaay times but not used,
because was not the case

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
t elephone/fax)

Inst i tute for Nuc lear Power
R e a c t o r s , P i t es t i , Roman ia
Tel . 976 - 12399

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The "AUER" - type suits with the "AUER" autonomous respiratorydevices are provided for intervention in beta - gamma conta-minated areas. The respiratory device assures an autonomy of
max. 30 minutes .
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CATEGORY 3 — No. 103

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The "SCALEHNE" - type suits are provided for intervent ion
in very hos t i le environment, where the a lpha contaminat ion
is predominant and/or heavy beta-gamma airborne contaminat ion.
The respiratory air for the intervent ion personnel is p rov ided
by compressed air from 2 source s i tuated outside of the
nuclear faci l i t ies.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e .g . , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

As has been mentioned, the equipment were not used for
intervention because the lack of necessity but the equipmentsare frequently used for training of the "TRIGA - 14
reactor and Hot Cell Facility personnel.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 3 - No. 104

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Dosimetry
Protection

Personnel

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
3A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Several personal dosimeters
were developed or adapted for
use at TMI-2: Harshaw 2-chip
thermoluminescent dosimeter
(TLD); Panasonic 4-element
dosimeter; and an 8-element
dosimeter.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The Panasonic 4-element
dosimeter proved the most
effective and was used since
1983 the TMI-2 cleanup.

PHOTOGRAP H/1LLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History: 1979-90. EPRI NP-6931.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The Harshaw 2-chip TLD badge was used early in the cleanup. It had only a 270
mg/sq cm filter over the penetrating detector and could not accurately measure
doses received from hig-energy, high-level mixed beta/gamma radiation fields.
It did not provide the accuracy needed for either skin dose or whole body dose
associated with the postaccident environment.
An improved personnel dosimetry system was developed that included a modified
Panasonic 4-element dosimeter and an upgraded automated system to process the
data from the approximately 6 000 dosimeters used at TMI-2 each month. It was
a modification of the Panasonic model 802 design, using two lithium borate and
two calcium sulfate elements, each 14 mg/sq cm thick. Filtration ranged from
14 to 1 000 mg/sq cm. The interpretation algorithm used in this system was
designed to enable use of a changing beta correction factor, based on the beta
spectral data collected by the dosimeter. The assessments were between
thallium-204 and strontium-190/yttrium-90 because these beta source specra
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CATEGORY 3 — No. 104

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)
were believed to approximate in-containment conditions. The software
supporting the system also supported quality assurance aspects such as routine
dosimeter inspection, TLD parameter evaluations, TLD alignment and
calibration, and generation and comparison of element correction factors.
The DOE sponsored a separate research project that developed an 8-element
dosimeter the size of a pocket calculator. Its design considered automatic
correction for differing beta energy spectra; the ability to determine doses
in fields of mixed beta and gamma; implementation of passive beta dosimetry
using widely available health physics resources; and a small, compact design
to ease handling and reduce the effects of radiation fields that vary based
upon dosimeter position.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Use of the Harshaw 2-chip was discontinued and the Panasonic 4-element
dosimeter became the "workhorse" of the cleanup beginning in 1983. The DOE
8-element dosimeter satisfied all criteria but was not used because: the 4--
element worked satisfactorily; the eight elements on each dosimeter would have
been uneconomical to process; and large-scale production capabilities were
lacking.
The dosimetry program was modified in 1986 in response to a significant
increase in beta radiation (probably the result of defueling operations). The
objectives were to reduce exposure to the lens of the eye and to assess more
accurately whole body radiation exposures. The steps were: increased eye
protection; assessing whole body dose at 1 000 mg/sg cm via improved software;
and modification to the self-reading pocket dosimeters to accurately measure
whole-body dose at the equivalent depth of 1 000 mg/sq cm below the surface
of the skin.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 3 — No. 105

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Respiratory Protection

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
3A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Several particular respirators
were developed or adapted: a
power air-purifying respirator
(PAPR); and a powered air-
purifying hood (Breezer).

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Both were very effective in
providing respiratory
protection. Operation of an
onsite respirator cleaning
facility was vital to support
cleanup operations.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. BOX 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"Respirator Protection: Lessons Learned
at TMI-2." Nuc. Tech. v 87. ANS.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

There were numerous areas of high airborne activity that created excessive
demand on the ability to provide sufficient self-contained breathing apparatus
(SCBSs), SCBA cylinders, and adequate air-charging capacity, stay times were
limited to 20 minutes. Negative-pressure respirators were not used
extensively because of the low protection factor and the limited time a worker
could tolerate them.
The PAPR, which had been commercially available, was modified for use at TMI-
2. It is a battery-operated respirator that draws ambient air through a
filter and blows it into the facepiece, providing positive pressure to prevent
in-leakage. Added advantages are the elimination of dead air space in the
facepiece and less lens fogging. For those workers who could not pass a
respirator fit test or could not wear a tight fitting mask, the Breezer was
developed. It is a powered air purifying hood that fits over the head; it has
the same high protection factor as the PAPR, but is loose fitting on the face.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Additional advantages were that they were comfortable to wear and very useful
in mitigating heat stress because the exhaused air was directed down the
wearer's torso, virtually all types of commercial respirators were included
in the TMI-2 inventory.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Respirator cleaning and storage also proved of great importance at TMI-2. The
initial contractor-operated two-trailer respirator cleaning facility also
surveyed and decontaminated other equipment, performed maintenance on
respirators, and maintained the inventory. The utility eventually built its
own facility to keep up with the growing demand and provide more sophisticated
services. The availability of respirators to support cleanup work had the
potential of being a major bottleneck.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 3 - No. 106

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Heat Stress Management

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

3A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Several types of body suits
were investigated to reduce the
heat stress experienced by
workers who labored in anti-
contamination clothes in the
warm TMI-2 atmosphere.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The "Vortex" air cooling suit
was first used TMI-2 to protect
workers from heat stress; a
frozen water garment was
eventually found to be most
effective.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax}
GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400
IEFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)Personal Cooling in Nuclear Power
Stations. EPRI NP-2868. March 198

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Vortex body cooling suits were first used to cool the body. Heat is removed
via convection and increased sweat evaporation caused by air flow through
Vortex tubes.
cool vests and Cool Head (tradenames) were also used; they used circulating
water tubes in the garment to remove heat.
Finally, a short frozen water garment was developed by EPRI and Pennsylvania
State University. It has 60 small pockets to hold ice packets with a total
capacity of approx. 4 kg.
The heat stress control program also emphasized personnel screening for
suitability, full-dress training and mockups, stay time limits, and the
reduction in the use of protective clothing and respirators whenever possible.
A building chiller system was eventually installed in the containment to lower
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CATEGORY 3 - No. 106
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

ambient temperatures.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The Vortex suit reduce heat stress but had logistical and operational
problems: part of the tube became contaminated and was difficult to
decontaminate; a large volume of service air was required to operated several
workers simultaneously; and worker mobility was restricted by the umbilical
hoses supplying air to the suits. The Cool Vest and cool Head were difficult
to decontaminate, expensive, and required regular maintenance.

The successful short frozen water garment (SFWG) allowed workers in high-heat
areas to double their stay time. Prepared garments and ice packets were ready
kept in a freezer. Use of the SFWG required careful planning to prevent
substantial melting before workers enter work zones. Other minor problems
involved freezer and storage space, adequate laundry facility, durability, and
decontamination.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE

Air cleaner "FORA-11

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
3E, 6E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The installation for air cle
aning from ddust and aerosols
including radioactive ones
which has a long-term operating
period.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

With the help of this instal-
lation an air and a surfaces
inside the damaged 4-th Unit of
the Chernobyl NPP are cleaned
from the radioactive aerosols.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address: I. V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy Complex Expedi-
tion, USSR.

Telephone: 196-ÔO-92 CMoscovO

REFERENCE (e .g . , report, paper)
To be published in the issue of

annual IAE Conference, 199O.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The experimental installation for the air cleeaning from dust
and radioactive aerosols. The metal-ceramic filtres with the inver-
se blowing regeneration are the base of this device. The regenera-
tion conditions are automatically controlled. The operating life of
the filtres is not considerable and captured dust is blowed off in
a special container. The productivity of the installation is
36 nfVhour.
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CATEGORY 3 — No. 107
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The features of the installation are:
pneumatic unit

overall sizes - 80Ox8OOx2OOO mm
weight - ISO kg

control unit
overall sizes - 7OOx6OOxl600 mm

weight - SO kg

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

As a result of researches at the damaged Chernobyl Unit the next
parameters for the radioactive aerosols catching by the installa-
tion were defined:

dust-catching efficiency - more than 992«
first blowing-off efficiency - about 7O%

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 3 - No. 108

NAME/TITLE

A combined method of determina-
tion of aerodynamic diameters
and f?-acti vities aerosols of ar
unknown element composition.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
3-A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

This method allows to determine
diameter, density and activity
of aerosols aspired through air
filters made of Petrianov's ma-
terial.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

It was tested in Chernobyl
1988-199O.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT {Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Address: I, V. Kurchatov Institute
of Atomic Energy» Complex Expe-
dition, USSR.

Telephone: 196-90-92 (Moscow)

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Unpubli shed

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Ash rest of Petrianov's material filter is inserted in sedimenta-
tion medium Cethilene glycolD. Having distributed the particles in
accordance to their high, the sedimentation pile is poured off and
each fraction is filtrated through Petrianov's material filters.
Each filter rinsed with water» ist lightened in acetone vapours and
is exposed with roentgen film. After havi-ng developed the film, so-
me holes about O. 3 mm are made in the centers of blackening spots
corresponding to places of radioactive particles locations. The
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

film is laid on lightened filter in accordance with the exposition
place, and bored holes limit field of vision of microscope with the
help of which the particles are watched. Knowing of sedimentation
parameters and particles diameters, one can determine their densi-
ties. Particles ^-activity is determined due to blackening spot's
diameters on the roentgen film. Roentgen film is calibrated with
the help of previously extracted particles. Extracted particles
ß-activity is determined in 4,n—geometry using a low—background sci-
ntillation installation with the pulse shape discrimination - PSD-1.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

This method allowed to determine aerosols characterizations at the
damaged 4-th Unit of Cernobyl NPP necessiated for personnel inter-
nal dose estimation due to radioactive aerosols inhalation.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Uptodate this method is in progress.
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CATEGORY 3 - No. 109
NAME/TITLE

HUVGAM - shielding code

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

3D. Shielding codes

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

HUVGAM is the main program of a system
of three - CYLGAX, CYLGAM and
GAMEN - for calculation of gamma dose
rates around cylindrical sources including
the attenuation in existing shields.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The codes have been in extensive use since
1975 in various applications, e.g. shielding
design for NPPs and calculation of dose ra-
tes after hypothetical severe reactor acci-
dents.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT(Countiy, agency, or organization; telephone/fax)

Address: ABB Atom, S-721 63 Västeras, Sweden
Telephone: + 46 (0)21 10 70 00
Telefax:+46 (0)21 18 94 71
Telex: 40629 atomva s

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

All the three programs use the point-kernel method and the Taylor form of buildup factor. GAMEN
is the most general of the codes with no limitation with respect to the dose point location, while the
other two have certain limitations aiming at a simplier and faster calculation. In GAMEN it is also
possible to consider cylindrical penetrations in the shields.
The main program HUVGAM contains subroutines for calculation of gamma sources from radio-
nuclides, including for example the production of nuclides through neutron induced activation re-
actions. The generation of fission products is taken care of by the well-known Origen 2 code.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 3 — No. 110

NAME/TITLE

Microshield Computer Code

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

3D, 5D

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Microshield is an MS-DOS System
computer code program for
shielding assessment and dose
analysis.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Microshield is used by over 200
indiv idual 3 / o r g a n i z a t i o n s
worldwide.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

C.A. Negin, D. Snee, G. Worku
Grove Engineering, Inc.
15215 Shady Grove Road
Rockville, MD 20850 USA
Tel. 301/258-2727: Fax 301/330-5462

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
User's Manual; Health Physics Journal,
Dec. 1989

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Microshield is currently being used by more than 200 organizations to analyze
shielding and container designs, to select from an array of temporary
shielding options, to infer source strength from radiation measurements, to
support ALARA planning, and as a teaching aide.
Microshield began as a microcomputer adaptation of the mainframe code ISOSHLD.
Although the solution algorithms from ISOSHLD are retained, Microshield
includes some features that are improvements over those available in ISOSHLD.
For example:
- Library data (479 nuclides, attenuation coefficients, and buildup factor
coefficients) reflect recent material from the Radiation shielding information
Center.- Buildup options include: none; Taylor; Berger; and Geometric Progression
methods.
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CATEGORY 3 - No. 110

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)
- You may design and save up to 16 materials for any case; 16 materials
already built in.
- Sources may be saved and reloaded outside the parameters of a case. Sources
created by other programs may be imported.
- Source decay can be calculated.
- Dimensional data accepted in meters, centimeters, feet, or inches.
- Up to 20 energy groups (with an energy range of 100 KeV-10 MeV) may be
created; total concentration entries are automatically converted to curies.
- The math coprocessor is automatically supported.
- The main menu allows you to create, save, load, erase, and run many cases.
You can change one data entry without having to pass through the entire input
sequence.
- Sensitivity analyses for dimensional variations can be set up within a
single case.
- Instruction windows are built in.
- Automatic printing of cases for batch runs can be specified.
- You can retrace, interrupt, or cancel at any time.
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:
IBM-PC or equivalent. DOS version 2.1 or later. At least 512 Kilobytes of
useable memory is required; 640 Kilobytes is recommended. A hard disk is
recommended.
Version 4, available in 1991, will include SI system of units and current dose
assessment standards.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM {e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

MicroShield is used for shield design, personnel dose assessment, source
interference, waste characterization, and instruction. It has been used at
TMI-2 and Chernobyl, as well as at a wide variety of other facilities. The
validity of calculations has been shown by comparison with measurements and
other computer codes. It is becoming the de facto standard in the U.S. for
these types of calculations on microcomputers.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE

Mockups for Training

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

3E, 4E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Mockups (i.e., full-scale
models) were used extensively
at TMI-2 to simulate actual
tools, systems, and areas
before work was conducted in
radiation areas.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Mockups were used before every
major cleanup activity and
proved extremely effective in
improving work efficiency and
minimizing radiation exposure.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.; 717/948-8400________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Radiation Protection Mgmt Program at
TMI-2. Owen et al. NP-5338. EPRI

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Mockups proved to be by far the best training tool in minimizing worker
exposure and increasing the efficiency of operations. Mockups are essentially
full-scale models of work areas used to plan the work activities and to train
workers. They ranged from partial mockups to a detailed re-creation of an
entire work area. The use of mockups and the degree of detail required was
based on a cost/benefit analysis. Good mockups and models can be expensive
and, in some cases, impractical. They should be considered when expected dose
rates limit stay times, collective doses are high, the job is on the critical
path, the job is expected to become routine, and for any job that requires
complex tasks or special equipment use in a radiation area. Mockups are an
especially effective ALARA tool in: 1) facilitating maintenance; 2) reducing
the time required in a radiation area; and 3) training workers to be more
efficient, which reduces radiation exposure.
Work activities can be walked-through by planners and workers; all tools,
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CATEGORY 3 - No. Ill

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)
material, and services that will be needed can be identified; necessary
equipment can be tested and modified; real and potential problems can be
identified; dose reduction measures can be evaluated; time-and-motion studies
can be performed; and realistic dose estimates can be made.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Mockup training proceeded every major operation at TMI-2. For example,
defueling operators were trained using the defueling test assembly (DTA). A
large tank was modified to simulate the reactor vessel and it was used to test
tooling, check for tooling interferences, and train operators, simulated core
damage structures and debris were included. Portholes allowed visual
monitoring of tooling operations. Mockups were also used extensively in
planning and training for the use of robots. Mockups, in general,
significantly contributed to the fact that workers at TMI-2 received exposures
comparable to or less than that received at most operating nuclear power
plants.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 4 — No. 112

NAME/TITLE

Criticality
Relocated Core
TMl-2

Control
Materials

of
at

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
4A, 4C, 1C

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Boron in solution was used as a
neutron absorber in the TMI-2
reactor coolant system to
prevent recriticality of
relocated fuel material.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

This method was introduced
shortly after the accident and
continued throughout the
cleanup. Over 5 000 ppm boron
were used in the reactor vessel
to ensure safety during
defueling operations.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. box 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)"Overview of Nuc. Crit. Anal. During
Defueling." Nuc Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The potential of a recriticality was a concern in every cleanup operation at
TMI-2; this was especially true because of the undefined geometry of the core
following the accident. Consequently, worst-case geometries were assumed.
At the time of the accident, the boron concentration was approx. 1000 ppm; it
was increased to 3 500 ppm until defeulin'g operations were scheduled to begin.
To derive this number, consideration was given to geometrical arrangements in
the core with combinations of damaged and undamaged fuel at different
enricments, from the core average to 2.96% for the batch of fuel. The
analyses also accounted for potential damaged fuel-and-moderator
configurations more reactive than the orginal fuel assembly lattice, along
with a reduction in control rod poison effectiveness.
At the start of defueling operations, this use of an infinite poison was
continued rather than relying on operational constraints. The minimum
concentration for the time of fuel relocation was raised to 4350 ppm boron,
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CATEGORY 4 - No. 112
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

which was selected based on a degraded core model that was conservative enough
for all situations. This number translated into an operating range of approx.
5000 ppm based on the potential of a boron dilution event.
The effect of using boron was to ensure against recriticality, but also to
adversely impact such defueling equipment as the plasma arc torch and to
complicate water processing and decontamination operations.
For a cost/benefit analysis of adding alternative criticality control
elements, see:

Addition of Soluble and Insoluble Neutron Absorbers to the Reactor
Coolant System of TMI-2. Hansen et al. GEND-026. EG&G Idaho,
Inc. July 1984.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE

Catalytic Recombiners forHydrogen Control

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
4a.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Method for removing or con-
trolling buildup of flammablegases from radiolysis of water
and organic materials in closed
vessels or systems.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Used to remove hydrogen from
TMI-2 containment building after
accident. Used extensively in
TMI-2 Submerged Démineraiizer
System (SDS) vessels and TMI-2
fuel debris canisters during
storage and shipping. Exten-sive test programs performed.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

U.S. Department of Energy
EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Contractor)
R. C. Schmitt (208) 526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
See under Detailed Experience

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Passive catalytic recombination systems recombine hydrogen-oxygen gases to
form water vapor, which then diffuses to and condenses on the colder surfaces
in the system. Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy in conjunction
with TMI-2 programmatic needs led to new understanding of catalytic recombiner
blends for use under very wet conditions. A mixture of 80% Engelhard Deoxo D
(nuclear-grade A 16430) and 20% silicone-coated AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited) catalysts was found to be a very effective recombiner and strongly
synergistic under very wet (not submerged) conditions. The Engelhard catalyst,
particularly under reasonably dry conditions, provides highly efficient recom-
bination of hydrogen-oxygen gas while the AECL catalyst provides rapid recovery
of the entire catalyst bed from very wet conditions.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Specific design features for catalytic recombiner units will depend upon the
physical form of the waste, the size, design and porting of the container,
and the intended purpose (i.e., storage or shipping). However, each
catalytic unit located in a canister of wet radioactive material for
flammable gas control should meet the following criteria.

• One catalyst bed must be exposed to the gas/vapor space at all
times.

• Very wet systems should contain catalyst beds composed of 80%
Engelhard Deoxo D and 20% silicone-coated AECL catalysts or a
test-proven equivalent. (This catalyst mix is wet resistant and
recovers rapidly after being submerged in water.)

• The amount of exposed catalyst required is proportional to the gas
generation rate. The recommended ratio of the bulk volume of the
mixed catalyst to the gas generation rate, in ml of catalyst per
ml of Ho + Q£ gas produced per hour, is 1.0. Thus, a
generation rate of 50 mL/h requires a 50-mL bed of the mixed
catalyst. Where multiple beds are needed to preclude submersion,
each bed should contain this volume of the mixed catalyst.
The recommended ratio of bed volume in ml to exposed (screened)
area in cnr is 1.0. This results in a 1-cm-thick bed of the
mixed catalyst when screened on one side.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
Catalyst recombiners were tested and used extensively at TMI-2 for SDS
vessels and core debris canisters in storage and shipping. Catalyst beds
were built symmetrically into both ends of new core debris canisters to
ensure gas-exposed (nonsubmerged) catalysts in any canister position. This
design prevented radiolytic gas buildup even under postulated accident
(upside down) scenarios.
Other designs, where most of the water is removed, may require only a single
bed, placed such that submersion is not possible. The SDS vessels utilized
such a single bed arrangement, but required vacuum pumping to remove the
free water.
Reference:

J. 0. Henrie, et al, GEND-052, Hydrogen Control in the Handling,
Shipping, and Storage of Wet Radioactive Waste, February 1986
(available from National Technical Information Service,
U.S. Department of Commerce).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
An engineer assigned to provide a catalyst system for a specific container
can readily evaluate the specific features of the container and review the
minimum requirements for the catalyst bed(s). The best approach will become
readily apparent and the design will usually be a matter of selection
between options.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The catalytic recombiners designed for the TMI-2 core debris canisters are
consistent with this criteria. These mixed-bed recombiners are projected to
maintain the oxygen concentration below -0.5% or the hydrogen concentration
below -1.0%, even under the very wet conditions in a maximum-loaded TMI-2
canister. Further, the testing was performed using hydrogen and oxygen
generation rates which were a factor of 3 higher than those used to size the
beds. Tests conducted at temperatures below freezing showed that the
catalyst beds, as designed, would remove hydrogen and oxygen gases at the
design rate for at least a few weeks under these temperature extremes.
Canister design features related to size and shape of the catalyst bed were
developed for use in the TMI-2 core debris canisters. A highly effective
design utilized thin (approximately 1-cm thick), disk-shaped beds of
catalyst. Beds at each end of the cylindrical canister hold about 100 g of
catalyst. This design provides a safety margin several times the minimum
quantity of catalyst required for gas control in the core debris canister.
Other bed shapes and sizes were also tested for gas diffusion effects, with
no significant reduction in catalyst performance unless the gas flow pathwas severely restricted. An 8-mesh (8 wires/in.), stainless steel screen
utilizing 0.035-in.-dia. wire is recommended. This size screen provides
adequate containment of the catalyst pellets (1/8-in. minimum size), heavy
wire construction for maximum bed protection, and a large, effective open
area for gas diffusion.
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NAME/TITLE

Wall Climbing Inspection Rovot (WCIK)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

4B

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The WCIR is an inspection robot system
consisting of a vacuum disk to cling to
wall surfaces, wheels to move on the wall
surface, and an inspection system.
The inspection system consists of a tiny
video camera and specific inspection
devices for particular inspection purposes.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
The WCIR had been developed to satisfy
requirements for performing inspection
under hostile condition such as in high
radiation zones.
The WCIR has been susessfully used twice
for tank wall thicknees inspections at
nuclear facilities in Japan. The WCIR
has been patented in Japan.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Akira Hirayama
Manager, No.2 Sales Department,
Nuclear & Advanced Technology Project
Division, Phone 03 - 279 - 5441
JGC Corporation, Japan pax 03-273 8050

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
On-Wall Travelling Robot for Nuclear Power Plant,
2iidlîlKST topical Meeting. Pasco, Mar., 1987____

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The WCIR was innitally developed to perform a visual inspection work of outer
surfaces of large diameter cylindrical or spherical tanks. The robot can travel on
the tank walls, clinging to them by means of a vacuum disk and driving wheels
provided inside the disk.
The vacuum disk enables the robot to be used on tanks made of non - magnetic
materials.
The disk is made of a light weight plastic material, and suction is provided by a
compact vacuum pump.
An anti - wear and flexible skirt is used to enable the robot to move over uneven
surfaces on the tank wall, such as welded seams, and surfaces of differing curvatures.
A monitoring system, such as the wireless radiation survey system developed by
JGC, can be mounted on the WCIR to enable a remote and automatic full - length
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CATEGORY 4 — No. 114
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

radiation survey of a highly radioactive tank. A video camera can be used for
locating the position of the WCIP.

Outline of the WCIP
(1) travelling mechanism : Suction disk with four driving weels
(2) travelling velocity : 0 to 2m/min
(3) suction disk : 404(D)X185(H) mm
(4) oveall max. weight : 20kg

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e .g . , operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

During the developing stages, related technologies such as a lighter vacuum disk, a
flexible skirt to climb over uneven wall surfaces and to cling to curved surfaces, free
movement capability by specially designed driving wheels, improved radiation
resistances characteristics of constituent elements, etc., were developed and
demonstrated.
When development was completed and several patents had been received, marketing
of the WCIR was begun.
The WCIR was tested on storage tanks of radioactive waste installed in a highly
radioactive zone, and obtained excellent data, fulfilling the required specifications.
Subsequently, the WCIR was used on two occasions at existing plant facilities on a
commercial basis, and it was shown that savings of both work activities and workers'
exposure could be attained.
Planned farther developments include wire - less control and automatic position determination.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 4 - No. 115

NAME/TITLE

Control of Microbial Growth in
Water of Damaged Nuclear Power
Plants

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
4C

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Microbial growth in the TMI-2
reactor vessel and related
water systems was a severe
problem during defueling. It
caused turbidity and reduced
visibility to a few
centimeters.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

A substantial effort was
mounted by the TMI-2 project
and DOE to resolve the problem.
Many alternative were
evaluated; finally, the use of
hydrogen peroxide was approved.
Its use controlled the
microorganisms.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

US Dept. of Energy
EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Contractor)
R.C. Schmitt
Tel. 208/526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
" I d e n t i f i c a t i o n / C o n t r o l o f
Microorganisms: TMI-2." Nuc. Tec. v87.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The rapid growth of microorganisms in the TMI-2 reactor coolant system began
shortly after the start of defueling operations in 1985. The existence of the
microorganisms was attributed to conditions found in normal NPP systems and
to the river water that had leaked into the containment basement, been
processed, and then introduced into the reactor vessel during refill
operations. The sudden, rapid growth was the result of aeration and light
associated with in-vessel defueling operations, and, especially, the leaks of
hydraulic fluid from long-handled tools. The carbon-based, borated fluid
served as a nutrient and itself contained microorganisms. The turbidity level
approached 100 nephelometric turbidity units (NTUs). Temporary measures to
regain visibility were partially successful, at best; e.g., diatomaceous earth
filter, exposure to high pressure and then rapid depressurization by flow
through a hydro-lance; and reactor partial drain-and-refill operations.
Numerous other measures were evaluated and rejected; e.g., halogenated
hydrocarbons, ozone, ultraviolet light, heating to 355 K, strong acids, and
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CATEGORY 4 — No. 115
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

metal biocides.
The rate of core debris removal eventually dropped to almost zero as
operations were impossible without visibility for the cameras to guide the
long-handled tools. In late 1986, after extensive evaluation, the NRC
approved the use of 220 ppm hydrogen peroxide as a biocide. It had been
successfully used in the spent fuel pool and was known to be compatible with
existing water chemistry, processing systems, hydrogen recombiners, and waste
disposal contraints. The primary concern was that its addition might increase
the rate of cesium leaching from the debris bed. The NRC accepted the DOE
analysis that no significant worker exposure would result if normal
radiological control practices were employed.
Hydrogen peroxide was successful in killing the microorganisms (which were
then filtered out) and controlling addition growth. The hydraulic fluid in
the long-handled tools was changed to a water-based fluid.
A significant additional visibility problem was caused by inorganic
contamination in collodial suspension. This was solved by the use of
coagulants and diatomaceous earth filtration. Visibility was improved to less
than 1 NTU by January 1987.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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Category 5
WASTE MANAGEMENT

CATEGORY 5 - No. 116

NAME/TITLE

FC-400 B(U) type container for
radioactive waste transportation

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

E5

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The equipment is suitable for the
transportation of solid, liquid or
solidified radioactive wastes
other than high-level, produced at
the NFS site.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The containers put into operation
have justified the design concepts,
they operate in compliance with
their function.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

fS 1450

4

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Power Station and Network Eng.Co.
Budapest, Széchenyi rkp. 3.
H-1054 HUNGARY
Phone: 1312-531 Fax: 1531-249
Tlx: 223383 ETVH H

REFERENCE {e.g., report, paper)
The Hungarian Army (3 pcs)
Time of putting into operation:July 1988.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Main technical data:
Total mass: 4500 kg
Total volume: 2.1 m3
Inner tank (working) volume: 400 dm
Enclosing dimensions: 0 1450x1840 mm
Material grade: carbon steel, sand
Operating air pressure: min. 1.6 bar

amount: 80 m /h
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CATEGORY 5 — No. 116
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Main components:
1. Container vessel
2. Basket structures
3. Inner tank
4. Air distributor
5. Spring
6. Sand

Operation:
After opening the cover of the container (1), the inner tank (2) can be sunk
in and lifted out resp. by fluidizing the sand (6) in the container.
Compressed air required for fluidizing gets into the container through the air
distributor (4). In the container the inner tank (3) is positioned by springs (5)
connected with the basket structures (2). After stopping the air injection and
closing the container, it is ready for transportation.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The container corresponds to the qualification terms of the B(U) type containers
recommended in IAEA Safety Series N° 6.
At the container operation, the inner tank's sinking speed can be varied with
the amount of injected air. The inner tank can be pulled out of the container
even if the sand is not in fluid condition.
Any object can be transported in the container without inner tank, if its
enclosing dimension does not exceed that of the inner tank, and if it can sink
into the fluidized sand.
The container's sand filling should be saved from moisture, since wet sand
cannot be put in fluid condition.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY S - No. 117

NAME/TITLE

Spent fuel shipping cask

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
5.a.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The wet type cask called KSC-4
is capable of carrying four PWR
spent fuel assemblies with a
burnup of about 38 GWD/MTU and a
cooling time of three years.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The cask has been successfully
used for transshipment of PWR
spent fuels at the Kori-1 NPP
site since Mid-1990.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Telephone : 042-820-2000
Fax 042-820-2702
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Daejun, Korea
REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The cask was designed by Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI) and

fabricated by Korea's local industrial company. The square type cask has

dimensions of 1.2m in side, 4.8m in length, and approx. 37 tons in weight.

Major gamma-ray and neutron shielding materials are lead and resin,

respectively.
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 117
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The total dose rate at the surface of the cask is about 260 uSv/hr under the
normal transport condition.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The cask will be used for transshipment of about 150 PWR spent fuel
assemblies at the Kori-1 NPP site by the end of 1992.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 118

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Core Debris shipping Cask
(NuPac 125-B)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

An all-new rail shipping cask
was procured by the USDOE to
transport the core debris from
TMI to DOE's Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory for
research and interim storage.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Between 1985-1990, the casks
were fabricated, licensed, and
deployed to transport TMI-2
debris canisters. it was the
largest commercial fuel
shipping campaign to date in
USA ("133 000 kg). There were
22 rail shipments, 49 cask
loads, and 342 canisters
transported.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION
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CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

US Dept. of Energy
EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Contractor)
R.C. Schmitt
Tel. 208/526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
History and Eval. of TMI-2 Fuel Debris
Shipping Campaign (To be published)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
Selection of the cask system for the transport of the TMI-2 damaged core was
initially complicated by unknowns regarding the actual core condition. Once
camera surveys and sonar topography mapping had been completed, the general
conclusion was reached that very few full length assemblies remained,
decisions on length and characteristics of debris canisters, and,
correspondingly, characteristics of the cask (e.g., cavity lengths) could be
decided. In discussions with the US NRC, a decision was reached that the
canisters would not be used as a level of containment and that the cask should
provide two levels of containment, both because of the nature of debris and
the contained plutonium. Evaluation of existing spent fuel shipping casks led
to a decision to procure all new casks largely because of the double
containment issue. Logistics and interfaces with TMI-2 led to a decision by
the utility for dry fuel loading (the loading pool was already in use for
other cleanup equipment) and for rail casks because of increased payload and
cask handling considerations.
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 118

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Double containment was provided by a system of a vessel within a vessel, with
each vessel closed with a lid and redundant seals. The inner containment
vessel had ports for up to seven canisters. The design of the cask was
reviewed by the NRC against Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 71, and the
package was licensed as a Type B spent fuel shipping package. The package
weighs about 100 us tons, has shielding provided by the outer containment
vessel (sandwiched between two massive shells) and has criticality control by
use of BISCO (tradename) absorber material in the inner vessel. The cask is
fully described in the reference.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
The cask was tested against regulatory requirements through drop and other
tests. An extensive integrated test program (of the cask system and the
facility cask handling equipment) was completed using a government facility.
The integrated test was used to train GPU Nuclear personnel before the
equipment was used at TMI-2. The shipping campaign was conducted to US Dept.
of Transportation requirements and completed in about 4 years.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 119

NAME/TITLE

EPICOR II Vent Tool

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
5A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A tool was developed to vent
EPICOR II water processing
filter vessel that had been
loaded with organic résina.
The tool also inerted the
filters.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The tool was used extensively
at TMI-2 and the DOE ' s Idaho
laboratory to prepare EPICOR II
vessels for transport, storage,
or research.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION
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CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
t elephone/fax >

US Dept. of Energy
EGSG Idaho, Inc. (Contractor)
R.c. schmitt
Tel. 208/526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)Preparations to Ship EPICOR Liners,
Queen. GEND-029. EG&G Idaho. 1983.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The generation of flammable gases inside sealed radioactive waste containers
is always a potential hazard. Measurements at TMI-2 confirmed that this was
a concern with the EPICOR II water processing vessels and so a unique tool was
designed to remotely remove vent plugs, sample the gas content, vent the
container, purge the container with inert gas, and reinstall the plug.
The venting tool maintained a sealed environment around the module cell.
Guided by cameras and mirrors, the tool was lowered from within a shielded,
explosion-proof blockhouse onto an EPICOR II vessel. The sampling and purging
were conducted via a 30-m stainless steel hose. A remote support facility
containing the sampling and purging system was located in a mobile trailer
stationed on top of the storage modules.
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 119
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Laboratory analysis of an EPICOR II vessel indicated 12% hydrogen by volume.
Consequently, the vent tool was applied to 49 EPICOR II vessels to lower the
content to less than the flamable limit of 4% to ensure safe handling.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 — No. 120

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 SDS Zeolite vitrification

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A zeolite
demonstration
conducted by
evaluate one

vitrification
project was

the US DOE to
method of

disposing of heavily loaded
inorganic ion exchange media.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The two highest curie content
submerged demineralizer system
(SDS) vessels were shipped to
Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) at Richland,
WA for testing and disposition.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION
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CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

US Dept. of Energy
EG&G Idaho, inc. (Contractor)
R.c. Schmitt
Tel. 208/526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)Summary Rad Ops for Zeolite
Vitrification Demo Prog. GEND-038. EG&G.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Two of the SDS vessels used to process highly contaminated water at TMI-2 were
shipped to PNL. Each was loaded with 113 000 curies of fission products.
First, the radioactive inorganic ion exchange media zeolites were
characterized. In the vitrification process, the zeolites and glass-forming
chemicals were fed into a canister in a furnace, where the mixture was heated
to approximately 1050 C, causing vitrification. After the mixture cooled, the
canister served as the container for the final waste product: a glass column,
which was a stable form for SDS zeolite waste. Tests showed that the
radioactivity was successfully contained in the glass column and that
vitrification was a feasible method of disposing of TMI-2 SDS wastes.
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 120

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
Vitrification was proven feasible for TMI-2 waste; however, a parallel
monitored burial program disposed of the remaining high curie content SDS
vessels. Other, lower curie content SDS vessels were disposed of at
commercial disposal sites.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 121

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Submerged Demineralizer
System {SDS)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5A, 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A high-capacity, low-flow
zeolite demineralizer system
was developed to process highly
contaminated water at TMI-2.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The SDS successfully processed
2.5 million liters of highly
contaminated water from the
TMI-2 containment basement and
many million liters from the
reactor coolant system.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Contains
0.23m3 of
inorganic
zeolite

Cutaway view of SDS liner showing screens to
which catalysts were added.

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400__________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
TMI-2 Waste Management Experience
Deltete & Hahn. EPRI. 1990.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Several million liters of contaminated water existed in the TMI-2 containment
building basement and reactor coolant system (RCS). Existing water processing
systems were not adequate to handle this water (often exceeding 100
microcuries/ml of Cs-137); consequently, the DOE and utility developed the
SDS. Several years of development work were required because water containing
such quantities of radioactivity had not been commercially processed before
and it was necessary to remove the water and associated radiation fields in
order to examine reactor core conditions, conducted cleanup work in the
building, and prepare to defuel. Several alternative systems were considered
and rejected: 1) closed-cycle evaporator; 2) solidification; 3) use of EPICOR
II; 4) onsite storage; 5) processing with a converted shipping cask; 6) fluid
bed dryers/calcinators. The zeolite demineralizer was selected because of
experience in related if lesser environments and its flexibility. Also, it
could be primarily built off site; it would be relatively simple to maintain
and operate, with lesser associated exposure because it was installed
underwater; and it was relatively cost-effective.
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 121

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

The biggest problem was disposal of vessels loaded with large quantities of
radioactivity (up to 60 000 curies of Cs-137). This was resolve when the DOE
agreed to take the vessels that could not be buried as commercial radioactive
waste.
The system was located in and around the spent fuel pools, which had not been
used at TMI-2. The components were grouped in four areas: filtration and
staging equipment, ion exchangers, leakage containment system, and support
systems. Dimensions of the SDS ion exchange vessels were: approx. 136 cm OD
in length and 61 cm OD in dia. A hydrogen recombiner was added to control gas
buildup. All processing operations were performed in batches; i.e., the
periodic processing of a staged amount of water through specific zeolite beds.
Cased on samples taken after each stage in the process, the breakthrough level
of a vessel was tracked. When the zeolites were spent and could no longer
remove a particular radionuclide or the desire vessel loading was attained,
the vessel was removed to temporary underwater storage.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
SDS began to process water from the containment basement in Sep 1981. As an
example< the first 57 000-L batch had an average influent radioactivity of 94
microcuries/ml and an average polished effluent of 15E-03 microcuries/ml.
Approx. 2.5 million liters of containment basement water were removed and
processed by March 1982. 278 000 curies of Cs-137, 30 000 curies of Cs-134,
and 12 000 of Sr-90/Yt-90 were removed.
Processing of the reactor coolant continued as necessary from 1982 until 1985.
In the first five batches, approx. 60 000 curies were removed, reducing the
concentrations in the RCS form approx. 15 microcuries/ml of cs-137 to 2-3
microcuries/ml; it was later reduced still further. For more details of the
development and history of SDS see the reference listed above and:

Submerged Demineralizer System Processing of TMI-2 Accident Waste
Water. Sanchez and Quinn. GEND-031. EG&G Idaho, Inc. Feb 1983.

The Cleanup of Three Mile Island unit 2, A Technical History: 1979
to 1990. Holton, Negin, Owrutsky. NP-6931. EPRI. Sep 1990.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 — No. 122

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Water Evaporation Process

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5A, 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A force, open-cycle evaporator
was designed to dispose of over
7.5 million liters of mildly
radioactive water existing on
site after the completion of
the TMI-2 cleanup.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Approval to operate the
evaporator was obtained after
extensive review and public
comment. Operation is
scheduled to begin in 1990.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400 ________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
"Final Disposition of TMI-2 Accident-
Generated Water". Nuc Tech. v87. ANS.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Eleven years of cleanup activities have resulted in the onsite storage of over
7 million liters of mildly contaminated water, with tritium in the highest
concentration (1.3E-01 microcuries/ml; 1020 curies). Normally, the water
could have been released to the river in accordance with regulatory levels.
However, because public opposition had forced a special settlement agreement
prohibiting such release during the cleanup and public opposition was still
great, GPU Nuclear selected evaporation over solidification as the best
alternative for final disposal.
The evaporator system was designed to provide a decontamination factor of
1000. The system consists of: 1) a vapor recompression distillation unit to
distill the water in a closed cycle process and collect the purified
distillate for subsequent release by vaporization; 2) an auxilliary evaporator
to further concentrate the bottoms from the main evaporator; 3) a flash
vaporizer unit to flash the purified distillate to the atmosphere in a
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CATEGORY S - No. 122

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)
controlled and monitored manner; 4) a blender/dryer to produce a dry solid
from the concentrated waste; and 5) a packaging system to prepare and package
the solid waste in containers acceptable for shipment and burial at a
commercial radioactive waste disposal site. Modifications to this design were
under consideration during startup testing. The projected time span for
evaporation is approx. 2 years. The estimated volume of waste generated,
packaged, and shipped is approx. 145 tonnes. The waste will meet Class A
transportation and burial requirements.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
Operation of the evaporator has been authorized by the NRC and local governing
bodies. Startup and testing is underway with some changes in design. Full
operation is expected by the end of 1990.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 123

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 EPICOR
Processing System

II Water

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
5A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A three-vessel water processing
system using a mixture of
organic and inorganic resins
was developed to process water
containing less than 100
microcuries/ml concentrations
of radioactivity.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

EPICOR II was used to clean
over 2 million liters of
auxiliary building water and to
support other water processing
systems in the processing of
many million liters more.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400______________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
TMI-2 Waste Management Experience.
Deltete & Hahn. EPRI. 1990.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Several million liters of contaminated water existed in the TMI-2 auxiliary
building tanks, systems, and sumps after the accident, limiting access and
maintenance, and cause high radiation fields. A three-vessel water processing
system was developed to process this water for use in decontamination and
refill operations. The vessels used various mixtures of organic and inorganic
resins to remove essentially all radionuclides except tritium. The resin
mixture was varied in accordance with the constituents of the water. The
initial version of EPICOR II use two 1.2- by 1.2-m vessels, followed by a 1.8-
by 1.8-m vessel. It was based on existing technology with several unique
aspects; e.g., layered resins to selectively remove different nuclides and to
allow multiple removal.
EPICOR II was located in the chemical cleaning building adjacent to but not
attached to the auxiliary building. Piping was run to the building;
fortunately, this building had not been used yet and contained two large
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CATEGORY 5 — No. 123
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

tanks, unused floor space, a sump, and a seismic bathtub foundation. A
shielded transfer bell and flatbed truck were used to transport expended
vessels to a storage area.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

In the first processing operation conducted between Oct. 1979 and Dec. 1980,
EPICOR II processed over 2 million liters and removed over 36 000 curies of
Cs-137 and 2 000 curies of sr-90/Yt-90.
The EPICOR II system proved very flexible. The vessel sizes and resins
mixtures were changed several times during the cleanup to allow the system to
act as a polisher for a high-activity water processing system (SDS) and as the
primary water processing system for the final cleanup of water. Disposing of
the first, highly loaded vessels (the prefilters contained up to 2 000 curies)
required the development of a concrete high integrity container by the DOE.
Many vessels could be disposed of at commercial burial sites.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 124

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Shipping Cask CNSI 1-13C

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
5A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A Type B shipping cask procured
by the US DOE to transport
various samples from TMI-2 to
laboratories. It is a
versatile cask of the kind
needed to respond to a fuel
damage event.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

It was a "workhorse" cask used
extensively by both GPU Nuclear
and DOE.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

US Dept. of Energy
EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Contractor)
R.C. Schmitt
Tel. 208/526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)NRC Certificates of Compliance

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The CNSI 1-13C cask is a standard product of ChemNuclear Systems, Inc. and was
selected for its cavity size and other characteristics suitable for TMI-2
waste. It is fully described in its Certificate of Compliance issue by the
US NRC. Several onsite modifications were made to accomodate TMI-2 needs.
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 124

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
The CNSI 1-13C cask was used throughout the cleanup of TMI-2. It transported
all of the high-activity submerged demineralizer (SDS) vessels, including
those with contents up to 113 000 ci. The utility used the cask to transport
items to commercial waste repositories and to send samples to government
facilities for further research and analysis.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 5 - No. 125

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Shipping Casks: CNSI-8-
120 and CNSI-14-190

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

These are examples of large
Type B shipping casks used at
TMI-2 to transport special
waste (others having similar
capabilites were occassionally
employed).

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

These casks were used
extensively early in the
cleanup program to transport
filters generated in water
cleanup operations; e.g.,
EPICOR II filters and their
high integrity containers.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

83-520 1-4

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
US Dept. of Energy
EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Contractor)
R.C. Schmitt
Tel. 208/526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
History and Eval. of TMI-2 Fuel Debris
Shipping Campaign (To be published)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The CNSI-8-120 is a large Type B transport package; see Certificate of
Compliance issued by NRC.
The CNSI-14-190 has been downgraded to a Type A package; see Certificate of
Compliance issued by NRC.
Both shipping containers were the "workhorses" at TMI-2.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

CNSI-8-120 was used to transport 50 EPICOR II prefilter vessels from TMI-2 to
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory and for other types of shipment.
The CNSI-14-190 was used to transport high integrity containers (HICs)
containing the EPICOR II vessels from INEL to a commercial burial site in
Richland, WA and to a DOE site in Idaho.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE

Reinforced Concrete
High Integrity Container
(HIC)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
5a. Disposal Package

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A package designed to provide
long-term stability as an
alternative to solidification
for resins heavily loaded with
radionuclides from cleanup ofaccident generated water during
the TMI-2 accident.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The HIC was developed and licensed
for use in a commercial disposal
facility in the U.S. and 46 HICs
containing EPICOR-II prefilters
were disposed commercially. Four
additional HICs were disposed at
a government facility.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Grouted epoxy seal
concreslve 1512/1513

Amphotarlc paste
AI(OH)3 (four
tocatlons In bottom)

Sulfate-résistant
(Type V) concrete

Phenolic-coated,
6 4 mm M/4-ln )
steel

Polyethylene
abrasion liner

(49 5 in )

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

U.S. DOE-Idaho Operations Office
EG&G Idaho (Contractor)
J. W. McConnell (208) 526-4861
R. C. Schmitt (208) 526-1837

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
See Detailed Experience

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

A reinforced concrete HIC was chosen as a cost effective alternative
to solidification for EPICOR-II prefilters generated during cleanup of
accident generated water from TMI-2. The prefilters contained up to
2200 Ci of radioactive isotopes loaded on about 850 m of damp ion
exchange media which were either organic resins or resins plus zeolite
absorbers contained in steel tanks. The HIC was designed: to resist
breaching from internal and external loading and corrosion, biological
degradation, and intruders for a minimum of 300 years, while in a buried
disposed configuration; to contain or control gas buildup occurring from
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

radiolysis and/or chemical activity in the resins; to minimize safety
hazards associated with preparing, transporting, and disposing of thewastes; and to minimize fabrication, processing, transportation and
disposal costs.
The design configuration and dimensions of the HIC is shown in theillustration. It is described as a reinforced concrete overpack vessel with
a phenolic coated steel liner as an internal corrosion barrier. An
amphoteric material, also for corrosion, was placed in the bottom of the
polyethylene sleeve to neutralize any low pH liquid that might leak from the
enclosed prefilter. Phenolic coatings on the surfaces of the steel liner
were selected as part of the corrosion barrier because of their ability to
maintain integrity in extreme radiation and chemical environments. The vent
system to control gas buildup included special filters having mechanical
simplicity and prolonged operability in high radiation fields. Redundant
epoxy seals were used to bind the lid of the HIC to the container body.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
The HIC was designed and licensed by the State of Washington (with U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission assistance) for use at the U.S. Ecology
commercial waste disposal facility in the State of Washington. The HICs
were loaded with a prefilter and sealed using a remote handling facility at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). Forty-six of the loaded
and sealed HICs were transported in a transport cask to U.S. Ecology for
underground disposal, a campaign that was completed in 1985. The remaining
four prefilters used in research were similarly disposed in HICs at the
INEL.
Reference:

J. W. McConnell, et al, GEND 045, Disposal Demonstration of a High
Integrity Container (HIC) containing an EPICOR-II prefilter from Three
Mile Island, February 1985. (Report available from National Technical
Information Service, U.S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road,

____Springfield. VA 2216l)___________________________________
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

The described HIC can be scaled or otherwise altered for other applications.
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NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Defueling Water Cleanup
System (DWCS)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5A, 5E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

To process the reactor coolant
and spent fuel pool water
during defueling operations, a
two-part, high-flow, zeolite
demineralizer and filtration
system was developed.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The system was effective after
considerable modification and
after special solutions were
developed to combat microbial
growth in the water and clogged
filters.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

,/̂ -L̂ -Â . *̂ -*̂ Ĵ*K_

r©i
SPENT-FUEL

POOLA

T l U FILTEI

REACTOR BUILDING FUEL HANDLING BUILDING

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA
Tel. 717/948-8400_________________

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical History:
1979-90. HP-6931. EPRI. Sep 1990._____

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

To maintain water clarity and to keep personnel exposures low (i.e.,
radioactivity levels below 0.1 microcuries/ml in the reactor coolant) during
defueling a new system had to be developed. Existing systems could not handle
the millons of liters of water that must be processed every month.
Development of the DWCS was hampered by a lack of knowledge about core
conditions and by evolving defueling plans, which varied the type of equipment
to be used and the quantity of water that would have to be processed.

The system selected underwent many modifications in the course of operations.
It contained a filtration system based on 0.5-micron sintered metal filters
placed inside the standard defueling canister (380 cm long and 35.6 cm nominal
outer dia.). This caused many design and operational problems that required
the use of deep bed filtration and coagulants (see references below). The
ion-exchange vessels contained 0.8 eu m of zeolite media (based on its
successful use in the submerged demineralizer system). Two ion exchange
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)
vessel were used in the containment to process reactor coolant; one processed
water in the spent fuel pool where core debris was stored in canisters pending
shipment. Two filter canister were stationed in both the containment fuel
transfer canal and the spent fuel pool.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The design of the DWCS was overly conservative because of initial
uncertainties about core conditions. It eventually was made to work very
successfully, processing hundreds of millions of liters of reactor coolant and
spent fuel pool water; it also helped to keep the average exposure rate during
defueling at less than 10 mrem/jobhour. When it first started up to support
defueling operations, microbial growth and inorganic particles in collodial
suspension eliminated visibility and clogged filters (see "Control of
Microbial Growth at Damaged Nuclear Plants"). In addition to the reference
listed above, the following references provide more information on problems
and modifications with the DWCS:

"Design of a Filter Aid and Coagulant Addition System at Three
Mile Island Unit 2." van Stolk and Smith.
"Use of Deep-Bed Filtration Technology in the Cleanup of Three
Mile Island Unit 2." Smith.

Both papers are published in Nuclear Technology, Vol. 87, American Nuclear
Society. 1989. __________________________

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE

Radioactive waste evaporator
operating below the boiling point

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

B5 E5

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The equipment serves for
evaporating liquid radioactive
wastes produced at the NFS site.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
When put into operation, the
equipment proved the envisaged
performance.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Liquid
wastes

2 9 4 5 3 9 7

Condensate

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
te lephone/fax)
Power Station and Network Eng.Co.
Budapest, Széchenyi rkp. 3.
H-1054 HUNGARY
Phone: 1312-531 Fax: 1531-249
Tlx: 223383 ETVH H

REFERENCE (e.g. , report, paper)
Institute for Physics and Energetics, Obninsk
Time of put t ing into operation: October 1990

DETAILED DESCRIPTION ( e . g . , capabilities, application, specifications)

Main technical data: nPerformance: 30 kg/m /h evaporated liquid
Heating capacity demand: 60 kW
Cooling water demand: 5-8 m /h
Evaporator inner tank volume: 4.5 m
Liquid plane: 2.51 m2
Material grade: corrosion-proof steel
Decontamination factor: 10-10^ (It depends on type of isotopes)
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Main components:
1. Evaporator outer tank
2. Evaporator inner tank
3. Air line
4. Calorifer
5. Heat exchanger
6. Condenser
7. Fan
8. Drop separator
9. Adjusting catch

Operation:
The evaporator inner tank (2) should be filled with the liquid radioactive
waste to be evaporated. The air circulated in the closed air line system (3)
by the fan (7) and heated by the calorifer (4) would - after entering the
evaporator - flow over the free surface of the liquid in the inner tank (2),
and remove vapour from there.
The humid air flows on between the outer tank (1) and the inner one (2)
heating the liquid in the inner tank (2). From the evaporator the air passes
into the heat exchanger (5) and the condenser (6) where it cools down, and
the vapour taken along is condensed. The cooled air gets back through the
heat exchanger (5) into the calorifer (4) and from there into the evaporator.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-relateU
information, design/testing results)
The liquid amount continuously decreasing in the inner tank due to evaporation
should be replaced during operation. The evaporator continuously operates until
the concentration of the liquid in the tank reaches the desired value. With
this equipment, the liquid can also be distilled dry.
The way of removing the evaporated liquid from the evaporator depends on the
concentration of the liquid. In liquid condition this can be done by discharging
or pumping out, while in the case of dry distillation by changing the inner
tank after lifting it out.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE

The Hazardous Duty Robot
( ANDROS MARK V )

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5B,6B

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

ANDROS MARK V is a multi-
purpose robot charactarized
with its superior mobility
and easy operation.
Major application of ANDROS
at present is for anti-
terrolism especially for
disposing of set explosives.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Sold to;
USDOE—— ca. 150
FBI, Municipal Police,
Europian Countries Police;

—— ca. 50
Japan Domestic; —— 1
( L-ANDROS )

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Nihon REMOTEC, INC.
(TEL) 03-581-3015

3-CHOME 2-5, Kasumigaseki
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo Japan

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

Attached leaflet of ANDROS MARK v
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

General Features
• Size: 28 in. wide x 41.5 in. high x 31 in. long (62 in. long

with tracks horizontal)
• Weight: 550 Ibs. standard unit - 700 Ibs. with on-board

reel, wrist pitch, and shoulder rotate.
• Speed: Variable 1 to 30 in7sec.
• Climbing Ability: 45° stairs/slopes, 24-in.-high ledge,

and 24-in.-wide ditch
• Maneuverability: Turns on center with 180° turns in 42-

in.-wide hall
• Surfaces: Operates on all types of wet or dry surfaces
• Environmental: Operates in all types of weather

(-20°Fto120°F)

Manipulator System
• Standard: Shoulder pivot (210°), elbow pivot (210°),

continuous gripper rotate and tong witn 6 in. ful l
open. Individual switches for each joint with variable
speed control.

• Capacity: 35 Ibs. at 66 in. reach and 100 Ibs. at 16 in.
reach

• Reach: 66 in. horizontal and 104 in. above floor. Arm
extender kit available to increase reach height to 130
in.

• Wrist Pitch: Available as option ( ±90°)
• Shoulder Rotate: Available as option (±120°)
• Weapons: Three circuits on arm, one on vehicle.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Video/Audio

• Standard TV: Two low-light CCO color cameras (wide-
angle lens and auto-iris).

• Lights: Variable-intensity, quartz-halogen light
attached to each camera.

• Arm Camera: Fixed-position mount two places on
upper arm with tilt adjustment.

• Surveillance Camera: Mounted on pan (±180°) and
tilt (±90°) mechanism.

• Zoom Lens: 6:1 zoom lens available as option on
surveillance camera.

• Microphone: Super-directional microphone.
• Speaker: High-fidelity speaker on vehicle.

Power Supply and Signal Transmission

• Standard: Two 12V (55 AH) batteries on vehicle and
one on console. Signal transmission via 328 ft. cable.

• Wireless: Two-way wireless data-audio and one-way
video available as option.

• Continuous Power: Vehicle power via on-board 240
VAC/24 VDC power converter. Console power from
1KV220 VAC source. Power/signals via 328 ft. cable.

• On-Board Reel: Available for continuous power unit
with 180 ft. cable. Cable freely pulls off as vehicle
moves with motorized takeup. Can be coupled to
control station cable for 500 ft. range.

Control Station

• Portable: Components in weatherproof enclosures
and mounted on two-wheeled dolly.

• Console: Contains color TV monitor, graphics display
monitor, speaker, microphone, computer, and elec-
tronics.

• Switchbox: Contains switches for vehicle, man-
ipulator, and weapons. Attach to vehicle for walk-
along control.

• Reel: Contains 328 ft. (100 m) cable. Freewheels to
unwind with manual rewind.

• Safety: Ground-fault interrupt circuit.

Other Optional Equipment (Partial Listing)

Shotgun mount with cover and keylock
Laser sight
Water disrupter mount (12 gauge)
X-ray and cassette mount
Laser mount
Charge dropper
Stud gun
Threat level II Protection
Infrared cameras
Flame/heat protection

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

A field test is being scheduled by Japanese municipal police,
for testifying the function and ability of ANDROS MARK V
to cope with various situation of subversive activities.
The field test will be performed in next spring.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
For applying to the work under high dose rate, ANDROS should be
modified to equip with adequate shielding to control device.
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NAME/TITLE

Vitrification of the accident
wastes containing chromate
ions

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
5.c. Vitrification

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The soluble chromate should
be transformed into water-in-
soluble glass-ceramic mate-
rial. The leaching then meetsspecifications.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Verified on the discontinuous
pilot-plant level.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Phone: 02-6857831, or 02-6858351
Nuclear Research Institute,
250 68 Ôez, Czechoslovakia

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The damaged metallic U fuel from A-1 Atomic Power Station in Jaslo-
vské Bohunice was included into steel containers filled with a
chromate solution, intended as anticorrosive means. In fact, the
opposite happened and the spent fuel material is now in half-solid
half-liquid dispersion. It can be reliably vitrified only if the
chromium(VI) valence state is reduced to Cr(III) forming then a
ceramic component of the glass material. For this purpose, the best
is to use sufficiently high pO value of the silicate matrix and
sufficiently high temperature. Leaching of the final glass-ceramic
material meets the accepted criteria.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Successful experiments were performed on the pilot-plant level,
discontinuous, 15-20 kg of glass per shift.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE
Processing system for reduc-
tion of activity of liquid
wastes

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
5.c, o.e. Processing systems

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The system gives possibility
to reduce the activity of
liquid wastes by sorption of
radio.nuclides on composite
inorganic-organic ion-
exchangers .

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Successful tests were perfor-
med with water from spent
fuel storage pool of »PP3?A-1
a£ Jaslovské Bohunice. Cs,
Sr, Am and Pu were success-

fully removed.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
teleohone/fax)
Dr.F.Sebesta, Faculty of Nuclear
Science and Physical Engineering,
Department of Nuclear Chemistry,
Brehovà 7, CS-115 19 Prague 1, CS
tel. : (4-42 2) 231 51 12
fax : (+42 2) 04 76 88——

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

see Ref.l - 5 below

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The processing system includes several remote operated ion-
exchange columns with the possibility of remote hydraulic
filling and discharge of the bed of exchanger. The columns are
filled with specially prepared composite ion-exchangers which
comprise selective inorganic ion-exchanger built into a matrix
of organic binding polymer.

A general method for preparation of such exchangers was
developed. By now special sorbents for separation of Cs, Sr, Co,
Am and Pu were prepared. In field test experiments decontami-
nation factor 10 was achieved for Cs when 10 bed volumes of
feed water from spent fuel storage pool of NPP A-l at Jaslovské
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Bohunice were used. Similar results can be achieved for the
other elements mentioned above, too.

After saturation of composite ion-exchangers the radio-
nuclides sorbed can be eluted and some kinds of exchangers can
be regenerated for a multiple use.
References:
1) SEBESTA,F.: Proposal for use of composite inorganic-organic

ion-exchangers in treatment of liquid wastes from
NPP A-l, Report of the Faculty of Nuclear Science
and Physical Engineering, Prague 1990, 9 p. (in
Czech)

: Exchanger composed from active component and
binding organic matrix and the method for its
production, Czech.Pat.Appl., PV 4523-88

-MOTL,A.-PRA2SK*,M.-ADAMEK,A.-BINKA,J.: Cs reco-
very from liquid radioactive wastes, In: 12th
Radiochemical Conference, Mariànské Lâznë
(Czechoslovakia), May 1990, p. 91

4) SEBESTA,F.-STEFULA,V.-PRA2SK*,M.-BINKA,J.: Composite MFC-PAN
exchanger fp^ efficient separation and concen-
tration of Cs from aqueous solutions, In: 3rd
International Conference Separation of Ionic
Solutes, Staré. Lesnà (Czechoslovakia), December
1989

5) SEBESTA,F.-STEFULA,V.: Composite exchanger with ammonium
raolybdophosphate and its properties, J. Radioanal.
Nude. Chem., Articles, 140, 1990, p.15 21

2) SEBESTA,F.

3) SEBESTA.F.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

In field test experiments decontamination factor 10 was
achieved for Cs when 10 bed volumes of feed water from spent
fuel storage pool of NPP A-l at Jaslovské Bohunice were used.
Similar results can be achieved for the other elements mentioned
above, too.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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NAME/TITLE

MOSS - Mobile cement Solidification Sys-
tem

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

5E. Waste treatment equipment.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The compact, flexible MOSS system, was
developed for the immobilization of radwas-
te generated by BWR and PWR plants and
other nuclear facilities.
The system is installed in a 30 ft standard
container and utilizes cement as the solidi-
fication matrix. Solidification takes place in
cubical concrete moulds or steel drums.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Radwaste treatment systems featuring ce-
ment solidification has been installed in the
Swedish NPP's Oskarshamn 1&2, Ringhals
1-4, Forsmark 3, Oskarshman 3 and the
APR facility CLAB in the period 1974 - 85.
A mobile cement solidification system has
been delivered to Borssele NPP 1990.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT(Country, agency, or organization; telephone/fax)

Address: ABB Atom, S-721 63 Västeras, Sweden
Telephone: + 46 (0)21 10 70 00
Telefax: + 46 (0) 21 189471
Telex: 40629 atomva s

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

ABB Atom has developed a Mobile Solifidication System - "MOSS" - for the encapsulation of radioactive waste from
nuclear facilities. The ABB Atom mobile solidification system is designed for the purpose of immobilizing radioactive
waste generated by BWR and PWR plants as well as by other nuclear facilities. The system is installed in a 30 foot
standard container. The process utilizes cement as the solidification matrix and solidification takes place in prefabrica-
ted cubic concrete moulds or standard steel drums.
An airtight connection can be made between the unit and the building to be served. By this means, the container can be
regarded from operational point of view as an integral part of the building. Water, electric power and compressed air
are supplied from the permanent buildning by plug-in connections. The central control panels is mobile and can be pla-
ced in a suitable location in a radiation-protected area and connected to the solidification unit by plug-in connections.
The process is supervised by weighing, radiation monitoring and closed circuit television.

Prefabricated cubic concrete moulds/steeldrums provided with a mechanical mixer and a splasch plate, are transferred
to the solidification position by means of programmed, remotely controlled conveyor. Before the waste, additives or
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

cement are fed in, a dome is lowered into place and is connected to the mould/drum. To prevent the spreading of air-
borne activity to the surrounding premises during the feeding and mixing operations, a fan provides a slight vacuum in
the mould/drum. The remotely controlled mixing device is connected to the mechanical mixer in the mould/drum and
telescopes are actuated to the "down" position, thus making the tubes to move down through the holes in the splash
plate. The weighing device is tared and the weights of waste, additives and cement to be added are preset before fee-
ding of the various materials is started. When the amount preset is displayed, feeding is stopped, and the contents of the
mould/drum are homogenized by means of the mechanical mixer which is then left in the solidified waste and serves as
reinforcement
When the filling and mixing operations have been completed, the mould/drum is transferred to the capping position,
where lid is sealed onto the mould/drum before the block is transferred to the on-site storage.
The electric motors and the control and instrumentation systems are supplied with power from the ordinary plant bus-
bar system. The total power demand is approximately 10 kW. The switch gear and the other equipment are located wit-
hin the container. However, during operation the control desk is located outside the container and within radiation-pro-
tected area. The control system is based on programmable equipment. The control desk can be placed inside the contai-
ner for transport.
The supply of water, electric power and compressed air is obtained from the building system and to the compressed air
system by means of flexible couplings, and the electric power system is connected to the ordinary plant busbar system
by means of a plug-in unit The evacuating equipment, which comprises a filier and a fan, is connected to the control-
led ventilation system of the building. Contaminated rinse water collected in the flush funnel is drained to a drum or a
concrete mould/drum, and is kept within the controlled area of the buildning.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related information, design/testing results)

Results and indications for five of the product characteristics which are of greatest interest in this respect are:

1. Cesium leachability: 10~6-10~9 g/cm 2.d

2. Crushing strength: 10-45 MPa
3. Frost resistance: No deterioration or cracking after four years at temperatures between -20^ and 25 .̂
4. Water resistance: No disintegration after being submerged in water for three years.

5. Homogeneity: Homogeneous distribution in the solidified product

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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DECONTAMINATION

CATEGORY 6 - No. 133

NAME/TITLE

Pentek 600 Self-Stripping
Polymer Coating

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Pentek 600 is a copolymer
decontamination agent that
coats a surface, trapping loose
contamination within its
matrix. The coating is then
easily removed.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Pentek 600 was tested at TMI-2
and has been used commercially
in the nuclear industry.
Decontamination factors of up
to 100 have been obtained with
one application.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

s. Lefkowitz
Pentek, Inc.
1026 Fourth Ave
Coraopolis, PA 15108 USA
Tel. 412/262-0725

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)"New Decon Technique uses Self-Stripping
Copolymer." EPRI TB.NPD.11.7.85.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

Pentek 600 (several varieties in series) is a nontoxic and nonflammable water-
based copolymer. It is a reformulation of an intermediate product produced
by GAF Corp. Halogen impurity levels are very low, with fluorine being less
than 1 ppm and chloring averaging less than 5 ppm. Pentek 600 is brushed onto
a surface. Upon drying, the formula polymerizes and traps any loose surface
material within its matrix; loose contamination is thereby fixed solidly
within the copolymer, virtually eliminating the potential for airborne
contamination. Pentek 600 can also remove rust or oxide layers from base
metals, thereby removing a substantial amount of radioisotopes that tend to
be trapped in the oxide layers.
Physical properties: Viscosity - 6 000 centipose; specific gravity - 1.2;
flash point - none; coverage - 120 sq ft per gal.; shelf life - unlimited; pH
- slightly acid; consistency - thick liquid; odor - slightly sweet;
application environment - 55 F min., 75% relative humidity max., working time
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

15 min. to 24 h depending on humidity. The copolymer is equal to or lower in
cost than conventional decontamination techniques such as hand wiping,
flushing, or blasting; personnel exposure is minimized because of ease of
application; and the solid radwaste product does not normally require any
additional processing or chemical treatment, thus allowing for easy handling
and disposal.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Pentek 600 was tested at TMI-2 and has been used extensively in the nuclear
industry and for nonnuclear applications. At TMI-2, it was used on two carbon
steel reactor vessel guide studs that were heavily corroded, highly
contaminated, and subject to the containment environment for 5 years. After
two applications on a test area, loose surface contamination was reduced from
100 000 dpm to less than 1 000 dpm. Subsequently, all surfaces of the studs
were covered and contamination was reduced from as high as 260 000 dpm to the
site-releasable level of less than 500 dpm. Pentek 600 also cleaned rusted
carbon steel surfaces to levels comparable to surfaces cleaned by thorough
commercial blasting.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 134

NAME/TITLE

TMI-2 Containment Gross
Decontamination Experiment

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

6A, 2A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A major experiment was
conducted in the TMI-2
containment to determine the
effectiveness of various
decontamination techniques.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Water flushing was shown to be
the most effective and
p r a c t i c a l l a r g e - s c a l e
decontamination technique,
r e c o n t a m i n a t i o n was a
significant problem.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel. 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
RBGDE Effects on Surface Contamination.
Lazo. Nuc. Tech. v87. ANS. 1989.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

To evaluate decontamination techniques for use in the highly contaminated TMI-
2 containment building, the USDOE sponsored a major experiment to determine
the effectiveness of the techniques and to reduce the levels of loose surface
contamination. High-volume low-pressure water flushing using a hand-held
lance, low-volume high-pressure water flushing using a hand-held lance, high-
volume high-pressure water flushing using a mechanical spray unit, strippable
coating application, and mechanical scrubbing using water and chemicals were
tested to determine the decontamination factor (DF) for each. (DF is defined
here as the loose surface contamination level before decontamination divided
by the loose surface contamination level after decontamination.)
This was the first time that decontamination of such a large and complicated
area had been attempted. The importance of recontamination became very
apparent as the experiment progressed over the course of approx. one month.
The source term was not well understood at the beginning but became much clear
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 134

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

over time. Also, it became evident that surface contamination contributed
much less to general area radiation readings than initially suspected and
rusty metal surfaces, large equipment, and bags of trash contributed more.
These were important lessons for later decontamination work.
Among specific conclusions were the following: 1) At contamination levels of
1E6 Bq/100 sq cm, work must be strictly controlled and properly planned to
prevent recontamination; 2) Average contamination levels dropped by a factor
of 10, equivalent to the removal of approximately 90% of loose surface
contamination — specific tests such as high-pressure high-volume flushing,
mechanical scrubbing, and strippable coating showed significantly higher DFs;
3) Once contamination had been resuspended by water flushing, residual water
must be effectively removed or surfaces will become recontaminated by
suspended contamination; 4) To most effectively remove decontamination water
from horizontal surfaces, workers must work hands-on, e.g., squeegeeing or
vacuuming rather than water spray; 5) Congested and physically complicated
areas require extra attention to ensure sufficient water coverage.
Post-experiment analysis showed that, because of recontamination and stored
trash, average general area radiation readings did not change significantly,
contaminated equipment such as air coolers, rusty tools, and the reactor
vessel service structure were not cleaned very effectively because of internal
contamination and/or excessive corrosion; they thus contributed to general
area radiation readings. Radiation shine from areas not cleaned also
continued to contribute to the readings. Finally, because of poor post-
experiment data collection on the polar crane, general area radiation readings
appeared to actually have risen there.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 135

NAME/TITLE

Pentek Dustless Decontamination
Systems

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

A high-performance vacuum
system supports the use of
several concrete surface
removal tools.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The dustless decontamination
systems have been used at
nuclear and nonnuclear
facilities in the USA and
Canada.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

S. Lefkowitz
Pentek, Inc.
1026 Fourth Ave
Coraopolis, PA 15108 USA
Tel. 412/262-0725

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The Pentek Dustless Decontamination Systems use a portable, ultra-high
performance vacuum system to support concrete decontamination equipment. The
vacuum system (Vac-Pac) uses two-stage positive filtration to remove
radioactive and toxic materials. First stage efficiency is 95% at 1 micron,
with second stage HEPA efficiency of 99.97% at 0.3 microns. The first stage
design offers automatic self-cleaning by reverse-flow pulses of high-pressure
air. A controlled-seal drum fill system allows the operator to fill, seal,
remove, and replace the drum under controlled vacuum conditions. Standard
drum is 55-gal.; a 21-gal. drum can be placed inside standard 55-gal. DOT
overpack for compaction, shipment, and burial. Rated vacuum flow rates for
different models range from 150-550 scfm.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 135
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Two tools for surface removal with the vacuum are offered:
* Corner-Cutter - A scarifier that operates on inside corners, outside

edges, and flat surfaces. Operating on the same principle as a
pneumatically operated needle sealer, it removes radioactivity and other
hazardous contaminants from both steel and concrete. Production rate:
flat surfaces - 10-30 sg ft/h; edges and corners - 30-60 sq ft/h.
Cutting width: 1 3/4 in.; length: 14 in.; weight: 9 Ib.; cutting
needles: 2-3mm, depending on surface.

* Squirrel-111 - A pneumatically operated scabbier that scarifies concrete
floors and slabs. Especially designed for smaller jobs, it uses high-
speed, reciprocating tungsten-carbide tipped pistons to pulverized
protective coatings, laitance, and concrete substrate in a single step.
Ergonomically designed and easily transported. Production rate: 20-30
sq ft/h at 1/16-in. surface removal; width: 6 in.; height: 12 in.
(adjustable); weight: 50 Ib; three scabbling bits, each 1 3/4 in dia.,
9-point tungsten-carbide tipped.

Used with the vacuum, these tools minimize or eliminate the need for
respiratory protection.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The dustless decontamination systems have been used at many facilities in the
USA and Canada, primarily for decontamination of surfaces, but also for
removing other industrial hazardous material.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 136

NAME/TITLE

Kelly Vacu-Mac steam Vacuum
Decontamination System

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The Vacu-Mac steam vacuum
decontamination system combines
a steam cleaning nozzle and
high-efficiency vacuum in a
single head. The system
removes and collects
contamination.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

The Vacu-Mac was used
extensively at TMI-2 to
decontaminate and maintain much
of the auxiliary and fuel
handling building.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

OEMISTER& FILTER BOX VACUUM PUMP

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel.: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)The Cleanup of TMI-2, A Technical
History: 1979-90. Holton. NP-6931. EPRI

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

The Vacu-Mac Steam Vacuum Decontamination System (manufactured by Kelly, inc. )
combines a steam cleaning nozzle and high-efficiency vacuum in a single head
to effectively decontaminate surfaces while minimizing the spread of
contamination and impaired vision from spray. It is a self-contained system
that applies hot water (flashing to steam) to loosen contaminants, collects
the condensate by vacuum, and separates the resulting waste stream for
processing. It substantially increases the ambient temperature over other
decontamination flushing (from 140F to 240F), effectively removing boron
deposits. The water flashing principle takes advantage of the large specific
volume of superheated steam, resulting in a substantially lower waste
generation rate (2 gpm vs flushing with 15-25 gpm).

The system consists of five basic units: 1) superheated water supply; 2)
vacuum power unit; 3) de-mister/HEPA filter units; 4) liquid separator/trash
collection system; and 5) decontamination tools. The main unit was designed
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 136
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

to supply water at 200-250 psi and a maximum of 350F to the nozzles, which are
mounted in stainless steel vacuum/spray head tools.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The Vacu-Mac was used throughout the TMI-2 cleanup. Because of subsequent
leaching effects, it was not used for large-scale operations on bare concrete,
but was used on "hot spots" such as boron deposits on concrete. It
effectively decontaminated stainless steel. High-temperature water was
especially effective in removing layered contamination bound by films of oil,
on cable trays, deck grating, and other complex surfaces. A big advantage was
its minimum use of water, which was collected in a single vessel. Routine
decontamination maintenance of painted concrete walls and floors was
accomplished in one tenth the time of masslin wipes or equivalent techniques.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 137

NAME/TITLE

Dry Decontamination Technology

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

6A, 6E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Dry Decontamination Technology is
used for decontaminating treatment
of internal rooms of nuclear fa-
cilities by means of decontamina-
ting and isolating coats on the
basis of some filmproducing sub-
stances .

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
Dry Decontamination Technology
has been successfully used since
1986 at the Chernobyl NPP.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax) ,„ „„ , N489-90-38 (Moscow)

127106 Moscow, NIKIMT, USSR

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
Isolating and/or decontaminating coat is pulverized on the surfaces to be

Average decontamination efficiency
l s

4 to 10 men/hour to treat the area of

treated with the next removal one.
achieves the value of 10 "n the 1:2 surface treatments. It needs from

1m2.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 137

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Dry Decontamination Technology has been worked out for the Chernobyl NPP
accident mitigation. It has allowed to treat more than 1000 rooms and
constructions of CNPF. This technology ensures the performance of repairing
works in time and the high decontamination degree. There is not liquid
radioactive wastes. Solid wastes amount is lower in 1000 - 2000 times in
comparison with the liquid decontamination treatment.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Coatings are high water- and chemical resistant and have moderate fission
generation ability.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 138

NAME/TITLE

Dust Suppression Technology

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6A, 6E

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

Coating the contaminated surfaces
by special binding and film-produ-
cing substances.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

It was widely used during the
works on the Chernobyi NPP accident
mitigation.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax) 489-90-38 (Moscow)

27106 Moscow, NIKIMT, USSR

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

These coats are intended for elimination of the radioactive dust rise caused
by the wind or other air movement. The coats may be used for treatment of
contaminated sides of the roads, dusty surfaces and forest ground.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 138

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Dust suppression coats make it possible to subside the value of aerosols
concentration into 100 : 1000 times. They are not toxic and do rot influence
harmfully the environment. The coat consumption is 10 : 100 tonne/hectar.
It needs from 10 to 40 man/day to treat 1 hectar of soil surface.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 139

NAME/TITLE
Steam-ejection diffuserpn-iM.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

6A. Decontamination
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Pfl-IM is designed for
steam-liquid decontamina-tion of outer surfaces of
rooms, equipment, parts
and general technical
objects.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
In decontamination ofdifferent surfaces using
various decontaminationsolutions the DP was 2-25.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

USSR, 197228, Leningrad, VHIPIET

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
Contaminations from washing-down, using Pll-IM are removed by
hydrodynamic action of steam-emulsion Jet and uniform appli-
cation of permanently renewed hot solution layer upon the
surface. When there is no steam, compressed air may be used
(wash-down efficiency in this case is lower).
Technical characteristics: solution, production capacity is
1.0-5.0 1/min; the inlet steam working pressure is 0.3-0.5 MPa;
steam flow rate os 0.5-0.7 kg/min; optimum distance from the
nozzle exit section to the surface being treated is 200 mm;
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 139

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

the solution temperature at the device inlet is 5-70°C, that of
steam-emulsion mixture 200 mm from the nozzle exit section is
50°C; material is stainless steel; dimensions are: 1255x98x74mm;
mass (without hoses) is 2.25 kg.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

In decontamination using Pu-IM the contaminants were loosely
and strongly-fixed deposits containing nuclear fuel particles,
often with oil presence. Gamma-background was up to 1 R/h.
PH-I M was highly efficient for machinery, equipment and shop
surfaces decontamination.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 140

NAME/TITLE
Foam generator HI-3M

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6A. Decontamination

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
ITI-3M is designed to pro-
duce air-mechanical foamfrom foam generator solu-
tion under conditions ofclosed volumes surface
washing-down from radio-
active contaminations,nuclear fuel included.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
In the equipment (air
duct) decontamination theDP was from 2 to 10.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

USSR, 197228, Leningrad, TOIPIET

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

In washing-down process using IT1-3M, contaminations are remo-
ved by the action of foamed decontamination solution upon acontaminated surface.
Technical characteristics: foam production capacity is
70-170 1/s; foam ratio is 200-1000; air pressure at the gene-
rator inlet is 0.1-0.5 MPa; foaming solution consumption is0.17-0.85 1/s; air flow is 70-170 1/s; dimensions are 1200xx325x750 mm; mass is 10 kg.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 140

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

In decontamination using rfl-3M> contaminations were loosely
fixed dust deposits. Gamma-background was up to 500 mR/h.
ITI-3M was highly efficient in air-duct and other packed tight
hardly accessible areas.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 141

HAKE/TITLE
Electrochemical deconta-
mination unit

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6A, Decontamination

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Decontamination efficiency
0.01-0.3 m2/min.Electrolyte consumption
0.5-3 1/m2.Power consumption 2 kW.Electric current parame-
ters of the working tool:
up to 15 V, 200 A.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTINGElectrochemical deconta-
mination unit removes nuc-
lear fuel contaminationfrom stainless and black
steel parts of simple con-
figuration up to residual
surface contamination le-
vel not exceeding
0.37 Bq/cm2.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
USSR, 197228, Leningrad, VNIPIET

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
The unit operation principle is electrochemical dissolution of
surface metal layer and deposition contaminated radioactive
materials, through electric field acting between the moving
head and surface treated. The unit consists of working tool,
control panel to maintain treatment conditions required and
regulate and control the strength of electric current in. the
working tool; electrolyte fee.d and collection system.
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 141

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
The parts contaminated from the ChKPP accident were washed
down with the use of the electrochemical decontamination unit.
The inspection has shown that the unit is most successful when
decontaminating the parts of simple configuration to provide
access of the tool head to a surface treated. The removal of
metal in the most contaminated areas is practically not limi-
ted; up to 20 /ran metal areas were removed.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 142

NAME/TITLE
Radio-controlled
Bucket Loader

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
2 B teleoperated device

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The bucket loader is availablefor operation in the field incontaminated and irradiated
environments for removing conta-
minated Soil, collecting radio-active material, and erectingshielding walls or excavatingpits.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)
Kerntechnische Hilfsdienst GmbH
Am. Schröcker Tor 1
D-7514 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen 2Germany
Telephone: 07247/ 810, fax 07247/81146

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e .g . , capabilities, application, specifications)

All Control and video signals are transmitted by radio. The tracked
vehicle can be controlled remotely either from a portable console or from
a control cabinet in the driver's cab of the transport vehicle. The bucket
loader is propelled by a diesel engine acting on hydrostatic drives and can
run for 10-12 hours on a tank filling, depending on the mode of operation.
Four TV cameras attached to the chassis of the loader and on TV camera
installed in the driver's cab allow the area traveled and the working fieldto be observed on monitors.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 142

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Spezification
Radio-controlled bucket loader
Range, radio
Total weight
Overall length
Width with bucket
Height
Speed, continuously variable
Permissible inclination on
anyside
Power of disel engine
Equipment
Bucket volume
Trail scafir ier
Transport Vehicle

1 km max.
21 te
8,16 m
2,4 m
3,25 m
0-10 km/h
45°

110 kW/150 DIN HP

1,7 m3

DB 26359/ 6x4
Tractor-trailer unit

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 143

NAME/TITLE

LOUIE II Remotely Controlled
Scabbling Device

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6B

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

LOUIE II is a tethered six-
wheel drive vehicle mounted
with a three-piston pneumatic
scabbier for concrete surface
removal.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

LOUIE II was used at TMI-2 to
decontaminate a highly
contaminated cubicle via
concrete surface removal.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island Unit 2
P.O. Box 480
Middletown, PA 17057 USA
Tel: 717/948-8400

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)Robotic Program Development: Applicable
Lessons Learned at TMI-2. EPRI NP-6521

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

LOUIE II is a tethered six-wheel drive vehicle based on the design of the
Remote Reconnaissance Vehicle used at TMI-2. It was designed by Bechtel for
operation in high radiation fields. It was designed specifically for the
stresses of mounting and running a three-piston pneumatic scabbier to remove
the surface layer of contaminated concrete. Its support systems included
zoom- and fixed-focus cameras and a high-volume debris collection system.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 143

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

LOUIE II was used in 1987, in the seal injection valve room of TMI-2. It
successfully removed a layer of highly contaminated grout. Although it
vibrated excessively and required its own vent system to prevent
recontamination, it scabbled the floors. Work crews then poured a new
concrete pad that reduced radiation readings from 20-60 R/h (exceeding 100 R/h
in some areas) to 1 R/h.

The BT2020 was mounted on an in-vessel camera positioning pole. It was used
in the final survey of the TMI-2 reactor vessel to establish that the vessel
had been satisfactorily defueled. Color proved to be an important help in
determining the size and location of fuel deposits. In areas of limited
access, a smaller camera with zoom capabilities was used instead; however, it
had a narrower depth of field and proved inadequate for a detailed inspection
program.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 144

NAME/TITLE

MOOSE Remote Scabbier

MATRIX CATEGORY (seo attachment)

6B, 6A

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

MOOSE is a tethered six-wheel
drive vehicle mounted with a
seven-piston scabbier for
concrete surface removal.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

MOOSE was developed and tested
at TMI-2 and West Valley
Demonstration Project; it has
been used elsewhere for
commercial decontamination.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Sheldon Lefkowitz
Pentek, Inc.
1026 4th Ave.
Coraopolis, PA 15108 USA

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)
Development of a Remotely Operated
Concrete Decon Vehicle. EPRI NP-4303

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities application, specifications)

MOOSE was developed for use at TMI-2, based on the work platform developed for
the Remote Reconnaissance vehicle. A commercial scabbier head, with a 7-cm
working width and consisting of seven 1-cm dia. scabbling bits operating at
1200 strokes/min., was mounted to the chasis. A vacuum and debris collection
system consisting of a vacuum nozzle, vacuum manifold, filter housing, and
collection bin is also mounted on the chasis. Included are scabbling head
translation and lifting systems, a scabbling depth limiting mechanism, and a
vibraiton isolation system. The remote scabbier can be operated from a
distance of up to 18 m. Utility requirements are 110V AC and air at 80 psig.
Nominal air consumption is 1833 1/min.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 144
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

Performance tests in 1984-85 at TMI-2 indicated: a scabbling rate of 37.2 sq
m/h ê 1.59 nun depth of cut; maximum cut is 4.77 mm; path width is 483 mm; the
vacuum/filter system removed over 99% of all scabbled material; the HEPA
filters prevented airborne contamination; maneuverability was satisfactory,
as was operation on ramps up to 30 degrees; unit passed an endurance test of
four hours of continuous scabbling; and a two-person team (operator and tether
tender) learned to operation MOOSE in a few hours.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 145

NAME/TITLE

Self-propelled remote control
facility TR-1

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

On the self-propelled remote
control undercarriage a remote
control nozzle feeding a spe -
cial dust suppression composi-
tion was installed

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Since 1989 year this facility
has being used at the object
"Ukrytiye" for dust suppressi-
on purposes.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

Address- Complex Expedition of
I V. Kurchatov Institute of Ato-
mic Energy, Chernobyl, USSR,
Ivanov A. I.
Telephone: 196-90-93, 5-1O-45

REFERENCE {e.g., report, paper)
Was published at the issue of
annual IAE Conference C USSR, Moscow}

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)

A nozzle f eedi nq a special riu^t «^upprp»«;«^ on romposi t i on i <s I n s t a l -
led on the self-propelled undercarriage. A guiding cable of length
25 m provides its remote control. The facility can move in the da-
maged rooms with a high radiation level, to overcome diverse obs -
tacles of ISO mm high, to go up- and downstairs, turn around at
place
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 145
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

It, is equipped with a special container for the guiding cable
reserve, a reservoir of dust suppression composition, a high
pressure pump. The dust suppression composition is fed to the
nozzle with the help of a flexible pipe-line.

Features:
length - 7OO mm
width - 6OO mm
altitudeCincluding the nozzle} - 75O mm

Weight ~ 4O kg.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

A year usage in the conditions of strong radiation fields proved
the reliability of the facility.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 146

NAME/TITLE

W a t e r l e s s & C o m b u s t i b l e
Decontaa ina t ion Agents (VCDA)

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
BC

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

As VCDA can be used fordecontanination
without water- you w i l l be free from
Liquid Waste Hanageuent. and w i l l easily
be disposed by burning.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

Pre Decon tamina t ion :
6 xi(T

Post Decon tamina t ion :
5 xi(T

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

Paint the cream on the contaminated
spot of Skin, and keep the condition
for 1 minute

Linse the skin
with flesh
water

Wipe off the cream with
wet-tissues Incinerate the
waste tissues as the
inflammable wastes

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax) _ _ . „Toyo Engeneer ing C o r p o r a t i o n

N u c l e a r Power D i v i s i o n
2-8-1 A k a n e h a m a

Narash ino-sh i , C h i b a - 275 Japan
Phone : 0474-54-1910
F A X : 0474-54- l837(Gm)

REFERENCE (e .g . , report, paper)
Proceedings of 1 9 8 6 ( N o . 2 1 ) Annual
Meeting of the Japan Health Physics Sec.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e .g . , capabilities, application, specifications)

tfCDA is jointly developed by the TOkyo Electric Power Co., Inc. (TEPCO)
and Toyo Engineering Corporation (TEC) for skin decontamination as primary
use, however WCDA is widely used for various materials surface deconatraination.
As tfCDA's main content is orange peal oil squeezed from orange skins,
it's safe for skin and can be burned along with wipetowels.
WCDA's pH is neutral, no consists of chelate agents, acid- and alkaline.
tfCDA w i l l be useful for deducting the wastes volume generated froo nuclear
plants.
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 146
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

Result of Field Hot Test

Agents

Super Decon Cream

T102 Paste

Soap

Running Water

Surface Contamination Effect

(pCi/cm2)

Before
Decontamination

6.2 x 10"4

7.4 x 10"4

6.2 x 10~4

6.3 X 10"4

After
De con tarn Ina t Ion

5.1 x 10'6

6.6 x Id"5

6.6 X 10"S

1.7 X 10"4

Notes

Washing &
brushing
after
wiping

Washing &

brushing
after
wiping

Washing 4
brushing

Washing
(without
brushing)

Note) Test Site:
TEPCO,
Fukushima
Dai-ichi
Nuclear P.S.

Sample :
Concentrator's
Drain

Nuclides:
Co-60,
Mn-54,
Cr-51 etc.

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

The field decontamination hot test was carried out at the
Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station site of the Tokyo
Electric Power Co.
Using contaminated pigskins, decontamination effect of
Super Decon Cream, Tio« Paste and Soap were compared.
The test result is shown above.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 147

NAME/TITLE
Decontamination of the
forced recirculation cir-
cuit of the KBMK-typenuclear power plant.

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)
6C. Decontamination

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Decontamination is made bysingle filling of the for-
ced recirculation circuit
with oxalic acid solution
followed by hydrogen per-
oxide introduction.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING
The developed technology
was tested on the specially
constructed stand where the
full-scale specimen decon-
tamination factors reached5-10.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT (Country, agency, or organization;
telephone/fax)

USSR, 197228, Leningrad, VKIPIET

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
The reagent working concentrations in the circuit were made bymixing the concentrated solutions with the reactor water. The
concentrated solutions were prepared in special tanks, the rea-
gent concentration exceeded the working concentration approxi-mately 10 times. The oxalic acid solution treatment is conti-
nued about 24 hours, then hydrogen peroxide is introduced in
this solution and, 4-6 hours after, the decrease of the reagent
concentration is made by distillate introduction simultaneouslywith solution drainage.
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CATEGORY 6 - No. 147

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)
Decontamination of the forced recirculation circuit of the Le-
ningrad NPP was carried o.ut. In the decontamination process
3-5-fold exposure dose rate from equipment was reached. By in-
troduction of hydrogen peroxide into the oxalic acid solution
the removal of the bulk uranium dioxide from the forced recir-
culation circuit was achieved, with the uranium dioxide ente-
ring from untight fuel elements.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 2 — No. 60
DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related
information, design/testing results)

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 148
NAME/TITLE

ELDECON - The Electrochemical Deconta-
mination Process

MATRIX CATEGORY (see attachment)

6E. Decontamination, chemical

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

An electrochemical decontamination process for fast
and efficient decontamination of components where
the radioactive elements are bound to the oxidized
surface layer.

SUMMARY EXPERIENCE/TESTING

A portable ELDECON equipment has been in opera-
tion at the Ringhals NPP in Sweden since 1987 and
another at the TVO NPP in Finland since 1990. A
permanently installed ELDECON system has been
in operation at the Barsebäck NPP in Sweden since
1985.

PHOTOGRAPH/ILLUSTRATION

CONTACT(Country, agency, or organization; telephone/fax)

Address: ABB Atom, S-721 63 Västeras, Sweden
Telephone: + 46 (0)21 10 70 00
Telefax: + 46 (0) 21 189471
Telex: 40629 atomva s

REFERENCE (e.g., report, paper)

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (e.g., capabilities, application, specifications)
The ELDECON process, which takes place in closed ventilated vessels, using neutral, water based electrolytes, can be
applied to most of the more commonly used materials. Examples of these are stainless steel, chromium-alloyd steel,
nickel-based alloys, tool steel, high speed steel and carbon steel. This process causes no corrosive attack on the base
material. The system can be delivered as a fixed installation for treatment of large components or as small portable
units. A portable unit can also be rented and be put into service in short notice, the portable equipment can be used not
only for detachable components but also for secetions of systems that can not be dismantled. The portable ELDECON
equipment comprises five separate, free standing, wheel mounted modules:
- Decontamination Module
- Process Control Module
- Rinsing Module
- Sludge Settling Module
- Electricity Supply Module
The modular desing offers superior flexibility.
Function
The normal procedure in decontamination is to place the object in the electrolyte to form an anode. A counter electro-
de is placed in the vessel a suitable distance away. When an electric current is allowed to pass between the object and
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CATEGORY 6 — No. 148

DETAILED DESCRIPTION (continued)

the counter electrode, an oxidating environment is created which dissolves the oxidized layer on the object. At the same
time, oxygen gas is generated which penerates the oxidized layer and blasts it away. The metallic ions released by the
dissolution of the oxidized layer precipitate as metal hydroxide sludge. The only other product of the process is hydro-
gen gas which is ventilated away. The electrolyte s not consumed by the process and is reused.
After treatment, the objects is rinsed in the rinsing unit.
A hand electrode to which the electrolyte is fed, is used as a complement to the counter electrodes when treating objects
of complicated shape larger than the vessel opening.
In order to decontaminate a fixed objeckt which is part of a system, surrounding pipes are blocked to form a closed
electrolyte compartment. The electrolyte is pumped in and a specially designed electrode is installed.
The important parameters in the process are the current density, temperature, treatment time and composition of the
electrolyte. These parameteras are adjusted to correspond to those specified by the supplier for material to be treated.
Control and supervision
All the necessary instrumentation for the control and supervision of the decontamination process is located in the con-

trol and distribution unit The unit is equipped with an alarm system. The electrolyte flow control to the hand electrode
is effected by valves on the front of the decontamination module.
Waste treatment
Electrolyte containing sludge i s pumped over to the sedimentation unit After sedimentation, the pure electrolyte is
pumped back to the decontamination unit All the freed radioactivity is bound in the hydroxide sludge which can be
drained off later for treatment and disposal.
The benefits of ELDECON can be summarized as follows:

- High decontamination factor - Radwaste easily handled
- Surface integrity is maintained or improved - Applicable to the majority of the metallic
- Reduced tendency for further re-contamination materials used in nuclear technology
- S hört treatment time - Can be applied fo chromium plating removal
- Low operating temperature. 20 - 60t. - Oxide layer removal facilitates crack detection
- No hazardous chemical in dye penetration methods
- Easy re-use of electrolytes

DETAILED EXPERIENCE/TESTING PROGRAM (e.g., operating experience, radiation-related information, design/testing results)

Examples of results
Pipe from reactor water clean up system Before: 4000n Sv/h After: classified as inactive
Cylinders from valve in blow down safety relief system Before: 100 \i Sv/h After classified as inactive

Valve guides from blow down safety relief system Before: 30-50 pSv/h After: classified as inactive
Pipe from reactor water cleanup system Before: 3.5 mSv/h After: classified as inactive
Valve spindles from main steam line isolation valves Before: 100 uSv/h After: classified as inactive

Cylinder from main steam line isolation valve Before 30 pSv/h After: classified as incactive
Valve pistons from main steam line isolation valve Before: 50 pSv/h After: classified as incactive
Carbon steel pipe from turbine system Before: 4-6 fiSv/h After: < 0.1 pSv/h classified as inactive
Steam valve with spindle and double sealing discs Before: 1500 nSv/h After: classified as incactive
Valve seats from reactor water cleanup system Before 1000 pSv/h After < 0.1 pSv/h
Rotor axle from reactor water coolant pump Before: 7 mSv/h Aften classified as inactive
Impeller from main circulation pump Before: > 30 mSv/h After 30-40 n/sv/

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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ADDITIONAL COM MENTS




